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TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

NORFOLK & NORWICH
NATURALISTS’ SOCIETY

The Committee beg to direct the attention of authors of

communications to the Society to the following Regulations

which have been drawn up in order to accelerate the publication

of the Transactions, and to utilise as widely and as fairly as

possible the funds which the Society devotes to the publication

of scientific researches :

—

1.

—Precedence will be given to papers dealing with local

Natural History.

2.

—MSS. of Papers.—As soon as any paper is ready for

publication, whether it has been read before the Society or not,

it must be sent to the Hon. Editor for the consideration of

the Committee.

3.

—Illustrations.—Illustrations, if accepted, should be

drawn in a form immediately suitable for reproduction by
photographic process.

4.

—Proofs.—In general, a first proof and a revise of each
paper will be sent to the author. If further proofs are re-

quired, owing to corrections or alterations for which the

printer is not responsible, the expense of such proofs and
corrections shall be charged against the author. All proofs

must be returned without delay addressed to the Hon. Editor.

5.

—Abstracts.—Authors are requested to hand to the Hon.
Secretary abstracts of their Papers at the same time that

they deposit their MSS.

6.

—Separate Issue or Reprints.—An author requiring

reprints of his paper must inform the Editor of the number
of copies he will require. He will be charged for them by
the printer, who will forward the copies to him when ready,

shortly after the publication of the Transactions.



The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists Society

has for its objects

—

1. The practical study of Natural Science.

2. The protection, by its influence with landowners and

others, of indigenous species requiring protection, and

the circulation of information which may dispel prejudices

leading to their destruction.

3. The discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer

species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plants in their native localities.

4. The record of facts and traditions connected with the

habits, distribution, and former abundance or otherwise

of animals and plants which have become extinct in the

County
;
and the use of all legitimate means to prevent

the extermination of existing species, more especially

those known to be diminishing in numbers.

5. The publication of Papers on Natural History contributed

to the Society, especially such as relate to the County of

Norfolk.

6. The facilitating of a friendly intercourse between local

Naturalists by means of Meetings for the reading and

discussion of papers and for the exhibition of specimens,

supplemented by Field-meetings and Excursions, with

a view of extending the study of Natural Science on a

sound and systematic basis.

7. Any Member who, in the opinion of the Committee,

contravenes the objects of the Society is liable to have

his name erased from the List of Members.
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Members who have compounded for their Subscriptions are marked with

an asterisk.

A
Adcock Archie, Norwich
Ames Colonel Oswald H., Blackdown, Upham, Southampton,
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1875 Barclay H. G., F.R.G.S., Colney Hall, Norwich
1922 Barclay Miss Margaret, Hanworth Hall, Norwich
1924 Barnard G. W., 4, Surrey Street, Norwich
1921 Barnard Miss G. V., Castle Museum, Norwich
1921 Barrow Miss E. J., The Red House, Drayton, Norwich
1924 Barton Mrs., 7, Queen’s Road, Beccles
1926 Bartram W., Honingham Thorpe, Colton, Norwich
1915 Bedford Her Grace the Duchess of, F.Z.S., F.L.S., Hon,

M.B.O.U., V.P., Woburn Abbey
1922 Bedwell E.C., “ Bruggen,” Brighton Road, Coulsdon, Surrey
1912 Beevor Sir H., Bart., Hargham Hall, Norfolk
1921 Bell R. C., Woodbastwick Old Hall, Norwich
1911 Beloe E. M., F.S.A., 27, New Conduit Street, King’s Lynn
1882 Bennett Arthur, A.L.S., Hon. Mem., 5, Thanet Place, High

Street, Croydon
1924 Benson E. F., Lamb House, Rye
1911 Berners Geoffrey, Woolverstone Park, Ipswich
1921 Berney F. L., R.A.O.U., Barcarolle, Longreach, Queensland
1920 Berney R. G. G., The Grange, St. James, Halesworth. Suffolk
1925 Best Miss M. G., F.Z.S., M.B.O.U., 123, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea
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Norfolk
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E
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Edwards J., F.E.S., Hon. Mem., Colesborne, Cheltenham
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F
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Ferrier R. F. E., F.S.A., Hemsby Hall, Norfolk
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1914 Gadesden Miss F., White Gates, Gresham. Norwich
1902 Garstang Walter, D.Sc., The University, Leeds
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1901 Goose A. W., 10, Sandringham Road, Norwich
1922 Gossage Mrs., Leet Hill, Kirby Cane, Norfolk
1922 Gossage Col. W. W., Leet Hill, Kirby Cane, Norfolk
1921 Graves Mrs., Oulton Lodge. Aylsham, Norfolk
1919 Greatorex H. A., Witton, Norwich
1921 Green Capt. S. V., Sutton Lodge, Ipswich Road, Norwich
1924 Green Maj. E. A. Lycett, Ashfield, York
1918 Gresham School The, Holt, Norwich
1913 *Grey of Fallodon, The Rt. Hon. Viscount, K.G., Fallodon,

Lestbury, Northumberland
1926 Gunn F. E., 84, St. Giles Street, Norwich
1918 Gurney Major Cecil F., Berry Hall, Walsingham
1896 *Gurney Sir Eustace, M.A., F.Z.S. V.P., Walsingham Abbey,

Norfolk
1893 *Gurney Gerard H., F.Z.S.

,
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1925 Gurney Miss Rosemary, Narborough, King’s Lynn
1901 Gurney Q. E., Bawdeswell Hall, Norfolk
1894 ’"Gurney Robert, M.A., F.L.S., F.Z.S., Hon. Treasurer, Ingham

Old Hall, Norfolk
1918 Gurney Mrs. Robert, Ingham Old Hall, Norfolk
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1924 Hadfield Travers, Stoneleigh, Knutsford, Cheshire
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1905 Halls H. H„ 130, Hall Road, Norwich
1908 Hamond Lieut.-Com. C.E., R.N., 40, Lvndhurst Road, Lo-westoft

1906 "Hamond Major Philip, D.S.O., Morston, Holt, Norfolk
1923 Hankin E. H., Sc.D., President, “ Lanbeevor,” Wroxham, Norfolk
1923 Harbord Miss P., Mousehold House, Norwich
1919 Harker Miss Sylvia, Blofield Hall, Norwich
1908 Harker William, Blofield Hall, Norwich
1923 Harmer Russell T., The Grange, Rackheath, Norwich
1881 "Harmer Sir Sidney, K.B.E., F.R.S., 30, Courtfield Gardens,

London, S.W. 7

1925 Harper Mrs. A. M., The Mansion, Great Yarmouth
1906 Harris Rev G. H., St. Paul’s Vicarage, 47, Trafc'gar Read,

Moseley, Birmingham
1925 Hartcup Miss, Dial House, Cathedral Close, Norwich
1923 Hastings Lord, Melton Constable Park, Norfolk

1925 Hemingway P. H., Hamara, Wroxham
1925 Hewitt H. Dixon. F.I.C., 25, Croxton Road, Thetford

1925 Heywood R., Pentney House, Narborough, Norfolk

1923 Hibberd Rev. H., Burnham Thorpe Rectory, King’s Lynn
1893 "Hill Alexander, M.D., F.R.S., Highfield Hall, Southampton
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Hinde F. C., Hon. Librarian, Oaklands House, Cringleford,

Norwich
Hines E. S., 10, Parker Road, Norwich
Hitchcock Arthur, Tamworth House, Tennyson Road, King’s

Lynn
Hoare Miss Marjorie, 17, Camberley Road, Norwich
Horsfall Charles, Stody Lodge, Melton Constable, Norfolk
Hose Dr. C., F.R.G.S., “ Redleaf,” Riddlesdown Road, Purley,

Surrey
Hoskins Maj. Gen. Sir Reginald, Army and Navy Club, London
Howard Miss D. D., West Parade, Norwich
Howard H. J., 6, College Road, Norwich
Howard R. J., Shear Bank, Blackburn
Howes Miss Alice, 26, Cathedral Close, Norwich
Hunter Miss E. M., Mattishall Hall, East Dereham
Hunter H. M., Mattishall Hall, East Dereham
Hurrell H.. 25, Regent Street, Gt. Yarmouth
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J
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L
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ADDRESS
Read by the President, E. Hanbury Hankin, M.A., Sc.D., to

ike members of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society,

at their Fifty-Seventh Annual Meeting, held at the Norwich Castle

Museum, on April 21th, 1926.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

If the increase in the membership of a society is a guide to its

prosperity and usefulness, then, I think we may say that the

past year has been one of success for the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society

During the year we have lost four members by death, namely :

Lady Boileau, Mr. Euren, Dr. Hancock, and Mr. E. T. Roberts
;

and so far, the Honorary Secretary has received notifications

of but two resignations. We have elected twenty-six new
members, so that our membership has been increased by twenty,

and now stands at 422, the highest in the history of the Society.

Our monthly meetings have been unusually well attended,

and the last Number of our Transactions has maintained the

high standard we have set ourselves in former years. The last

three volumes of these have been edited by Dr. Long, who,

through pressure of other work, hands over these editorial

duties to-day to Mr. Robert Gurney.

I now pass on to the subject of my address which is

THE EVOLUTION OF FLYING ANIMALS

If learning to fly is difficult for men, aided as they are by

scientific knowledge and petrol motors, how, it may be asked,

did nature succeed in evolving flying animals who at first,

must have lacked muscles, organs, and instincts adapted for

the purpose ? Further, if jumping through the air led to gliding,

how, it may be asked, did gliding lead to true flying with

the power of flapping flight and of steering and control while

in the air ?

We have to turn to geologists in seeking an answer to this

question.

It is probable that the earliest flying creatures were insects.

The larvae of certain primitive insects, such as mayflies, carry

on each joint of the abdomen a pair of flat plates known as
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“ tracheal gills.” One theory of the origin of the wings of

insects is that they were derived from such tracheal gills.

Another theory is that wings were developed from “ paranotal
”

expansions on the thorax. This latter theory offers no explana-

tion as to how or why the expansion became mobile, or how

the muscles for flapping flight originated. The former theory

presupposes that the tracheal gills could be waved up and down

for the sake of aeration, and such movement might gradually

lead to flapping. It has been suggested that in some early

Palseozoic period, certain small ancestral insects were in the

habit of leaving the water in which they usually lived, and

A

Fig. 1. Restoration of Stenodictya lobata, a primitive insect.
A, wing of prothorax whose use may have been to depress front edge
of B wing of mesothorax. C, wing of metathorax. D, tracheal gills

on each joint of abdomen

creeping up the stems of plants, where they sat waving
their gills in the air. Nature even at that distant time was
already “ red in tooth and claw,” and occasionally, it is

supposed, these insects had to jump off into the water

to avoid some enemy. Their gill plates would give them
a certain amount of gliding support. Those insects who
had the largest plates could glide furthest and, if this

was an advantage, their survival might lead to the evolu-

tion of wings. The change would be most likely to

affect those gill plates that were nearest the centre of gravity of

the body, namely, those on the three joints of the thorax.

A veiy remarkable fossil insect has been discovered that

represents an actual stage in this process of evolution. Its name
is Stenodictya lobata (Fig. 1). It had six wings, one pair being
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attached to each of the three joints of the thorax. The first

pair of wings were small, and no doubt destined shortly to

vanish in the course of evolution.

As shown in the illustration, the eyes of this insect were lateral

and therefore ill-adapted for seeing ahead, a fact that agrees

well with the idea that it was a new-comer in the air, and,

further, excludes an alternative suggestion that might be made,

namely, that it learnt to fly by chasing its prey rather than by

avoiding its enemies.

If the ancestral insect had the power of waving its gills up and

down to increase the rate of aeration, there is no difficulty

in imagining how a development of this power might lead to

flapping flight. How the power of steering from side to side

could have orginated is a matter worth consideration.

In Dragon-flies, to which insects Stenodictya was probably

ancestral, steering to right or left is produced by rotation

of one front wing. If a dragon-fly while gliding wishes to turn

to the right, it rotates its right front wing. The speed ahead of

the two right wings are thereby checked, and the insect makes

a rapid turn. The rotation is only momentary and very difficult

to see. Its appearance is shown in Fig. 2. To make a gradual

Fig 2. A Dragon-fly seen from behind steering to the right. The
right front wing has been rotated

turn, a much smaller amount of rotation would be sufficient.

Steering by thus checking the speed of the inside wing is the

method employed by all flying animals.*

There are no grounds for assuming that the ancestral insect

had any power of rotating its gill plates. Neither, if it had this

*See Animal Flight (London, Iliffe & Sons, 1913).
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power, is it immediately obvious how it could learn to use it for

steering when the gill plates developed into wings. The

following guess, however, may be made as to how the power of

steering arose, either in Stenodictya, if it possessed this power,

or at least in its descendants.

The three joints of the thorax were not fused together in this

primitive insect, as they are in all modern insects except the

fleas. Neither do the remains of this insect give any hint of a

neck, such as is present in dragon-flies. The insect when
gliding would be likely to turn its head in whatever direction

it might wish to go. If this turn of the head was brought about

partly by movement of the first segment of the thorax, then

the small wings on this segment might tend to press down the

front edge of the large wings of the following segment. This

pressing down would be a rotation of the kind needed to steer

to the side to which the insect was looking. If the insect wished

to descend more steeply, we may imagine it would direct its

head downwards. Such movement might cause both of the

prothoracic wings to press on the front edges of the large wings,

causing the adjustment suitable for increased rate of descent.

Thus it may be suggested that the wings of the prothorax were

retained in a reduced condition in Stenodictya, not because

they were of any direct use for support in the air, but because

they furnished a makeshift means of control until muscles for

rotating the main wings could be evolved.

More highly developed precursors of dragon-flies
(
Pvotodonaia

)

are found in Carboniferous strata. One of them had a span

that exceeded two feet. Another descendant of these

primitive insects from Australia with a span of about six inches,

had wings so long and narrow that it is difficult to believe

that it was capable of anything except very gentle flapping.

It seems more likely that, like many dragon-flies of to-day, it

was an adept in soaring flight.* Dr. Tillyard, its discoverer,

has given it the appropriate name of Aeroplana mirabilis,

taking it as the type of a new order of insects the

A eroplanoptera. t

*“ The soaring flight of dragon-flies,” Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., Vol. XX.,
Part 4, p. 460.

f" Mezozoic Insects of Queensland, No. 3, Odonata and Protodonata,”
by R. J. Tillyard [Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South
Wales, Vol. XLIII., Part 3, August 28th, 1918.
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No great difficulty is presented by the problem of the evolu-

tion of flight among fishes. Many fishes scuttle along the

surface of the water to avoid their enemies. This mode of motion

may be aided by jumps into the air during which the

pectoral fins, however small, will aid in support. Every

stage in the enlargement of these fins, till they can act as wings,

is likely to be of use to its possessor. At the present day

fishes belonging to several different families have the power

of flying. Hence this power has been evolved independently

by fishes on many occasions in the course of their evolution.

In the earliest undoubted flying-fish, Thoracopterus Nieder-

risti, from Upper Triassic strata, as shown in big. 3, it may be

Fig. 3. Flying-fish, Thoracopterus Niederristi, from Upper Triassic (Abel)

(after Zittel)

noted that the enlarged pectoral fins or wings are attached to

the lower part of the body, and are therefore below the position

of the centre of gravity. Such an arrangement is unusual

in flying animals, and, one maysuspect, would be liable to lead to

lateral instability. In the modern flying-fish Exocoetus Fig. 4,

the wings are attached on a higher level than the centre of

gravity. But in a less perfect flier, the fresh-water flying-fish

Pantodon, the wings are also in the lower position as in Thora-

copterus. A proof that Thoracopterus had the power of flight

is given by the fact that, as shown in the illustration, the lower

lobe of the tail is enlarged. Such enlargement is present in the
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modern flying-fish Exocoetus, and also in another fossil flying-

fish Gigantopterus.

When starting a flight Exocoetus does not jump out clear of

the water as a rule. It only emerges by a jump so far that the

front wings are clear of the water and at once are ex-

panded. The tail is then wagged vigorously to and fro,

and thus, by sculling action (for which the enlargement of

the lower lobe is helpful), increases the speed till suddenly the

fish is drawn up into the air and remains in gliding flight with

its wings at rest and sometimes, for a distance of several hundred

B

Fig. 4. The Common Flying-fish, Exocoetus, at A, with its wings

in the po ition used in high speed flight. At B the pelvic fins are

shown directed downwards to act as a brake and check speed before

plunging into the water. In the monsoon wind, in which flying-fishes

may attain enormous speeds, these fins may thus be directed down-
wards from near the start to the end of a flight. Another method of

checking speed, described elsewhere, is used in connection with slow

speed flight.

metres, preserves a uniform height above the water. Occa-

sionally, especially in cooler weather, slight fluttering of the

wings does occur at starting, but the wings are nearly always

at rest during the remainder of the flight. As the flight is

usually only a few inches above the water surface it occurs

in a position where it is difficult to invoke the presence of

strong ascending currents to explain it. Weak ascending cur-

rents or masses of warm air mixed with masses of cooler air

are perhaps likely to be present to a greater extent than usual
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during the monsoon in the Arabian Sea when the longest and

fastest flights have been observed by me.* (Fig. 4.)

The weight of the flying-fish is about eight times as great as

that of a bird of similar size. Hence, if its flight was due to

undetected flapping, one would expect that the muscles for

moving the wings would be very strongly developed. As a

matter of fact they are at least five times smaller than those of

a bird according to measurements given by Moebius.

An example of a flying-fish whose flight depends solely on

flapping is given by the small fresh-water flying-fish Gastro-

pelecus (Fig. 5). The under surface of its sternum is developed

Fig. 5. Gastropelecus sternicla

(from British Museum Special Guide No. 6)

into a deep, narrow keel to which the flight muscles are attached.

(Fig. 6.) These muscles are said to amount to one quarter of

the whole weight of the body. The similar muscles of a bird,

according to a measurement by Moebius, are less than one-sixth

of the weight of the body. In its flight Gastropelecus is said

to dart along the surface of the water with only its keel im-

mersed and with its wings in rapid movement. After proceeding

thus for some such distance as forty feet it emerges completely

for a yard or two, and then falls back into the water.!

*See “ Geological History of Flying Vertebrates,” by G. W. Young,
Proc. of the Geologists Association, Vol. XXVI., Part 4, 1915, p. 229.

fSee " Observations on the Flight of Flying Fishes,” Proc. Zool. Soc.

of London, December, 1920, p. 467, and " Flying Fishes and Soaring

Flight,” Proc. Catnb. Phil. Soc., Vol. XXI., Part 4, November ,1922,

p. 421.
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Thus the flapping flight of Gastropelecus involves strong

muscular exertion, and is far less effective than the soaring

flight of Exocoetus.

In Fig. 6 is shown a supposed fossil flying-fish, Chirothrix

libanicus, from the Upper Cretaceous strata of Mount

Lebanon. It probably had no power fo flying because (1)

In flight the greatest pressure on a wing is near its anterior

border. Hence this border is always strengthened except

in some of the minutest flying insects. No such strengthen-

ing is shown by the supposed wing of Chirothrix. And

(2) There is no enlargement of the lower lobe of the tail

as is found in Exocoetus. It may be noted that the supposed

wing is not an enlarged pectoral fin, but is tire pelvic fin which

has been shifted forward from its primitive position. The
pectoral fin is small and supplied with a long filament.

There can be no doubt that gliding with loss of height is the

most primitive form of movement through the air. • It is possible

to make a suggestion as to why certain animals have remained

at this primitive stage and have failed to evolve further and to

acquire the power of flapping flight. Before doing so, let us

briefly recapitulate the known instances of creatures which

glide in this manner :
—

(1) The Flying Lizards (Draco) of Southern India and the Malay

Peninsula and Archipelago are furnished with lateral expansions
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of the body supported on five or six greatly elongated ribs.

They live on trees and eat ants. They often make glides of

forty to fifty metres in length but always with a loss of height

of about one in four. The anterior margin of the wing is formed

by two closely apposed ribs and a small amount of muscular

tissue. There are also muscles for advancing and retiring

the wings. The action of these muscles in altering the camber

or the disposition of the front portion of the wing is probably

the source of the slight power of steering while in the air that

these lizards are asserted to possess.*

(2) The Flying Phalanger
(
Petaums), a Marsupial from

Australia, lives in trees and can glide from branch to branch

by a lateral skin extension which is supported by the fore and

hind limbs. Aeronautical authorities tell us that any increase in

span of such a surface (the so-called “ patagium ”), that is

in its extent from side to side, must be of much greater value

for gliding than an increase in its length. In the remaining

gliding animals to be mentioned we see what may be described

as efforts of different kinds to increase the span.

(3) In the Flying Lemur
(
Galcopithecns

)
an increase of span

of moderate amount is obtained by a lengthening of the limb

bones.

(4) In the African Flying Squirrel (Anomalurus) a rod of

cartilage grows out from the elbow joint and aids in supporting

the patagium.

t

(5) In the Asiatic Flying Squirrel (Petaurista), there is also

a rod of cartilage, but this is attached not to the elbow but to

the wrist.

So far as is known to me, flying squirrels lack the power of

steering from side to side when making a glide. It is not easy

to see how they could discover that any steering action could

be produced by movements of the tail
;

neither is it likely

that such movements could have any marked effect unless the

tail was greatly expanded in the vertical plane. No instance

is known to me of a steering action of the tail in any flying

animal. If the tail was used for this purpose its action

would need to be accompanied by a change of disposition of

*Animal Flight, p.358.

-[British Museum (Natural History) Guide to Specimens illustrating

Flight (1913), p. 12.
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the wings in order to produce the canting or banking that is

needed for an efficient turn.

Let us consider the means of steering employed by birds.

In Fig. 7 is shown the bones and wing-tip quill feathers of the

wing of a bird. The bony skeleton contains the remains of three

digits, two of which are often furnished with minute claws.

These are vestiges of claws that were functional in their reptilian

ancestors. Thus the outer part of the wing or “ wing-tip
”

is attached to the wrist joint which is capable of being rotated.

Rotation of the wing-tip by movement at the wrist joint is

used by the bird in steering. If a gliding bird wishes to turn

to the right, the wing-tip of the right wing is rotated in such a

sense that the front edge (or “ leading edge ”) of the wing-tip

descends. This causes resistance to movement ahead. The

Fig. 7. Wing of Adjutant bird. The wing-tip quill feathers, which
are used for steering, shown as dotted lines

speed of this wing-tip is reduced and the bird accordingly turns.

Thus the inclusion of the wrist joint in the structure of the wing

is the reason why birds were able to acquire adequate methods

of wing control while in flight.

In bats, as with the flying squirrels, there has been a tendency

for the patagium to spread laterally. But with these animals

the patagium spread between the fingers and the fingers length-

ened to such an extent that they support a considerable

part of the wing surface. There is a muscle that can bend

downwards the outer part of the wing by movement at the wrist

joint, and my observations indicate that such movement is used

by bats for steering.
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In the Pterodactyls the wrist joint was also involved in the

wing, and, as will be described below, there is reason for

thinking that their powers of flight were highly developed.

In the Flying Lemur, Galeopithecus, the patagium, besides

fringing the body, is extended between the fingers and the

toes. But there is no lengthening of these digits. Consequently

only an insignificant fraction of the patagium could be controlled

by movements of the wrist joint.

Thus the accident that the wrist joint was not included in

the patagium so that it could control the disposition of the outer

part of the wing appears to offer a reason why the power of

movement through the air of flying squirrels has not progressed

beyond the gliding stage.

As regai ds the mode of origin of birds, Abel has suggested

that the ancestral reptile was one that had a habit of running

on its hind legs, and that it used its arms as balancers, and

that outgrowths on the arms gradually developed into feathers.*

Three objections may be brought forward against this idea.

First, the habit of running would tend to cause an increase

in the size of the legs and accordingly to bring backwards the

position of the centre of gravity. To produce a bird, on the

contrary, what is required is to bring the centre of gravity

forward until it is under the position of the centre of lift of the

wings. Secondly, the animal would be a very poor runner,

to start with, to need to use its arms as balancers at all, and,

on the principle of the bicycle, the faster it ran the less it would

need them. Thirdly, the outgrowths of the skin destined to

become feathers would have to undergo a long course of develop-

ment before they could be of appreciable use in flight.

It is far more likely that the ancestors of birds were tree-

frequenting in habit, and that they learnt to glide by jumping

from bough to bough.

Another suggestion has been made by several writers as to

the origin of feathers. Mammals are warm-blooded animals of

cold-blooded reptilian ancestry. They have developed a

covering of hair to keep in the heat. Is it not possible that

feathers also were primarily developed to keep in the heat,

*“ Die Vorfiihren der Vogel und ihre Lebensweise,” Verhandlungen
der K. K. Zoologisch-Botanischen Gesellschaft in Wien, Vol. LXI. of 1911,

Parts 3, 4, 5 and 6, p. 144.
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birds being also warm-blooded in habit ? Even the smallest

down feathers would be of use for this purpose. Every

increase in size would make them more useful in this

respect, and, at length, we may imagine, some of the feathers

enlarged still further and became of use for gliding flight.*

Thus we are led to the conception that a particular stage in

the ancestry of birds was represented by a warm-blooded

tree-frequenting reptile that had a covering of feathers some of

which were enlarged so as to be capable of giving gliding

support. Its gliding must have been with strongly marked

loss of height. It had no power of steering while in the air.

It had an elongated lizard-like body. Consequently, its

centre of gravity must have bedn not far in front of the pelvis.

Hence the feathers on the wings must have been balanced by

a corresponding development of feathers on the tail. The front

limb had a hand furnished with three functional claws.

Reconstructions of the fossil bird Archaeopteryx usually repre-

sent it as bipedal in habit like a modern bird. But a paper by

Hans Steiner,";' contains a reproduction of the supposed reptilian

ancestor of biids, showing a creature with lizard-like body

(Fig. 8). That Archaeopteryx had closer resemblance to this

hypothetical “ Pro-Avis ” than is commonly supposed is made
probable by the following considerations :

—
(1) In Fig. 9a, a diagrammatic reconstruction of Arch-

aeopteryx is shown which has been made with the help of careful

measurements taken from photographs of the Berlin specimen.

It will be seen that its body, instead of being shortened as in

birds, was long like that of a lizard. That its,centre of gravity

was not far from the point marked CG is made probable from

the following considerations. A copy of the outline shown

in Fig. 9a was cut out in thin sheet aluminium. By experiment

it was found that the centre of pressure against an air current

directed at right angles to the surface was about on the level

with the hip joint. In gliding flight with a small angle of inci-

dence the centre of pressure would be brought forward. It

must have coincided with the position of the centre of gravity,

and on any probable assumption of the position of the wings

*This suggestion was put forward by me in a paper entitled “ The
Development, of Animal blight,” in The Aeronautical Journal, January,

1912, p. 24

f“ Das problem der Diastataxie des Vogeliliigels ” (Jenaische

Zeitschrift, Vol. 55, p. 221, 1918).
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in gliding flight can not have been far from the point marked

CG. Thus its centre of gravity was aft of the position of the lift

of the wings and balance must have depended on aid from

support given by the tail. A very different state of affairs

is the case with a slow-flying bird such as Neophron percnopterns

of which a diagram is represented in Fig. 9 b. Here the centre

of gravity CG, found by experiment on the dead bird, is at a

point corresponding with the position of lift of the wings, and the

tail plays no appreciable part in support.

(2) The diagram of Neophron is drawn of such a size that

the distance from the shoulder joint to the hip joint is the same

as in the diagram of Archaeopteryx. If this distance is taken

as the unit, the span of Archaeopteryx is less than five units

while the span of Neobhron is over twelve units.
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(3) In the two diagrams the shafts of the primary quills

of the right wing are indicated by dotted lines. In Neophron

the disposition of these quills is affected by rotation of the wrist

joint. It is by such rotation that the bird steers itself to right

or left. In Archaeopteryx the primary quills are less in number

and, as compared with Neophron, form but a small fraction of

the supporting surface. Thus it cannot have had more than

very restricted powers of steering from side to side when in

gliding flight.

B
Fig. 9. Diagrammatic reconstruction of

Archaeopteryx (A) and similar drawing Tof

ajmodern bird (B) CG centre of gravity

(4) Steiner’s researches show that Archaeopteryx had seven

primary quills, as compared with nine to eleven in existing

birds. It is probable that the missing quills are those at the

beginning of the series (i.e., the distally situated quills), because

these quills arc the last to develop in embryo birds. Also
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these quills remain undeveloped in the Hoatzin so long as

the claws of digits I. and II. remain functional. Thus it is

likely that the claws of Archaeopteryx were free and had no duty

to perform in supporting quill feathers. Heilmann has given

reasons for believing that the metacarpals and basal phalanges

of digits II. and III. were attached to each other by ligaments

so that they could act better as a support for the quill feathers,

but his illustrations (Figs. 17 and 72 in his book, The Origin

of Birds*) suggest that the metacarpal of the first digit was as

mobile as that of the young Hoatzin.

(5) In many existing species of birds, digits I. and II. termi-

nate in minute claws that are hidden in the feathers. But in

the nestling of the Hoatzin or “ Quadruped Bird ” from

South America, these two claws are well developed and used

for climbing about the branches of the tree in which the nest

is placed. Pycraft describes this habit as being “ handed

down from the dawn of avian development.'’ It seems

difficult to hold this opinion and yet to deny that the claws

of the hand of Archaeopteryx were, at least to some extent,

functional.

(6) The base of each claw has a protuberance for attachment

of a flexor muscle. In the claws of the hand these protuberances

are larger than in the case of the foot, a fact difficult to reconcile

with the view that these claws were not in use.

(7) In the first four or five primary quills of birds the part

of the vane in front of the shaft is much smaller than the part

that lies behind it. When in the air these feathers, in such birds

as vultures, are held almost at right angles to the line of flight.

Hence the shaft is at the position of greatest pressure. There

is no such great difference in the two parts of the vane of the

primaries of Archaeopteryx, a fact that tends to justify the wing

disposition shown in the diagram and to support the suggestion

that the claws were not embedded in the feathers but exposed.

In modern birds the first digit—the alula—carries a small

tuft of stiff feathers. These feathers contribute no doubt

to the strength and shape of the anterior border of the wing.

Slight movements of the alula may be seen when the bird is

checking speed in the air preparatory to alighting. These

Published by Witherby, London, 1926.
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movements have been observed by me in birds of three

different species. The alula is so small and its range of move-

ment is so limited that it is rather difficult to believe that this

movement can have any appreciable effect either in checking

speed or in maintaining equilibrium. Such movement of

the alula may be observed both when the bird is dropping

feet foremost through the air with partially furled wings and also

in what has been termed by me “ stop descent,” when the

bird is landing with its wings fully extended and with their sur-

face nearly at right angles to the direction of flight. That

movements of the alula accompany two such different wing

dispositions is a reason for doubting whether they have any

significance from the point of view of flight. The movement is

either advancing or advancing combined with rotation up.

Sometimes, instead of keeping the alula in one position, the bird

keeps moving it to and fro while descending. This appears

to be a further reason for doubting the utility of the movements

in question.

Is it not possible that this change of position of the alula

during descent is a habit “ handed down from the dawn of avian

development,” and that in fact Archaeopteryx thus extended

its first digit when springing on to its prey ?

An observation desciibed on page 135 of my book, Animal

Flight, might possibly be regarded as evidence against this

suggestion. An Adjutant, a bird of more than nine feet span,

was noticed while circling to have the alula of the inside wing

advanced. The extent of this movement was perhaps a little

more than half an inch. Such change of position of the alula

in circling is quite exceptional. Perhaps in this case it was an

accidental accompaniment of a movement of the next digit,

i.e., of the phalangeal quill mass, which may have been needed

to keep the bird on a curved course.

According to Abel, Archaeopteryx flew with the palm of the

hand facing forward and not with the palm horizontal, as in

living birds. This must have been the case if it had a habit

of springing like a quadruped from bough to bough in trees,

as otherwise the primaryquills would strike the branch on which

it alighted.

Thus we see that there are various more or less cogent reasons

for thinking that Archaeopteryx resembled the hypothetical
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gliding ancestor of birds much more than is commonly supposed.

Evidence available does not seem sufficient to justify a definite

opinion as to whether it could steer while in the air or whether

it had acquired the power of flapping flight. Such abilities, if

possessed at all, must have been much less developed than they

are in modern birds. It will be of interest to consider how these

abilities could have been acquired.

It has been observed by me that if a gliding bird is about to

make some large change of wing disposition in order to effect

some change in its flight, it often makes several small movements

of its wings of the same nature as, and in anticipation of, the large

movement that is about to occur. These “ anticipatory move-

ments ” are far too small to have any visible effect on the

direction of flight, nevertheless they have occasionally enabled

me to understand or to foresee various flight manoeuvres.*

Now, supposing Archaeopteryx, while gliding, were to make

anticipatory movements of its hands before seizing its prey in

its claws, such movements, if in a fore and aft direction,

would have tended to steer the bird up and down and therefore

to check its speed. Such movements, if in an up and down
direction, on the other hand, would have tended to aid the speed

of the glide and might have led to the discovery of the use of

flapping. Supposing its prey was an insect which, when

alarmed, began to run away
;
suppose it ran to the right

;
the

Archaeopteryx would be likely to turn its head to the right.

It might also advance and lift its left wing and retire and

depress its right wing in anticipation of seizing the insect.

Such movements would tend to cant and steer it in the desired

direction, and might conceivably lead to the methods of

control in use by the birds of the present day.

We have now to consider the evolution of the flying reptiles

known as Pterodactyls, in which the wing membrane is sup-

ported by an enormously elongated finger. The earliest forms

had a long tail and an elongated, lizard-like body. Attempted

restorations show them as two-winged creatures with the prob-

able position of the centre of gravity far behind the

probable position of the centre of lift of the wings, an arrange-

ment that would be quite unsuited for flight. But Stromer

*See Animal Flight, pp. 150, 162, 185, 190, and 395.
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states that " one of his museum assistants recollects seeing a

beautifully preserved specimen of the Pterodactyl Rhampho-

rhyncus in the shop of a dealer some ten years ago, and that this

specimen showed a wing membrane supported by the hind leg

and passing from the fifth toe of the hind foot to about half

way along the tail.* An attempt has been made to explain

away this story by the suggestion that some ossified tail tendons

from the tail had become displaced and simulated the outline

of a hind wing. But, if the story is true, it is more probable

that what was seen was really the remains of a hind

wing, for the fifth toe of the earliest known pterodactyl

was elongated as if to support a wing membrane. It was

not provided with a claw as were the other toes. Further

t

Fig. 10. Diagrammatic restoration of the primitive Pterodactyl

in the course of evolution of pterodactyls the fore wings were

enlarged while the tail dwindled and the body of the animal

was shortened. Hence at length there was no longer any need

for a hind wing, and the clawless fifth toe diminished in size

or completely vanished. On these grounds a diagrammatic

restoration of the earliest known pterodactyl
(
Dimorphodon

)

is given in Fig. 10. It may be mentioned that the dis-

proportionately large head of this reptile was not so heavy

*“ On the flight of pterodactyls,” Aeronautical Journal, No. 72, October

1914, p. 333 footnote.
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as it looks, for it was lightly built and very narrow from
side to side.

As regards its powers of flight, Dimorphodon had reached a

more advanced stage of evolution than Archaeopteryx, for,

taking the distance from the shoulder joint to the hip joint as

the unit, its span was about eight of these units, as against less

than five for the latter.

The later pterodactyls were the most remarkable, the most
highly specialised and perhaps the most efficient flying animals

that have ever existed. The larger species had a span of more
than twenty-one feet. (Fig. 11.)

Fig. 11. Restoration by Howard Short of Pteranodon, a large

pterodactyl, reproduced from Aeronautical Journal, Jan., 1912,
by kind permission of the Editor

Their mode of life is most puzzling. From the position in

which their remains are found, it is deduced by geologists

that they habitually flew over the sea at some such distance as

fifty to a hundred miles from the nearest land. If so, it

seems probable that they must have spent their time over the

sea entirely in flight, for the following reason. Their shoulder

and elbow joints were hinges that permitted up and down
movement only. The outer part of the wing could be flexed

at the knuckle joint. Thus, when it had done its best to furl

its wings, it still had a span of about ten feet. Hence, except

in a perfect calm, it is difficult to understand how it could have
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regained the air if it ever settled on the water. As its hind

legs were involved in the wing membrane, they were certainly

useless for swimming.

Presumably the animal must have landed sometimes. But

if it did so, it is difficult to understand how it can have moved

about. It could not have walked as a quadruped because, as

already stated, no fore and aft movements of the shoulder or

elbow joints were possible. Neither could it have walked

as a biped, the hind legs apparently not being strong enough for

the purpose, and even if the wings were fully extended, when

so walking, the wing-tips would probably have dragged on the

ground. It might be suggested that when ashore they hung

head downwards from a tree as do the large fruit-eating bats.

But a flying-fox, for example, when alighting on a tree, has

to rotate round its transverse axis so as to bring the hind legs

forward so that its toes may seize a twig. It does this by

means of vigorous “ poise-flapping,” and having done so and

seized the twig, it suddenly furls its wings and its body falls

over to one side or the other.* But the wing muscles of the

pterodactyl were certainly too weak for poise-flapping, and it

was incapable of furling its wings. It would have had some

difficulty in finding a twig strong enough to support its weight

of probably about twenty pounds, and at the same time suffici-

ently isolated from other twigs and branches to avoid risk of

breaking the unfurled wings.

Before making a guess as to how these strange animals could

have got their food, let us consider their probable mode of

flight. Their twenty-one-foot wings had to support a body

a little larger than that of a cat. In their structure weight

saving was carried to an extreme. The walls of their wing bones

were made of hard bone scarcely thicker than a visiting card.

They were air-filled except at the ends, where they were

strengthened with bony sponge-work of paper-like thinness.

The ridge on the breast-bone for attachment of the flight

muscles was singularly small. Their whole structure was so

obviously adapted for life in the air that it is impossible to

conclude from the weakness of these muscles that they flew

worse than birds. We must rather conclude that they flew

*See Animal Flight, p. 150 and 221
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more scientifically, in other words, that they depended on

soaring rather than on flapping flight.

Thus the large pterodactyls were more highly specialised

for flight than any other known animals. They could fly, but

they could neither swim, nor dive, nor walk, nor hop, nor hang

from the branches of a tree. The question remains : how
could they eat ? At first sight the difficulty appears to get

greater the more we look at it. Living far out to sea, apparently

they could have found nothing else than fish to eat. They
were furnished with a mouth and head whose structure indi-

cates that they were fish-eating in habit. But a fish-eating

bird plunges into the water to catch its prey. A pterodactyl

could not do this without risk of breaking its wings, as they

could not be furled and, if it escaped this danger, it is probable

that it could only regain the air with difficulty and only in the

calmest sea. The great length and consequent fragility of the

wing bones make it highly improbable that they could check

speed suddenly, after a dive through the air, just before reaching

the water—a manoeuvre that presents no difficulty to the strongly

built wings of kites and vultures. Hence, it is highly improb-

able that they could have swooped down from a height and

checked speed when near the water to catch some unsuspecting

fish. It also seems improbable that they could have glided

close to the water at such a low speed that they could have

snapped at and caught fish that were swimming just below the

surface. To do so it would frequently be necessary to steer

rapidly to one side or the other. We may confidently say that

they could not do so if gliding near enough to the water to catch

fish, for, like any other flying animals, if they suddenly steered

to one side they would have to cant over. With a spread of

wings of twenty-one feet they could only become canted if at

such a height above the water that fish would be well out of their

reach
; otherwise, on making the turn the inside wing would

strike the water and the flight would come to an end.

One possibility, however, can be suggested, namely, that

their food was flying-fish caught while the latter were gliding

through the air. We may imagine that the pterodactyls

habitually glided a few yards above the water surface, and that

they would swiftly dart down and catch a flying-fish whenever

they saw a shoal emerge in front of them. Arguments weakly
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supporting this idea, such as the structure of the articulation

of the lower jaw of the pterodactyl or the presumed defective

vision of the flying-fish while out of water, no doubt are

available. But it appears to me that any such discussion

had better be deferred till someone finds a fossil pterodactyl

with a fossil flying-fish in its mouth. At present the idea seems

only to be of value in suggesting or stimulating lines of research.

A question that demands an answer is whether the con-

ditions of the air a yard or two above the surface of a tropical

sea, and also whether the structure of the pterodactyl, were such

as to permit the continuous and high speed soaring flight

that would be necessary for flying-fishes to be caught in the

manner suggested ? Let us in the first place see whether there

is any detail in the anatomy of pterodactyls suggesting that

they were not adapted for soaring at a height above the earth,

and therefore consonant with the idea that they usually

soared at low levels ?

The shoulder joint of birds is a ball and socket. Con-

sequently birds can rotate the whole wing at this joint. As

has been mentioned above, the shoulder joint of the pterodactyl

was a simple hinge. These reptiles must therefore have lacked

the power of wing rotation. Let us consider what effect

this disability may have had on their flight.

Anyone who has been up in an aeroplane will remember the

sensation of “ bumps ” which are caused by the machine entering

ascending currents. It can be deduced from my observations

that vultures soaring at a height above the earth are not troubled

by bumps for the following reason.* In the diagram

Fig. 12, a wing is represented fixed on to and at some distance

above a truck which is running on a horizontal railway line.

Supposing, as at A (in the absence of wind), the truck is moving

in the direction of the arrow e, then anyone standing on the front

edge of the wing would feel a current of air rushing past him in

the direction of the arrow /. This air current is the “ relative

wind ” due to the movement of the truck through the air. Now
suppose, as at B, the truck is not moving ahead, but that

an ascending current of air g exists under the wing. In this

case the observer’s relative wind will be in the direction h. Now

*For the sake of clearness all reference to the angle of incidence is

omitted in this description.
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imagine that, as at C, the ascending current g still exists, but

that the truck is moving ahead
; then there will be a relative

wind k, because the movement ahead tends to make a relative

wind as at /, while at the same time the ascending current tends

to make an ascending current as at h. These two influences

must combine making a resultant relative wind k. This rela-

tive wind is in such a direction that it must exert a considerable

HIT a

pressure on the underside of the wing. At the moment of

entering the ascending current, therefore, the observer on the

wing would experience a bump. But he would not feel a bump

if, at the moment of entering the ascending current, the wing

was rotated as shown at D. This is what a vulture -does

when entering such a current when at some height above

the earth. With the aeroplane wing there is no such rotation.
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Hence the sensation of bumps.* The pterodactyl suffered from

the same disability. Therefore it seems probable that, differing

from vultures, it was ill-adapted for flight at a height above the

earth where strong ascending currents frequently exist. Such

disability would not be of importance if, as previously suggested,

its soaring flight was confined to a short distance above the

surface of the sea where strong ascending currents are not likely

to occur. The wing rotation above described results in the

vultures getting increased speed ahead from the ascending cur-

rent instead of lift. With smaller soaring birds at low levels

in ascending currents such wing rotation usually occurs only to

a lesser degree. In such cases they get lift rather than increased

speed from the current. On leaving the current the relative

wind momentarily presses on the upper surface of the wings,

producing an appearance of instability greatly misunderstood

by me and described as “ tail-jolting ” (.Animal Flight, pp. 85

and 143).

We possess detailed knowledge of the wing adjustments of

which pterodactyls were capable, thanks to a singular accident.

Owing to their fragility, the fossilised bones of the larger

pterodactyls are usually found completely crushed. But some

years ago, some perfect uncrushed specimens of parts of the

bones of the wing of a large pterodactyl came into the possession

of the British Museum (Natural History), and were sub-

jected to a searching examination by Professor D. M. S. Watson.

He discovered all the movements of which each of the joints

of the wing were capable. They were found to be remarkably

complicated. The different parts of the wrist joint, for instance,

were capable of no less than five different movements

of which some were inseparably connected. The structure

of the elbow joint is particularly surprising. Professor Watson

discovered that, of the two bones of the fore-arm, the ulna articu-

*My observation of an apparent large negative angle of incidence shown
sometimes by vultures when in horizontal gliding liight (Animal Flight,

p. 198) is simply explained by supposing that they were at the time in

an ascending current, and that their wings had a normal small angle

of incidence with the relative wind. Lack of familiarity with the
conception of relative wind led me to regard my observation as remark-
able, and led others to regard it with scepticism. Owing to this lack

of familiarity it appeared to me advisable to submit the above descrip

tion of the nature of bumps to Mr. Handley Page, and he kindly

allows me to say that it is correct.
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lates with the humerus with a rounded surface which, as in other

animals, is part of a circle. But the other fore-arm bone, the

radius, has an articular surface which is not part of a circle but

part of some kind of spiral. The result is this : that when

the elbow was extended, the radius travelled outwards for a

short distance in the direction of its length, while keeping

parallel with the ulna. The extent of this travel was only

about a quarter of an inch for a pterodactyl of over sixteen feet

span. That this travel actually occurred is proved by the

fact that the radius and ulna were in contact with each other

near each end, and the points of contact were developed into

articular surfaces. The travel, though small in extent, had an

important effect on wing adjustment in that it caused a rotation

of the wrist joint, as was proved by Professor Watson’s minute

examination of the shapes and articular surfaces of the carpal

bones. Thus downward movement of the wing at the elbow

joint was inseparably connected with rotation of the outer part

of the wing at the wrist joint.*

It appears to me to be impossible at present to make any guess

worth recording as to the effect on flight either of these related

movements or of the other movements of which the different

parts of the wing were capable. Thus further knowledge of the

nature of soaring flight seems to be needed before we shall

be able to answer the question whether it was possible for

pterodactyls to catch flying-fishes.

*These discoveries are described in detail in a paper entitled “ On
the Flight of Pterodactyls,” in the Aeronautical Journal, \ ol. X\ III.,

October, 1914, p. 324.
’ Though written by me jointly with Professor

Watson, the credit for the above discoveries is due entirely to him.
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II

BIRD MIGRATION AT SCOLT HEAD

In the autumn of 1924 and 1925

By E. L. Turner, F.L.S., Hon. M.B.O.U.

Scolt Head as an observation post possesses several

advantages. It is the highest sandhill on the Norfolk coast

and consequently commands an extensive view in all directions.

Being on an island the observer can concentrate on a relatively

narrow front instead of wasting energy in exploring over a wide

countryside. The north Norfolk coast receives not only the

stream of migrants returning from the north, but also that

which comes in from the east. Therefore the opportunities

afforded by Scolt Head for the study of migration are of

extreme importance, and open a far wider field for research to

the ornithologist than the mere guarding of the breeding birds.

We are so ignorant really about the great mystery of migration,

but every little bit of careful work may send a ray of light into

the darkness. Why for instance should the tiny Goldcrest

undertake the perilous journey across the North Sea or the

Mediterranean Sea, when suitable winter quarters could be

found near, and often within its breeding area ? It weighs

about as much as a sheet of writing paper and an envelope,

and measures only 2\ inches across the wings. At home it

merely flits from tree to tree, and appears quite incapable of

sustained flight. How does it accomplish the apparently

impossible ?

When the autumn diurnal migration is in full swing the birds

stream past the Head from dawn till dusk, and in all weathers.

Sometimes the best observations are obtained in the worst

weather. Throughout the autumn the bulk of the birds pass

over as a rule in the early morning between dawn and 10 a.m.

The observation grounds from Brancaster Creek to the east

side of House Hills, together with the intervening marshes,

must be gone over daily at regular intervals, and periodically

the whole round across Norton Creek to Deepdalc Mere, along

the wall to Overy, across Overy Harbour and back by the shore.

Even in such a restricted area there are certain definite
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places where incoming birds are most likely to be found.

Certain marrams and bushes near the sea, and the shingle spits

below the hut towards the far beach, proved to be the usual

resting and feeding places of the smaller passerine birds, which

are mostly nocturnal migrants. From August 31st to

September 4th, 1924, these shingle spits were covered with

Wheatears, Redstarts and Whinchats, while the bushes were

full of Pied Flycatchers and warblers of many kinds, the wind

during the five days being easterly. During the first fortnight

of September in the following year, 1925, the prevailing winds

were westerly, and then few birds were driven in for food or rest,

the only records being one Willow-Warbler, one Garden-

Warbler, a few Hedge-Sparrows and Reed-Buntings. Two or

three Wheatears came in daily, the greatest number on any

given day being thirteen on September 1st. Of other Chats

—

five Redstarts, one Stonechat, three Whinchats, and one

immature Bluethroat, were the only birds recorded. Both in

1924 and 1925 a few Wrens were flushed from the marrams.

As these birds always seem to be exhausted and utter no sound,

they are easily overlooked. During both seasons they appeared

about the same date (September 15th), and one or two ap-

parently took up their winter quarters on the island. Between

March and September no Wrens were in evidence.

Another very favourite haunt of warblers and chats is the

east side of House Hills. Here there were a few elder bushes,

and when the sun rose, almost every bird sitting there could

be easily watched and identified
;

but in November 1925

these bushes for some unknown reason appeared to be dying.

The Suceda bushes between the big thorn bush at the Overy

end and Overy Creek, yielded better results than any other

area in the whole island, while the saltings between House Hills

and the thorn bush only once during the two seasons produced

a bird worth recording—a Golden Plover in full plumage.

From information received it seems probable that the rarer

waders come up the Overy channel to the fresh water swamps

and marshes at its head.

A narrow bight which runs up between the main sand hills

and the ternery is one of the favourite feeding grounds of

Shore-Larks and Snow-Buntings. In 1925 Snow-Buntings were

late in arriving
;

the first flock alighted on this bight on
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October 31st. The Shore Larks already in possession since

October 7th resented their intrusion, and several of them

rushed at the Snow Buntings with angry gestures, puffing out

the so-called “ horns ” over the eyes and raising the feathers of

the crown. Shore Larks are very attractive birds, easily over-

looked when they are feeding amongst maritime vegetation.

As a rule these birds were fairly tame, but when startled they

flew up in a bunch uttering a distinctly wader-like cry akin to

that of the Common Sandpiper. This note was also uttered

on the wing as they passed over with Skylarks, the two species

occasionally travelling together. On October 31st a solitary

Firecrest flew in from the sea, near the ternery. It flattened

itself for a moment against a hurdle, then dropped into the

marrams. This “ scrap of valour ” was apparently not in the

least exhausted for pursuit was in vain. Each time the bird

was flushed it flew some distance before dropping down to

rest.

Even in a comparatively small area like Scolt Head with its

five miles of foreshore, certain stretches of water and certain

saltings were always favoured by particular species of birds.

The shore near the ternery and off Smugglers Gap were the

favourite haunts of Sanderlings. The saltings in widely

separated situations were frequented by Turnstones and Grey

Plovers. In 1924 and 1925 both these species were first noted

in exactly the same spot. The sea opposite Smugglers Gap
was a favourite haunt of Grebes and Divers. In April 1924

a bunch of seven Velvet Scoters were always to be found in a

limited area below the Head, while the mass of Common Scoters

blackened the sea considerably further out and more to the

west. These are only a few examples of a particular liking for

a particular area. All these species might be, and frequently

were, found anywhere along the shore. But given a bad day

and limited time, certain spots always produced certain birds

provided there was any movement. The saltings below the

hut were the resort of many species on arrival. Two Kentish

Plover alighted there with the first batch of Shore-Larks.

Curlew Sandpipers too haunted the edge of the marsh for days,

feeding amidst the Obione.

Birds crossing the water on the wing at a low level are always

difficult to see. An inky smudge moving rapidly over the face
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of a sullen sea appearing a few miles out gradually becomes

definitely visible. This may resolve itself into a flock of large

passerine birds passing overhead with steady purposeful flight,

or a bunch of waders coming in at top speed and gone in a

moment, so that the watcher is grateful for any startled cry

which may help to identify them.

Few people realize that the autumn migration really begins

in early June, i.e., directly the first broods are able to fend for

themselves. Many young birds prefer the society of their

contemporaries and wander far afield in search of new feeding

grounds
;

this is especially the case with double-brooded birds

like Starlings. But often old and young move away from their

nesting area together as in the case of waders. In addition

there are numbers of immature and non-breeding birds which

throughout the year move from one feeding ground to another.

Consequently there is sometimes an overlap in the spring and

autumn migrations. Swifts for instance were travelling west

from May 4th (1925) till June 21st. From May 28th to June

3rd they passed the Point, beating against a head wind in

vast numbers. Probably these late Swifts were rushing

towards their breeding places in the most northerly limit of

their range. On the other hand during the first week of June

the first flocks of young Lapwings (birds of the year) began to

come in from the east, and Redshank about the third week.

In fact there is no week in the year when birds are absolutely

sedentary
;

always there is movement of species to and from

their breeding areas. The bulk of waders are on the move

during the third and fourth weeks of August ;
Redshank, Dun-

lin, Ringed Plover, Spotted Redshank, Curlew and Greenshank,

having been noted as passing over Cambridge during the last

week of August, calling sometimes all the night through from

about 9 p.m. onwards.

On the north Norfolk coast this passage movement, both

in spring and autumn, is largely from east to west
;

in the

autumn at least part of this stream of migration must

ultimately turn south, probably up the Ouse and Nene valleys

to the Thames, and so across to the coast of France.

Birds travelling from east to west past Scolt Head first

come into view over Holkham woods. The various flocks

follow definite flight lines, and these, radiating from Holkham,
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spread out fanwise towards the west. One line stretches from

Holkham Bay towards Skegness, the second crosses the sea in

the middle distance, the third follows the edge of the tide, a

fourth takes the line of the sand-hills, a fifth follows the creek,

and a sixth keeps to the mainland uplands. Most of these

lines converge near the Wash, and it would be of interest to

know the direction then taken, as numbers must ultimately

turn south.

The first two flight lines are difficult to follow as they are

far-flung, but sometimes birds of one species move simul-

taneously along all the lines at once. For the most part

however, they come along in streams or small parties and take

one or other of these flight lines. There is also a cross migra-

tion from north to south, and this is often on a very wide front.

In 1925 the first flocks of Starlings came in with an easterly

wind on Junq 10th, 11th, and 13th. On the first two days

they flew at a high altitude steadily west. From the 13th

till the end of the month there were large mobile flocks feeding

on the marshes. Observations were not made during July and

August, but throughout September small parties frequented

the saltings and bushes on House Hills, no big rush taking

place until September 29th, when the wind blew from fhe S.S.W.

A good many Teal arrived early in September. From the

middle of the month waders and birds of all kinds came with

a rush. Dunlin, Ringed Plover, Golden Plover, Redshank,

Curlew and Oyster-catchers might on some days be counted

by hundreds. Greenshank too were numerous
;

there were

a few Knot and Godwit, one or two Purple Sandpipers, Mallard

and Wigeon were plentiful, and Sanderlings abounded every-

where.

September 13th and 14th were wonderful days, so warm
and sunny that the birds returned to spring-like habits, Curlew

bubbled, and Redshank yodelled. It seems as if waders have

an autumn song period as do Robins and some other warblers

and finches. Larks filled the sky with melody, Linnets trilled

and Swallows twittered as they swung past the Head. At

dawn on the 14th a solitary Redstart flew into the hut, and then

the real movement had begun.

About 4.30 p.m. the air was suddenly filled with a rush of

wings. From end to end the island was alive with Swallows
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and Black-headed Gulls, both species playing round the sand-

hills, black and white curiously blended. The Swallows

twittered merrily, the Gulls chattered, and they seemed to be

merely amusing themselves, for no insect life was visible in the

air at the time. By 6 p.m. most of the Swallows had dis-

appeared, but the Gulls remained playing round the hills as the

sky changed from blue to mauve and then to grey, and twilight

fell. Suddenly the Gulls began to soar very slowly until all

from the island had mounted high into the air, circling round

each other in ever-widening rings until they became invisible

to the naked eye
;
then gradually they spread out and flew

steadily westward away into the daffodil sky high above the

setting sun, until they were finally lost to view. It took them

thirty-five minutes to mount spirally upwards before turning

west. A few Swallows and one single House-Martin still

played round the Head and later on several Swifts, two Tree

Pipits and some Yellow Wagtails passed, while small parties

of Curlew uttering their travelling cry, and a number of

Lapwings flew across the hill.

Throughout September vast numbers of Skylarks passed

west regardless of wind or weather, often travelling singly,

but sometimes in little bunches of from three to seven. Finches,

including Linnets, Buntings, and Tree-Sparrows, flew by in

hordes and resembled a cheerful Bank Holiday crowd, for

under favourable conditions they twittered continuously.

Grey Geese arrived on September 25th, and from that time

onwards hundreds of them were seen and heard daily. Great

Crested Grebes, Gannets, and Cormorants were constantly

passing along the sea. Skuas, including one Pomatorhine

Skua, appeared in numbers on September 27th with a north wind.

The only others recorded were two Arctic Skuas on October

14th, again with a northerly wind. Yet in 1924, Skuas were

recorded almost daily from August 26th till the end of Septem-

ber. We frequently came across tired birds all over the

saltings, the prevailing wind being S.SAV. On October 2nd

(1925) we saw what were undoubtedly seven Surf Scoters,

the white patch on the neck being plainly visible. This is

the first record of Surf Scoters for East Anglia. Short-eared

Owls were frequently flushed from the marrams. Little

Owls came in from the sea, especially near the ternery. Small
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parties passed over the hut at dusk calling to each other as

they flew, but whether they came merely from the Lincolnshire

coast, or whether they were actually overseas migrants, it is

impossible to say.

Throughout September and up to October 6th Swallows,

Sand-Martins, and House-Martins, passed continually from east

to west against a westerly wind. None were recorded flying

south. September 18th and 19th were remarkable for the

numbers of immature and adult Swallows migrating together,

whereas the flocks of Swallows passing on September 25th,

27th, and 28th, contained few immature birds. Very few

Swifts were noted throughout September, five on September

30th were the last to be recorded in 1925. At 11 a.m. the same

day, a great company of Black-headed Gulls again invaded the

island in a S.S.W. wind. All day long they hawked for red

ants on the wing. At 5 p.m. the wind suddenly veered round

to the east, and an hour later the tide had risen and covered

the mud flats
;

then at last the whirling of countless wings

ceased and the Gulls rested, some in the bights and some on

the sea, where to the west the water gleamed red-gold under

the setting sun. Right out to the harbour-bar the Gulls

were floating on the golden water
;

gradually the far beach

became covered with them, standing in serried rows on the

horizon, thousands of them now merely showing as black

shadows in the dusk. There were very few immature birds in

this second visitation. The next day not a single Black-headed

Gull was visible.

The number of Lapwings moving from east to west when

there were big rushes seemed almost incredible. Day after day

these immense movements continued without a break, but

the largest flocks passed in the early morning. The direction

of the wind made little difference to these big rushes, except that

the birds flew higher in the air with an easterly wind. The

slow flickering flight of the Lapwing can be identified for long

distances. Sometimes they came in from the sea and would

then continue in a southerly direction, particularly in a south

cast wind.

A strong S.E. wind amounting to a gale raged all the night

of October 19th, and at dawn on the 20th rain still fell in

pitiless fury. There was no movement at all from east to
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west, but many species were coming in from the sea, among
them two small flocks of Lapwings, from which an exhausted
bird dropped to the shore for a moment, and then wearily rose

and followed the others south. Two flocks flying low down over

the sea suddenly rose high in the air when they reached the

shore, then circling spirally upwards they divided, and some
flew due south while others followed the tide line to the west.

Flocks of finches behaved in exactly the same extraordinary

manner.

From October 30th there was a cross migration of Skylarks

from north-east to south-west, and those coming straight

in off the sea crossed the island and made for the uplands.

On some days with a following wind they flew high up, at about

200 feet, but when beating against a head wind they flew

so low that at times they almost brushed the sand-hills, or only

just cleared the waves when following the tide line and buffeted

by the wind from the sea. On such occasions numbers probably

perish, as an extra big wave must surely overwhelm them.

From this date a cross migration of finches, linnets,

buntings, and Tree Sparrows began from north to south,

while throughout the whole month, no matter from what

quarter the wind was blowing, immense flocks of Starlings

passed daily, some coming in from the sea and flying south,

but the greatest movement being from east to west. Like

all other species in an east or following wind, these finches

flew from 100 to 200 feet above the island
;

whereas in a

westerly or head wind, they would only just top the hills

and always dropped to the lowest possible level over the

marshes and sea. Sometimes packs of birds followed one

another so closely that there was scarcely one minute’s interval

between them. Frequently a dense column extended for more

than a mile in length. They never loitered, but sped towards

their goal at top speed and the noise of their wings was like the

sighing of wind in the tree tops. They looked like countless

miniature torpedoes hurled through space, and made the

hordes of crows seem hopelessly slow.

It is of course impossible for the ordinary observer really to

measure the rate of flight. According to careful computations

made by Mr. Meinertzhagen, the average pace of the smaller

passerine birds is 20 to 27 miles an hour, that of Crows 31 to 45,
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while Starlings reach 38 to 49. The Starlings seemed in reality

to fly much faster, and at times it must have been so, because

certain flocks sighted as soon as they touched the Overy end of

the island and kept in sight until they reached Brancaster

Creek, outpaced and passed several flocks of Hooded Crows

taking the same flight line.

We only recorded five Carrion Crows, but Rooks came in

with Hooded Crows on October 9th, large flocks passing

throughout the month, sometimes from east to west, but

frequently great numbers came in from over the sea flying

from N.E. to S.W.

The most impressive sight however was the passing of

the Hooded Crows. Countless hordes moved from east to west

along the five flight lines, and numbers came in from the

sea. Sometimes they flew so low that their wings made flicker-

ing shadows on the windows, and almost brushed the heads

of anyone standing on the sand-hills. Slowly, silently and

relentlessly they went on their way. Numbers alighted on

the island and along the uplands. The first flocks however

moved on after feeding and resting. Later on, numbers remained

and apparently took up their winter quarters on the

marshes. Apparently the numbers of Hooded Crows passing

during the autumn of 1925 were unprecedented within the

memory of the “ oldest inhabitant ” of Brancaster, and they

were looked upon as forerunners of a hard winter. This

common myth must be absolutely without foundation, as it

is much more reasonable to suppose that these hordes were

the result of an unusually prolific breeding season.

As October advanced hundreds of gulls of various kinds,

Common, Herring, and Great Black-backed, came from the

uplands to feed in the creeks at low tide. The shore at certain

points became a great rendezvous for gulls. There they dozed

away their leisure hours sleeping with one eye open, for as soon

as anyone appeared within half a mile of them they moved on.

The regular order in which a battalion of gulls standing at

ease moves slowly ahead of the intruder is interesting and

amusing. As he walks towards them, the birds nearest to him

will flutter along the ground with uplifted wings and rise just

high enough to float over the pack, and then alight ahead of it.

Then another batch from the back will follow suit, and thus in
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a few minutes the whole battalion has forged ahead without

undue haste or loss of dignity. The intruder can never catch

up with them, for if they are shy and he approaches too near,

they will all rise and fly away together.

Few thrushes of any kind alight on the island as there is

very little food to attract insect-eating birds, and still less fresh

water. Nevertheless thrushes passed over continuously.

One of the last nights spent on the island has left a lasting

impression upon the memory because of the numbers of Red-

wings passing overhead. It was a perfectly still moonlight night,

so quiet that even the plash of the waves was inaudible

from the Head. No sound broke the silence but the faint

travelling cry of the Redwings. The birds themselves were

invisible
; they came out of the void from somewhere overseas,

and their cries trailed away into the purple night as the birds

flew towards their ultimate goal.

The charm of the late autumn migrants lies in the fact that

it can be seen and heard. As nothing definite can be proved

about the east coast routes in the short period of two years,

it is to be hoped that trained observers will take advantage

of the splendid opportunities afforded by Scolt Head and carry

on the work.

Ill

THE ECLIPSE PLUMAGE IN ITS BEARING ON THE
LIFE-HISTORY OF THE DUCKS

By Lord William Percy, C.B.E., D.S.O.

There are certain aspects of the problem presented by what is

known as the “ eclipse ” plumage which, when viewed in

relation to the family of ducks as a whole, would perhaps repay

more investigation than has hitherto been accorded to them.

If the average ornithologist was asked to state the chief

characteristics that distinguish the life history of the ducks from

that of other birds, he would I suppose reply that, while they

are a monogamous family of birds, the males exhibit the
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extraordinary peculiarity (amongst monogamous birds) of

leaving their females at some period during incubation, and

thereafter absenting themselves altogether from the society

of their females and young at the very time when other mono-

gamous birds are most constantly in attendance on them.

And moreover, that during this period of divorcement from

their females the males go through a strange metamorphosis,

which is commonly known as the eclipse plumage.

Now, if it is correct to say that the above represents the view

of the average ornithologist, however much of truth it may
contain as applied to the ducks of the palaeartic regions, it is

entirely untrue as applied to the family as a whole. Indeed

I believe it would be correct to say that it represents the habit

of less than half of the ducks of the world, which can be placed

somewhere in the region of 200 species.

But for the moment let us see how much truth there is in

it, for, as applied to the ducks with which we are familiar in the

palaearctic regions, it is largely, but not universally, correct.

It is true that the males of almost all our northern ducks do go

through this period of divorcement from their females and this

so-called eclipse, and it has always seemed to me extraordinary

that more study has not been devoted to the phenomenon.

As a matter of fact, I know of no one who has devoted himself

to it except Mr. Millais, and those who are familiar with his

“ British Surface-Feeding Ducks ” and “ British Diving

Ducks ” will remember that, while he alludes to the causes of

the phenomenon as extremely obscure, he advances two possible

explanations to account for it. The first is that, as the period

of the “ eclipse ” involves a period of complete flightlessness

(the primaries being all moulted at the same time), the dull

eclipse plumage serves as nature’s protection during that period

of flightlessness. The second is an allusion to the “ couvade,”

a custom that obtains in widely separated parts of the earth

amongst the human race, by which a husband whose

wife is about to bear a child retires to bed and suffers from

sympathetic pangs which the local medicine men assert are not

imaginary. I do not feel ' competent to comment on the

second suggestion, but the first, i.e., protective colouration

during the period of helplessness in the flightless condition,

is, I think, demonstrably wrong, as I shall attempt to show.
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I would make three contentions with regard to it :

—

(a) That colour protection is not needed.

(b) that if it were needed the eclipse plumage would not

provide it, and indeed frequently makes the bird more con-

spicuous.

(c) That whereas all species of ducks the world over become
equally flightless during the moult, a very large proportion

of species have no “ eclipse ” and do not desert their females

or young.

Taking these contentions in order :—(a) If there is one

period of the year when the male is less in need of protective

colouration than at another, it is during the period of eclipse.

He who attempts to collect examples in that condition soon

becomes painfully aware of this, for those species that frequent

cover disappear completely, while those that live on open

water become so incredibly wild as to be almost unapproachable,

and absolutely unobtainable without infinite labour and

trouble. For instance a man can shoot as many Common
Eider drakes in full plumage in a day as he wishes in numberless

places in these islands, but the man who collects a complete

series of Eider in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd year eclipses will have to

work, and work hard, for years to do it, even though he may
be able to see hundreds every day for several weeks.

It is not generally realised how exceedingly rare specimens

of some of our common ducks in the eclipse stage are in collec-

tions. In spite of the prodigious accumulation of skins

in Europe and North America in the last 100 years, specimens

of some even comparatively common ducks in eclipse are

either non-existent in any collection in the world, or can at

most be numbered on the fingers of one hand. The Goosander

for example is a common bird in these islands, but until a few

years ago there was no specimen of that bird in eclipse in any

collection in England, and there is not one to-day in our

national collection. The rarity of specimens of all ducks in

eclipse is an excellent index to the difficulty of obtaining them.

(
b

)
If protective colouration were needed, the eclipse

plumage would do less than nothing to provide it. Consider

for example the eclipse plumage of any of the eiders. The bird

in full plumage invariably possesses a parti-coloured dress of

white, black, and green, amongst other colours
;

such an
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object at sea is not at all easy to pick up amongst wave crests

or ice, but as soon as the black eclipse plumage is assumed

the bird immediately becomes a most conspicuous dark object

in light surroundings. Comparatively tame in full dress, the

male assumes with the first traces of the eclipse a well-nigh

incredible shyness which makes it difficult to put a boat on the

same square half-mile of sea. If he were an inhabitant of

cover like the surface-feeding ducks he would have hid himself

in a dense reed bed from which no dog could eject him. All

males of the ducks which undergo eclipse seek protection in

one of these two ways : concealment in cover, or wildness in

the open, but never in protective colouration.

(c) Ducks outside the palasarctic regions become just as

flightless as our northern ducks, but many species do not

undergo “ eclipse.”

If then protective colouration is a false reason for

the “ eclipse ” transformation, we must look elsewhere

for it, but I must now define the sense in which I am
speaking of this “ eclipse ” plumage. By “ eclipse ” I do

not mean the fact that the bird undergoes a moult. All drakes

of all species of ducks of course do that. By “ eclipse ” I

mean that in certain species the moult involves the literal

eclipse of the distinctive colour pattern of the drake. That is the

important thing to bear in mind for the purpose of the point

I am now trying to make.

As regards the vast majority of the palaearctic species of

ducks, the male possesses an entirely different colour pattern

from the female, and wherever that is the case the male

invariably leaves the female at some period during incubation

and never returns to her that season, but goes away by himself,

or with other drakes, and undergoes an eclipse of his distinctive

colour pattern. This then is the first rule—“ where the coloui

pattern of the sexes is different the male will leave his female

and undergo eclipse.” But, what is much more interesting,

a second rule which is the converse of the first will be also

found to apply—“ where the colour pattern of the sexes is the

same the male will neither leave the female, nor undergo any

change of colour pattern.” Here let me say at once that while

I know of no exception to the first rule, there are several to the

second, but the applications of the rule are so much more
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significant than the exceptions that it seems best to state the

rule and deal later with the exceptions.

The first rule in its application to our northern ducks is

familiar to every naturalist acquainted with the life history of

our ducks
; but in England we have but one duck to which

we can apply the second rule—the Common Sheld-Duck—for

it is the only English breeding duck in which the sexes have

similar colour patterns.

The drake will be found to comply with the rule. He neither

leaves his female during the breeding season nor does he

undergo eclipse of his colour pattern.

Now I was familiar w.th this solitary exception amongst

English ducks many years ago, but was misled into the

belief that his exceptional habit of staying with his female

throughout the breeding season was merely indicative of his

close relationship to the geese, which of course do not share

the eclipse habit of the ducks. It was not till I went to

southern countries to study ducks that 1 became aware of the

fact that our Common Sheld-Duck is in reality only complying

with a world-wide rule, although the species happens to be

the solitary exponent of it in this country. This solitary

English exception becomes in southern countries the rule, that

is to say, while in England the sexes in the vast majority of our

ducks exhibit different colour patterns, in southern latitudes

by far the greater number have the same patterns. Accordingly

the second rule applies, the males do not desert their females

and young, and they undergo no change of colour pattern

during the moult.

Just as our Sheld-Duck is an exception with us in respect of a

similarity of colour pattern, so in South America there are a

few species which are exceptional in having different colour

patterns, and the interesting proof of the validity of the rule

is that in both hemispheres the exceptions obey the rule that

is applicable to them.

With the mass of South American ducks it is rare to see a

brood without both parents. In England (with the exception

of the Sheld-Duck) such a sight may be said to be unknown.

The males of the South American ducks are just as active

participants in the rearing and defence of their broods as the

females, if not more so.
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As an instance of this, and to show how utterly different

is the psychology of the drakes from that to which we are accus-

tomed here, I will record an experience I had two years ago

in a group of islands off the southern coast of Chili. I was

upon a small densely-wooded island watching the broods

of Kelp Geese on the rocks that fringed its edge,

when I saw a pair of Steamer Ducks bringing their brood

of six inshore to feed. I lay down behind a rock and

the party swam up to within fifteen yards of where I lay,

and the young birds began to dive amongst the kelp. The

parents took no part in procuring food for them, but just floated

about preening themselves.

After watching them for about half an hour I decided that

I wanted one of the young in down, and waiting till one was

separated from the rest I shot it. It got one pellet in the head

and rolled over on its back with paddles up. The rest of the

brood rushed to the female who remained quite motionless

on the water. The male eyed the splash made by the shot

on the water for a few seconds, and then, calling loudly,

rushed at the dead bird with beak wide open and lashing the

water into foam with wings and feet. He “ steamed ” right up

to the dead bird in this way and looked as if he was about to

deal it a heavy blow with his bill, but when within a foot of

it he dived underneath it, to reappear immediately on the other

side, steamed on towards me for fifteen yards, turned about,

and repeated the same performance over and over again. His

piercing calls and the terrific commotion this 12-17 lb. bird made
in the water, together with the astonishing rapidity of his

attacks, made one of the most impressive spectacles I have

ever seen in bird life. After what seemed a very long time

I was tempted to end his pathetic frenzy with a shot, but he

suddenly stopped and joined the female (who had remained

motionless with her brood huddled to her side all the time),

and they all swam slowly off to sea.

It was not till then that I realised, or thought that I realised,

the meaning of his action
;

but I am convinced that never

having heard a gun before, the thing that he associated with

the death of his offspring was the splash made by the shot

on the water, and that his subsequent actions were an attack

on what he supposed to be a submarine enemy that had killed
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the young bird. I had of course remained hidden all the time

and none of the party had even suspected my presence.

Now the interest of that experience was this
;

an English

Eider has very similar habits to those of a Steamer Duck,

but at a similar season our English Eider would long ago have

lost all interest in his female and her brood which he had never

seen, and would be in full black eclipse plumage obsessed with

only one idea, to put himself at sea or on a rock in such a

situation that he could see the approach of anything at least

half-a-mile away. That Steamer Duck (typical case of similarity

of colouration) and our English Eider (typical case of

dissimilarity of colouration), are admirable examples of the

extraordinary bearing which this similarity or dissimilarity of

colour pattern in the sexes has on the life history of the ducks.

Now if it is correct to say that dissimilarity or similarity of

colour pattern as between the sexes is the deciding factor in

the assumption of an eclipse plumage (and consequent desertion

of the female, etc.), the explanation of this strange chapter

in the life-history of the ducks should surely be sought for in

this direction, and not in such things as protective colouration.

Perhaps the explanation lies far back in the evolutionary

history of this family. I do not pretend to be able to read the

riddle, but it would be interesting to know the answers to such

questions as “ which is the older type
;

that in which there is

similarity of colour pattern, and domestic felicity reigns
;
or

that in which there is dissimilarity of pattern and yearly

divorcement takes place ?” “ Is the eclipse some sort of

reversion to an ancient Type ? At all events as far as my
field experience goes (and it extends to more than half the

species of ducks in the world), I find that this statement holds

good :

—
“ Whenever the colour pattern of the sexes is markedly

distinct the male invariably leaves the female during incubation

and undergoes eclipse. Where the colour pattern is similar

the male almost invariably stays with the female and undergoes no

change of colour pattern during his moult."

I have made no qualification to the first part of the rule

because if exceptions exist I have not found them
;
but I have

purposely qualified the second part of the rule, for, though the

exceptions appear to be insignificant when compared with

the applications, they are somewhat remarkable.
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The outstanding exceptions are the various species scattered

widely over the world which are generally regarded as very

closely allied to the Common Mallard (A. boscas), (a typical

example of dissimilarity of colour pattern, eclipse, and conse-

quent desertion of the female).

The Black duck (A. obscura) and the Florida duck (A.

fulvignla) of North America, the Spotbilled duck {A. pcecilor-

hyncha
)
and A. Zonorhyncha of India and Eastern Asia are

typical of the group of species referred to. In each and all the

colour pattern of the sexes is identical, and the males should

therefore (according to the rule) remain with their females

throughout the breeding season. As far as I can ascertain

none of them in fact do so. They all follow the example of

their near relation the Common Mallard, which is the least

monogamous, and the most typical example of different

-

colour-pattern-psychology amongst all our ducks, and perhaps

the very closeness of their relationship accounts for the fact.

IV

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES, 1925

[From observations taken at Norwich

)

By Arthur W. Preston, F.R.Met.Soc.

JANUARY

This was a mild month, the mean temperature having been

3.4. deg. above the average. It was also a dry month, not

much more than half the normal fall of rain having been

registered, and, as in all the preceding autumn and winter

months, there was no snow. There were, however, alternate

gales and fogs, but sunshine was somewhat more frequent

than usual. By the close of the month the mild weather had

brought crocuses and other spring flowers into bloom.
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FEBRUARY

South-westerly winds and mild weather prevailed during

this month, with rainfall slightly in excess of the average, but

no snow fell until the 21st, which was the first snow of the

winter, although the amount was but trifling. Many years

have elapsed since so late a first snowfall occurred. On the

evening of the 26th the mercury fell to 28.71 ins. There

were gales on several days and nights, the most severe having

been on the evening of the 9th, when there were terrific gusts,

doing much damage. During this gale the barometer rose

.27 in. in an hour and a half.

MARCH

This month was a particularly trying one, having been

winterly nearly throughout, which, following the continuously

mild weather since October, made the cold acutely felt. There

was a complete absence of mild spring days, the highest

temperature recorded having been only 53.9 deg. (on the 16th)

which was the lowest March maximum since 1883. Snow fell

on 8 days and there were 13 nights with frost in the screen

and 25 nights on the ground. Sunshine was over 28 hours

deficient and was not more than half the amount registered in

the previous March. Thunder occurred on the 1st and 11th.

Vegetation which had had an early start was much retarded.

APRIL

A sharp frost occurred on the 4th, when the thermometer

fell to 26.1 deg. in the screen and to 20.2 deg. on the

grass. This was the sharpest April frost recorded here since

1917. Some warm weather occurred at Easter, but very

unsettled weather followed, and a gale on the morning

of the 16th was strong enough to break away R 33 from her

moorings at Pulham. A constant series of shallow depressions

caused the weather of the latter part of the month to be in

a chilly and unsettled condition, with frequent cold showers

of hail and rain. The month’s rainfall was .79 in. in excess

of the normal, and sunshine was 47 hours deficient.
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MAY

The maximum temperature of May Day (48 deg.) was 3 deg.

lower than that of New Year’s Day and 7 deg. lower than

that of January 2nd. Warmer weather followed, and by

the 16th the thermometer rose to 80 deg. The mean tempera-

ture of the month was 3.4 deg. above the average and

the total sunshine exceeded the combined sunshine of March

and April. A remarkable feature was an unusual prevalence

of early morning thunderstorms. On the mornings of the

7th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and 24th, sharp storms occurred

between 4 and 6 a.m. At the close of the month the whole

countryside was clothed with the richest verdure, and the

flowering shrubs were very beautiful, although some, such as

lilacs and laburnums, failed to give such an unwonted display

as in the previous year.

JUNE

Magnificent weather prevailed during the greater part of

the first three weeks of the month, with many brilliant days

and some great heat. The thermometer exceeded 70 deg.

on 1 1 days and 80 deg. on 4 days, reaching 83.2 deg. on the 11th.

During the first 20 days only 0.01 in. of rain fell. During the

week ending June 28th a change to almost winterly weather

occurred, the temperature not once rising to 60 deg. during

the week
;

0.60 in. of rain fell during this week, which was

acceptable, and was considerably in excess of that of many
places further south, some of which were absolutely rainless.

Warm weather returned at the close of the month. It was

the driest June since 1921, the month’s total rainfall having

been 1.32 in. deficient.

JULY

This was an exceedingly fine, warm month down to the

25th day, the temperature exceeding 70 degrees on 19 days

and 80 degrees on five days, the maximum (22nd) having been

87.2. The mean temperature of the month was 2.4 degrees

above the normal, and with the exception of 1921 and 1923

was the highest of any July since 1911. But little rain fell

until the 20th when a sharp thunderstorm brought 0.34 in. of
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rain, and further rains occurred on the 22nd, 26th, and 27th,

bringing up the month’s total to 1.68 in., nearly an inch below

the average.

AUGUST
This month was wetter than the two preceding months,

and although there were some line, bright days in the middle

of the month, no great heat was attained, the highest reading

of the thermometer not having exceeded 77 degrees. Sun-

shine was 23 hours deficient. Very heavy rain occurred on

the 24th, and showery weather about that date interfered

much with the harvest. North-westerly winds predominated.

There was not much thunder here.

SEPTEMBER
Cold and unsettled weather prevailed nearly throughout the

month, the mean temperature having been nearly 4 degrees

below the average, and, with the exception of 1912, it was

the coldest September since 1877. The first week was ex-

ceptionally cold for the season, the thermometer on the 5th

not exceeding 52.7 deg. On 16 days the thermometer failed

to reach 60 deg. Rain fell on 20 days, and the month’s total

was nearly an inch above the average. Sunshine was 35 hours

deficient, and there were 12 days on which less than two hours’

sunshine was registered. North-westerly winds greatly

predominated, particularly in the early part of the month,

and on the night of the 19th there was a gale of considerable

violence.

OCTOBER
Although changeable at times the weather of October was

decidedly drier and finer than that of September. In the

middle of the month there were some chilly days, and on the

morning of the 14th a slight shower of snow. A windy

period occurred between the 20th and 24th, with gales on the

20th and 23rd (the latter severe), accompanied by heavy rains.

The latter part of the month was very fine and warm for the

season, the thermometer on the 30th reaching 60.4 deg., and

on the 31st 62.2 deg., which was 9 deg. warmer than the

previous Midsummer Day. Very low barometer readings
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accompanied the gale of the 23rd, the mercury descending to

28.75 ins. The month’s rainfall was about half the average.

Gardens were unusually gay for the time of year at the close

of the month, the display of roses being very exceptional.

NOVEMBER

Fine, warm weather continued until the 10th, temperature

rising to 60.2 deg. on the 3rd. But an abrupt change followed,

and a sharp frost on the 10th turned summer into winter in

a few hours, and was very destructive to vegetation. Cold

weather continued until the end of the month, frosts in the

screen occurring on 13 nights and on the ground on 19 nights.

The mean temperature of the first nine days was 48.5 deg.,

that of the remainder of the month 37 deg. Rain fell on

seveial days in the early part of the month, followed by a dry

period, 12th to 21st, after which exceptionally heavy snowfalls

occurred almost daily, the depth of snow on the level on the

29th being 1 \ inches. Such a wintry visitation in November

is a rare occurrence, there having been nothing like it since

1890, although there were considerable falls of snow in the

Novembers of 1904, 1919, and 1921. The month’s total

rainfall was 1.15 in. above the average. Winds were mainly

from a northerly or north-westerly quarter, and were very

rough in the squalls of snow on the 25th, some of the gusts at

Gorleston equalling 66 miles an hour.

DECEMBER

Wintry weather continued until Christmas, with severe

frosts, the thermometer on the night of the 15th falling to

16.2 deg. in the screen and to 12 deg. on the surface of the

snow, this being the sharpest night recorded in any December

since 1906. A great change occurred at Christmas, when

the wind, which had been mainly north-westerly, settled into

the south-west quarter, the result of deep depressions arriving

from the Atlantic, bringing a change to great warmth for the

time of year, the maximum on December 29th having been

57.2 deg., or 4 deg. higher than that of the previous Midsummer
Day. Gales of considerable violence occurred at this time,

that on the night of the 29th being very severe.
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The Seasons.

Tables of Mean Temperature and Rainfall of the four

Seasons of 1925 (including December, 1924, but excluding

December, 1925) and compared with those of the five previous

years, and with the average.

Temperature

Seasons 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925
Average
for 30
years.

Depar-
ture of

192-i from
average

degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees

Winter 41*2 417 407 417 377 41*6 38*4 + 3*2

Spring 50’0 49*6 46’9 477 467 47*6 46*7 + 0*9

Summer - 58'9 627 57'9 607 60'2 61*5 60*2 + 1*3

Autumn - 50‘2 5 1*3 487 47'8 51*2 48*2 50*1 —1*9

Year 50'0 51*5 487 487 49*4 49*2 48*8 + 0*4

Jan, to Dec.

Rainfall

Seasons 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925
Average
for 35
years.

Depar-
ture of

192-1 from
average

Winter
Spring
Summer -

Autumn -

ins.

8*12

6*61

7*34

3*76

ins.

5*58

4*17

2*57

4*65

ins.

9*86

5*32

10*54

6*06

ins.

8*07

3*95

6*45

8*84

ins.

7*40

6*58

6*08

10*86

ins.

6*06

6*31

4*65

8*51

ins.

6*21

5*55

6*89

7*83

in'*.

—0*15
+ 0*76

—2*24
+ 0*68

Year
Jan. to Dec.

24*00 15*71

•

32*49 27*74 30*77 25*10 26*48 — 1*38

The winter of 1924-5 was 3 deg. above normal, and was

the mildest winter since 1920-21, the spring was slightly above,

the summer, 1.3 deg. above, and the autumn nearly 2 deg.

below the average. The winter’s rainfall was fairly normal,

and that of the spring 76 inch above. The summer was

2.26 inches below, chiefly owing to the dry June, and the

autumn 0.68 inches in excess of the mean.
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The Year

The outstanding features of the year 1925 were : (1) The

extremely mild winter
; (2) the absence of snow, the first fall

of the winter having occurred as late as 21st February
; (3)

the number of early morning thunderstorms in May
; (4) the

drought and heat of the first three weeks of June and first 25

days of July ; (5) the cold period of the last week of June,

when, on Midsummer Day, the maximum temperature was

I. 6 deg. colder than that of January 2nd and 4 deg. colder

than that of December 29th
; (6) the generally unsettled

character of the weather from July 25th to the end of the

year (excepting a period at the end of October and the beginning

of November)
; (7) the unusually cold September

; (8) the

spell of wintry weather with exceptional snow-storms from

November 25th to Christmas
;

and (9) the great outburst

of mildness, accompanied by strong gales of wind, in the last

week of the year. The mean temperature of the year 49.2

deg., was 0.4 deg. above normal. January, February, May,

June, July, August, and October, were all more or less wanner

than usual. April was normal, and the remaining months all

colder than the average. The rainfall was 1.32 in. deficient,

the wettest month having been November with 3.72 ins. of

rain, and June the driest with only 0.61 in. The year’s total

sunshine was just 40 hours deficient, May and June being the

sunniest months with 236 and 241 hours respectively. Mr.

J. H. Willis has again been good enough to supply the monthly

readings of sunshine.
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V

THE HERRING FISHERY OF 1925

By Arthur H. Patterson

The Yarmouth Herring Voyage of 1925 proved a great dis-

appointment to those engaged in it
;
the quantity of herrings

taken was considerably smaller than in 1924, and the quality

generally unsatisfactory. In tabulating this year’s catches

I have consulted the figures issued in the excellent daily

reports of the Eastern Daily Press ; and have noted that the

total landings, up to December 12th (after which date the

averages fall off considerably to nil)
,
amounted to 477,264

crans, a decline from the previous year of considerably over

170,000 crans—or, in old-time measurement, 17,000 lasts.

On writing to the Commissioners at Yarmouth as to these

figures, I received a note in reply, that “ the correct fishing

figures for 1924 and 1925 are as follow :

—

1924 ... ... 654,982 crans

1925 479,293 „

I can only assume that the figures you quote as coming

from the ‘ E.D.P.’ were up to a different period.

Yours faithfully,

L. A. C.”

The greatest landing in one day was on October 29th, when

684 boats brought in 13,724 crans
;

the heaviest week—from

October 26th to October 31st—accounted for a huge landing of

143,535 crans. The largest individual “ shot ” (one hauling)

was on October 22nd, when 250 crans, roughly over a quarter

of a million fish, were netted by one vessel. The largest

record made by a single boat, the " Norford Suftling,” was a

catch of 167 crans, which realised £431. She had enmeshed

more herrings than could be cleared from the nets, and the

residue was transferred to a very appropriately named boat,

“ The Golden Chance.” This “ residue ” realised £216, making

a total netting by the “Norford Suffling” of herrings worth

£647. At the time this “ miraculous draught ” was being

handled other boats “ struck ” such dense shoals that the

weight of fish broke the nets adrift, when nets and fish sank

to the bottom of the sea and were irretrievably lost.
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I he vessels engaged on the fishery numbered 757 Scotch

drifters, 125 Yarmouth boats, 19 from North Shields, Irish 3,

Manx 1, Middlesborough 1, Scarborough 1 ;
a total of 897 boats.

Most of these were steam driven, but an increasing number
are resorting to motor power. The earnings of the Yarmouth
boats ranged from £2,500 downwards, with an average of

£1,500
;

the Scotchmen grossed from £2,100 down to £800.

It may be remarked that Scotchmen do not prosecute the fishing

on Sundays, and are greater students of the barometer.

Some 4,000 Scotch girls were employed in the gutting yards

and plots, but experienced a very short and somewhat lean

season.

“ The value at first hand,” to quote from a very detailed

and statistical summary of the fishing, “ of herrings this

season is between £800,000 and £900,000 ”
;

which meant a

great money circulation, arising from handling and distributing

the catch, among the various trades connected with the

industry. An interesting item refers to the persons employed
;

there were some 842 coopers, 450 kipperers, 350 carters, and

over 100 labourers. One report gives the total of shore-workers

at some 2,500.

A new and evidently popular traffic has lately developed,

known as the Freshing Trade, a demand having sprung up on

the Continent for fresh, uncured herrings, viz. : fish sprinkled

with salt and ice. More accommodation is necessary, and

will no doubt be given by the Yarmouth and Lowestoft authori-

ties, who appear alive to the possibilities.

“ Reds ”—smoked herrings—are still in repute in countries

bordering on the Mediterranean. The pickled herring trade

(fish barrelled in brine) of 1924 was very disappointing and

unsatisfactory. High prices were rather recklessly given

by speculative fish merchants, and the " pickles,” owing

to adverse monetary conditions abroad, notably in Soviet

Russia, were not cleared without sacrifice until well into 1925.

Some losses through long delay occurred by deterioration.

The year 1925 saw the merchants more wary, both as to

quantities, and the prices given for the herrings. 422,000

barrels represent the “ pickles ” of 1925. By December 5th

Yarmouth had shipped abroad 197,500 barrels to such ports as

Danzig, which took 44,800 barrels ;
Stettin, 36,800 ;

Konigsberg,
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18,600 ;
Riga, 18,300. Exports also went to Reval, Helsing-

fors, Wyberg, Duisberg, Hamburg, Rotterdam, Ghent,

Ostend, and Scheveningen. In all probability many barrels

leaked through into Russia, where the poorer folk highly

prize a cut of solid-salted herring.

The fishing did not pass without some losses of gear and

human life. Two fishermen were drowned, and a Scotch

skipper died from the effects of immersion, having been

rescued from sinking by his gallant son. In the old days

of sailing craft, of a far smaller tonnage, the loss of life was

occasionally serious, as they could not run into port to escape

sudden gales of wind, as at the present day of steam and

petrol. And “ wireless ” has been of great service.

GENERAL REMARKS

A few items from my Notes taken from time to time may
be of some interest. Two large herrings were brought into

Yarmouth on June 4th that had been taken by ’longshore boats,

the largest one 15 inches in length. ’Longshores average 10

inches in length, girth 5J inches
;

a “ full ” herring in the

autumnal fishing should be 11 \ inches long. Mr. de Caux’s

largest fish, of which he had auctioned many millions, was 15J

inches. My two largest have been :

Dec., 1895, length 15 inches, girth 7 inches, weight

14|- ounces. Dec., 1900, length 15| inches, girth inches,

weight 14\ ounces.

The quality of the late summer ’longshores was very poor,

and they were scant of oil
;

to me they had a starved

appearance.

Only 5 per cent, of the herring catch is used for home con-

sumption. It is very desirable that the cost of carriage should

be considerably lowered, so that inland folks, with cheap and

prompt delivery, could be served with one of the daintiest

of our common fishes. I have tried herrings procured at

Norwich fish shops, moist and flabby, and very indifferent

in flavour. Fishmongers seem continually to be watering them.

’Longshore fishing in late September and early October

by motor open boats, and shrimp boats, with three men as a

crew, was a small but distinctly interesting experiment. The
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fish were close inshore, and good catches were made. I

examined some examples. They were fresh and glistening,

as if carved of silver. Some were 9 inches in length,

4.1 inches in circumference, and 4 inches in depth, weighing 54

ounces, before gutting.

On October 7th I had a chat with an intelligent shrimper

,

named Ward, whose boat, a 6-tonner, had been cleared of

shrimp trawl and dredges, and turned into a
“

’longshorer.”

His was one of a dozen boats working. He left port usually

at 4 p.m., got to his ground and shot his nets by 6 o’clock,

taking them inboard at 7.30 p.m. After clearing them he shot

them again, and got most of his fish after dark, especially

on high water slack. He shot his nets starting from the breakers,

and going out diagonally. He had 22 nets in his little

“ fleet,” each net of 60 yards, with a depth of 8 score

meshes
;
making, when “ shot ” a wall ten feet deep. It took

three-quarters of an hour to get them in
;

twice that time

if rough or blustering. He caught little else beside herrings
;

occasionally a few gurnards, small dogfish, odd mackerel, and

occasionally a salmon-trout ; even a flat fish, and a “ roker
”

(Thornback Ray).

October 14th.—All Scotch boats in. So little fish landed

that not a Scotch girl was gutting. On the night of the 19th

they had shot their nets with a northerly wind, when suddenly

it veered to the southard. They began to rush in towards

midnight, having scurried up their nets. On the 20th the river

was packed by boats, and they spent the day overhauling

theii tangled nets.

The fashions even of Scotch fishermen and girls change.

Rarely now does one see a Scotchman with a beard, and

seldom an old man, unless it be that a small moustache camou-

flages his age. The girls are almost all bobbed
;
undoubtedly

a sanely sanitary innovation. On Sundays they parade

the streets in up-to-date attire, and gay, expensive stockings.

They have also taken to riding to their work, motor lorries,

with enclosing rails, taking them to and from their lodgings in

batches, standing erect. Vivacious, raw-boned lassies !

Early in October two “ swills ” of large-piked dogfish were

enmeshed in the nets of one boat. They were sold on the wharf

and served up later in certain fried fish shops.
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One other innovation is worthy of note, as this example

will be followed undoubtedly in all newly-erected fish-houses.

The old-time ventilation slides, working on the principle of

railway carriage doors, are being superseded by cowls, such as

have for decades been seen upon maltings
;
and in one up-to-date

fish-house a central fire (of billet) has been used, with pipes

leading from the smoke-chamber into any special or all depart-

ments and shut off as occasion demands, a vast economy

of fuel, and a great advantage to the hands who work in the

“ lofts.”

I have to thank the Lowestoft Authorities for the following :

—

Lowestoft Returns.

English

No. of Fishing Vessels engaged

at Lowestoft

No. of Crans landed at

Lowestoft

Estimated Value

Drifters.

Steam.

250

333,326

£594,000

Visiting

Drifters.

Steam. Motor.

177 36

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) George T. Atkinson,

District Inspector of Fisheries.

VI

WILD BIRD PROTECTION IN NORFOLK IN 1926

Report of the Committee

The two outstanding features in connexion with the protection

of birds in Norfolk during the past year are :
—

(1) The creation of a new Bird Sanctuary in the County,

reference to which will be found on p. 189.

(2) The prosecution of a well-known egg collector,

Mr. E. P. Chance, for aiding and abetting in the taking

of Crossbills’ eggs from an area within the County. The
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case being one of more than ordinary importance, we
have put it on record in this Report.

The principal agents upon whom this and similar societies

depend for carrying out their instructions in the matter of

bird protection are Watchers. These are local men of good

character and reliability—men who are interested in their

work, who are prepared cheerfully to face discomforts, and

who, above all, will be loyal to their employers under

all circumstances. But it has always to be remembered

that the Bird Watcher, as a watcher, has no legal powers,

unless such are specially conferred upon him. We have

always realised this, and it is therefore with satisfaction that

we are able to report that during the year the Chief Constable

of Norfolk, in response to our request, has made three of our

watchers Special Constables. This confers upon them powers

little inferior to those of the ordinary police constable, and

in the matter of right of search, etc., the advantage of

these is obvious. It is of course equally incumbent upon the

watcher not to abuse such powers.

As the guardians of wild birds, especially during their

period of nesting, we are inclined to look a little askance

at the numerous requests to take photographs which we receive

from biid photographers. At the same time, we unhesitatingly

congratulate Mr. Humphrey Boardman, of Ludham, on

having obtained this summer a unique series of photographs

of the Bittern at its nest, taken in Norfolk. With his per-

mission we reproduce two of these. We are also indebted to

Miss Grace Gay for making drawings of a Bittern and of a Ruff

which will in future be printed on the cover of this Report.

A New Bird-Breeding Sanctuary for Norfolk

Through the public-spirited enterprise of a few ornithologists,

and of one in particular, the partially-inundated area of

marshland between the village of Cley and the boundary

bank of Salthouse Broad—commonly known as the Cley

Marshes—together with a building site on the mainland

overlooking the marshes, were purchased at public auction

in Norwich on March 6th, 1026, from the Executors of A. W.
Cozens-Hardy of Cley Hall, the previous owner, for the sum of

£5,160.
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These marshes, of 407 acres, have been protected from the

sea by a concrete sea-wall, built by one of the Cozens-Hardy

family many years ago. On the night of December 31st, 1921,

as the result of an abnormally high tide, a large part of this

wall was demolished and the marshes became flooded. In

this condition of partial inundation they have remained, and

have been the resort of numerous ducks and other wild fowl

at all seasons of the year. It soon became obvious to those

who visited the marshes during the summer months that,

if left undisturbed during the breeding season, they would

provide most atti active nesting sites for birds of a considerable

number of species. For example, in 1923, 180 Sandwich Terns’

nests were found on one small section of the marsh, and in 1922

Mr. A. W. Boyd found a Ruff’s nest with four eggs (British

Birds, Vol. XVI., p. 86). There are long stretches of reed-

beds on the marsh, and as the Spoonbill is a common
visitor during the summer it is perhaps not too much
to hope that it will ultimately be tempted to nest there.

The numerous shallow pools would apparently provide

ideal feeding-grounds for the Avocet, a bird which, at

the beginning of last century, nested on the adjacent Salthouse

marshes.

Bearing in mind all these, and many other, facts and possi-

bilities in connexion with the marshes, the purchasers of the

property resolved that it should remain as a bird breeding

sanctuary for all time
;

and, with this end in view, have

made arrangements to hand it over to a newly-constituted

“ Norfolk Naturalists Trust.” In our next Report we hope

to be in a position to give further details as to the future

conduct and management of the new Sanctuary.

Prosecution under the Wild Birds Protection Act,

1894

For some considerable time the Committee has had strong

suspicions that the nests of a flourishing colony of Crossbills

in the neighbourhood of Thetford were being persistently robbed

by collectors. It is, note riously, extremely difficult to obtain

evidence of such egg-stealing, that is evidence such as will

secure a conviction in a court of law
;

and it was by a mere

accident that such information was obtained by the
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honorary secretary on March 7th, 1926. On the afternoon

of that day he visited this colony with friends, when a total

stranger came up to him on the high road and offered to

show him Crossbills’ nests and, what was more inexplicable,

offered to sell him a clutch of eggs which the stranger had

taken that morning from a nest in a Scotch fir overhanging the

road. Furthermore, he climbed the tree for the nest and

gave it to Dr. Long.

After bargaining, the clutch of eggs was purchased for

fifteen shillings. This man, Albert Wyatt, a farm bailiff, who
resided in a cottage in the wood, further volunteered the

information that he was sending clutches of Crossbills’ eggs

every week to a very good customer in London, Mr. Chance

by name. He produced a box of five clutches which would

be despatched to London from Thetford by a certain train in

two days’ time.

This information was handed on to the Norfolk police,

who made further enquiries, with the result that on March 9th

Wyatt was seen to put on a London train at Thetford a parcel,

which was intercepted at Liverpool Street and found to

contain twenty-three Crossbills’ eggs
;

it was addressed

to Mr. Chance of St. Helen’s Place, London. The parcel was

received at Liverpool Street by a clerk from Mr. Chance’s

office, who stated that he had received instructions from

his employer to collect the parcel of eggs. He was stopped

by a police officer, to whom he handed the parcel.

At the East Harling Bench of Magistrates on April 26th.

with Lord Albemarle in the chair, Albert Wyatt was fined

£6 19s. Od., including costs, for taking three Crossbills’

eggs on March 7th, and twenty-four similar eggs on

divers dates about March 9th. At the same Court Edgar

P. Chance, of London, the well-known author of “ The

Cuckoo’s Secret,” who was not present and was not

represented, was fined £13 10s. Od. and £9 2s. Od. costs

for aiding and abetting Wyatt. The defence put forward

by Wyatt’s solicitor was that the eggs were those of the Green-

finch, and various writers were quoted to support his con-

tention that it is impossible to differentiate between the eggs

of these two birds. However, he omitted to refer to the

fact, obviously well-known to the Bench, that Greenfinches
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do not nest in colonies in Scotch Fir trees, nor are they in

the habit of laying their eggs as early in the year as the first

week in March.

After the help of the police had been so readily given in the

case against Mr. Chance, it was a little galling to find that

they declined to take proceedings against a man who, in the

month of August, shot a Razorbill on the north Norfolk coast

-—a bird protected by the Norfolk County Council between

March 1st and September 1st. There was no lack of evidence,

but his plea was that he mistook the bird for a duck. Our

only comment is that if strangers come into Norfolk to shoot

ducks in August they should first familiarise themselves

with the differences between ducks and divers.

Cley and Salthouse

During the greater part of the summer there was a consider-

able amount of water on both these areas, augmented by a

high tide which came through the breach in the sea-wall on

July 25th. On May 16th the writer found about one hundred

Sandwich Terns in occupation of an island on Salthouse

Broad, and by the 24th Holman, the keeper, had found foity-

five nests with eggs. However, these eggs were all destroyed

later, apparently by rats as the broken egg shells were left on

the ground. Most of these birds then left. On June 19th

the writer found five more nests on the same island, and these

all hatched off. From eighty to one hundred pairs of common
Terns nested on the Broad.

Owing to the excess of water on the Cley marshes and

the absence of a boat, it was impossible to make an inventory

of the nests on this new sanctuary. Nor does that much matter.

The main object was achieved, namely, the keeping of the

ground undisturbed from all human intruders throughout

the nesting season. Many ornithologists derived much
pleasure from watching the birds from the East Bank,

and during most weeks between May and August were rewarded

by the sight of a Spoonbill confidently feeding, or preening

its feathers, usually in the company of Herons.

William Bishop, of Cley, has been appointed Watcher for

these marshes, and was on duty all the summer.
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Blakeney Point

As is well known, this is the property of the National Trust,

and for many years Robert Pinchen has acted as Watcher

—jointly for the Trust and our own Society. During the breed-

ing season he resides at the Old Life-boat House on the

Point. For an unknown period Terns have nested in vaiying

numbers on this exposed foreshore and, in addition, a few ocher

species of sea birds nest on the property.

During the past season eight pairs of Oyster-catchers

nested and, as has been the case for several years, two birds

laid in one nest—always the same nest. There were about

the usual number of Redshanks’ nests, and rathei more than

usual of the Ringed Plover.

Five species of Terns nested on the Point this year. The

Common Tern nests in two colonies of several hundred birds

in each
;

the one, the larger colony, on the newly-formed Far

Point, where young dunes are rapidly forming on the shingle
;

the other, in the neighbourhood of Long Low—the nests here

being partly on the shingle and partly among dunes of older

formation. During the last year or so there has been a

tendency for the birds to migrate from the second to the first

of these nesting sites.

In 1925, for reasons unexplained, only eight pairs of Sand-

wich Terns nested on Blakeney Point
;

whereas this year

the birds returned in greater numbers, and one hundred nests

were counted—all in the young dunes on the Far Point.

There was a good hatching, and most of the young got away.

After a visit to the Cley Marshes and to Blakeney Point with

the writer on June 20th, Dr. Norman F. Ticehurst wrote
“ In thanking you once more for a delightful visit I should

like to say how much I enjoyed the day at Blakeney and

Cley and to congratulate you on the fine colonies of terns that

we saw.

“ It was a great pleasure to me to make the acquaintance,

for the first time, of Sandwich and Roseate Terns. I was

astonished to find how little larger on the wing the former

looked than the Common Terns. There were one or two

points that struck me with regard to your Common Terns,

as compared with other ferneries I have visited. Firstly, the
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greater tameness of your birds
;

never before have I been

able to watch terns down to their nests at such short distances

and with an entire lack of cover. Secondly, the greater

crowding
; I have seen some Arctic colonies almost as thick

on the ground, but not Common Terns. This seems strange,

as your birds have been protected for years and there is

ample accommodation for a further spread. Thirdly, the

large proportion of well-made nests. Of course your birds

are nesting on sand and a good nest-hollow is easily made,

but I think a far larger proportion make a more considerable

attempt at building than is the case in many other colonies.

Fourthly, the ease with which nests could be found
;

but of

course this is accounted for by the accident of site, numbers,

crowding, and nest formation. Most of my previous experi-

ence has been on the shingle of Dungeness, where conditions

are so entirely different that this last point strikes me perhaps

more forcibly than it would many others.

“ It seems very curious that with the considerable adaptability

of the species to varying nesting sites the majority of your

birds should be so veiy conservative in sticking to one particular

dune formation, particularly as it happens to be the

most exposed both to winds and rain, and also to the risk

of abnormal tides. It is peculiarly vexing that when so much
care is taken over the protection of these birds the infantile

mortality should be, at times, so high—an accident that might

to so large an extent be avoided, but for this extreme

conservatism.

“ I shall look forward with considerable pleasure to paying

another visit to your Cley reservation. It struck me as an

ideal spot from which to watch passing waders, and your list

of visitors should speedily become a long one. As time goes

on and it reverts more and more to natural conditions and

the cattle no longer tramp over it, you ought to get some

interesting breeding species there also
;

and I trust to hear

within quite a few years of the return of the Ruff and Black

Tern to what was no doubt a former breeding-haunt.”

Scolt Head Island

As foreshadowed in our last Report, a whole-time Watcher in

the person of Charles Chestney, of Brancaster Staithe, has been
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appointed to look after this island sanctuary, and he has

been on duty since November, 1925. When it is remembered

that the island is four miles long, that it is made up of extensive

saltings, long exposed shingle beaches and extensive dune

systems, it can be readily understood that it requires an active

man of sound and vigorous constitution to fill the duties of

this post. During the summer months his whole time is

occupied in looking after the nesting birds
;

during the

remainder of the year there is endless work to be done in

the matter of dune conservation, in the planting, under super-

vision, of trees and shrubs to make the island more attractive

to passerine birds, and in preventing poaching. When weather-

bound he has the hut for shelter, or for sleeping
;

but in the

ordinary way the hut is reserved for naturalists who are

anxious to carry out scientific investigations. During the

past year it has been put to such use on several occasions.

The ternery on Scolt Head is very comparable to that

on Blakeney Point, that is to say, the birds nest on the extreme

west end of the island, where a system of young dunes is in pro-

cess of formation. On June 1 4th of this year the writer went

round the ternery to make a census, and counted 515 nests

of the Sandwich Tern. Of these approximately three-quarters

contained two eggs, six nests contained three eggs, the rest

one egg. During the next week several more eggs were laid.

At a subsequent visit, on July 4th, the watcher had a sad tale

to tell. During the previous week the young terns had been

dying in large numbers, and, as was obvious, were still

dying within about twenty-four hours of being hatched. This

very high mortality just at the period when the birds were all

hatching off resulted, as I estimated from this and subsequent

visits, in the premature death of from 50 to 75 per cent, of all

the young Sandwich Terns in the colony. Starvation appeared

to be the explanation, due to the fact that the herring “ syle
”

had not yet come in-shore.

Among the Common Terns, which are about equal in number

to the Sandwich, the mortality was not quite so great, because

the main hatching took place about a week or so later, by

which time the young fry had come into the shallower waters

so that the parents had no longer to fly miles out to sea to

procure food. No such mortality was noticed among the

chicks of the Little Terns.
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There was no evidence this year of either the Roseate or the

Arctic Tern nesting on the island.

Ringed Plovers nested in large numbers, and there were

six Oyster-catchers’ nests, all of which hatched out.

Sheld-Ducks nest in increasing numbers, and there must

have been from fifty to one hundred pairs breeding on the

island during this past season.

For many years a pair of Short-eared Owls have almost

certainly nested in the dense Suaeda bushes on a certain

raised part of the Saltings, and although the nest was not

found this year there is no doubt but that the birds were again

nesting in the same part of the marsh. When the writer was

looking for the nest on one very wet afternoon in June, 1926,

with the old birds soaring round overhead, evidence of their

food supply was obtained from the recently-killed remains of

Little Terns and of one Redshank which were found near to

where the nest was considered to be.

Although a considerable number of interested people visited

the island during the summer, there has been no evidence

of any interference with the nesting birds.

WOLFERTON

Since the publication of our last Report there has passed

away in the person of Colonel George Cresswell, M.V.O.,

one of the most active supporters of Wild Birds Protection

in Norfolk. Some twenty years ago he started, with

H.M. the King as Patron, the “ Wolferton Wild Birds’ Pro-

tection Society,” and up to the time of its amalgamation with

the other Bird Protection societies in the county, in 1921,

he made himself responsible for collecting the funds and for

supervising, by frequent visits from his home at Hunstanton,

the Wolferton nesting ground. He may well be described

as one of the first Bird Watchers in the county, and we have a

high regard for his memory.

Great changes are taking place at this Wolferton nesting

ground on the edge of the Wash. The shingle, in which the

birds lay their eggs, has apparently been purchased by a

company who are removing it by thousands of tons annually

for the manufacture, it is said, of cement and concrete. It is

thus only a matter of time for the whole breeding ground to
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disappear. When we visited it at the end of June this year

Bridges, one of the watchers, stated that he had found about

sixty nests of the Common Tern and about twenty of the

Little Tern. The large majority of these nests were trampled

on by the horses and cattle that roam over the ground. Under
the conditions now prevailing it would hardly seem worth

while to continue to “ protect ” the ground.

Mr. Tracy’s Bird Sanctuary at South Wootton

In previous reports we have referred to the some six to

seven acres of woodland at South Wootton, near King’s

Lynn, which Mr. N. Tracy has been gradually making more

and more attractive to nesting birds, so that it will be

of interest to put on record his experiences of the past

season. In a letter he says :

—

“ Taking it all round, I think this has been a very good

year for the birds in this district. In spite of continued

sharp frost between January the 12th and 17th, I do not

think the birds suffered much, and I saw only one dead Redwing

and one dead Blackbird. Wild Geese were numerous on the

Wootton marshes throughout the winter.

“ On February 20th I watched a hen Crossbill building a

nest
;

she had only just started and had placed in position

about six Scotch fir twigs as a foundation. On the 27th

she had finished building and was sitting. Later, I found

two other nests in the district. It was in 1910 that I found

the first nest in this part of Norfolk, but, judging by the

number of freshly-worked cones which I found in various

parts of the county this spring, it would seem that the Crossbill

is more widely distributed than is generally supposed.

The following are the dates of arrival of some of the spring

migrants, as noted by me :

—

Wheatear (North Wootton) ... ... March 20th

Chiffchaff (North Wootton) ... ... ,, 30th

Sedge-Warbler (Hickling Broad) ... April 2nd

Swallow (Hickling Broad) ... ... ,, 4th

Willow Wren (Hickling Broad) ... ,, 5th

Redstart (South Wootton) ... ... ,, 7th

Whinchat (North Wootton) ... ... ,, 8th

Common Whitethroat (South Wootton) ,, 9th
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Yellow Wagtail (North Wootton) April 9th

Tree Pipit (Castle Rising)
y y

10th

Blackcap (South Wootton)
y y

10th

Nightingale (South Wootton)
> y

13th

Stone-Curlew (Roydon Fen)
y y

13th

Sand-Martin (Roydon Fen)
y y

14th

Swallow and Martin (South Wootton)
y y

18th

Cuckoo (South Wootton)
y y

20th

Grasshopper Warbler (Witton)
y » 27th

Reed-Warbler (Witton) ... y y 27th

Lesser Whitethroat (Witton)
y y

28th

Wood-Wren (South Wootton) ... May 3rd

Garden-Warbler (North Wootton)
y y 3rd

“ Amongst these spring migrants the following were certainly

more numerous than usual this year :—Wheatear, Yellow

Wagtail, Tree-Pipit, Willow-Wren, Chiffchaff, Common
Whitethroat, Garden Warbler and Spotted Flycatcher. The

Wryneck I hardly ever hear in this district, and the Corncake

has vanished
;

it is quite six years since I last heard one.

Among the resident birds there seems to be a great increase in

the number of Lesser Redpolls. I am glad to say that the

Wood-Lark has extended its range to this distiict, and I estimate

that there are about six pairs in the immediate neighbourhood

of my wood. The following birds nested in my wood this

year, the figures in brackets being the number of nests found.

Great Tit (4)

Blue-Tit (4)

Cole-Tit (2)

Marsh-Tit (1)

Long-tailed Tit (1)

Tree-creeper (4)

Nuthatch (1) two broods

Starling (1)

Robin (2)

Wren (3)

Willow-Wren (8)

Blackbird (4)

Song-Thrush (5)

Mistle-Thrush (8)

Chaffinch (20)

Wood-Pigeon (6)

Redstart (6)

Pied Wagtail (2)

Hedge-Sparrow (1)

Spotted Flycatcher (2)

Tree-Pipit (1)

Lesser Redpoll (3)

Turtle-Dove (1)

Goldcrest (1)

a total of 91 nests.

“ I watched four pairs of Wood-Wrens near my wood this

year and found one nest.
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Black-headed Gull on its nest in an Alder Tree

on Scoulton Mere, May 30th, 1926
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Two of the pairs of Redstarts had second broods, the hen

birds building the new nests while the first broods were still

in the old ones, and laying the first egg about the day after

the young had left the first nest. The work of looking after

the first brood seems to devolve upon the cock, who keeps the

young in the neighbourhood of the nest for the first week or two

and then takes them out on to the open heath outside the

wood. I believe the brilliant under-parts of the Redstart

must be a protection to them against larger birds, for I never

notice any appreciable diminution in the broods of the young,

though amongst many other birds the mortality during the

first week or so of life would seem to be as high as fifty per cent.

“ Three years ago a Greater Spotted Woodpecker excavated

a nesting-hole in a dead birch in the wood, when a pair of

Redstarts, which had already started to build in a bark lean-to,

took a fancy to this hole and proceeded to turn out the Wood-
pecker. This they did by flying up to the latter when it

was on the tree by the hole and hovering in front of it and

flashing their under-parts in its face. Each time they did

this the Woodpecker let out a squawk of alarm and flew away.

The Redstarts immediately began to carry large pieces of moss

into the hole, and when the Woodpecker returned they repeated

their former procedure and drove it away again. After this

the Woodpecker left them alone, but after carrying a few

more pieces of moss into the hole the Redstarts went back to

their original nest and hatched their brood in it. The Wood-

pecker then returned to its hole and removed the moss, but did

not use the hole for its nest though the cock bird used to

roost there at night. I have seen Redstarts drive a Starling

away from their nesting box in the same manner. There

were four pairs of Redstarts immediately outside my wood and

other pairs seemed to be in all the surrounding woods.
“ The Nuthatch was a new nesting bird with me this year.

A pair were attracted to the wood during the winter by monkey

nuts which I used to insert into the bark of two poplar trees

near the house, and this pair remained to breed."

An Unusual Nesting-Site of the Black-Headed Gull

There would seem to be but few specific instances recorded

in ornithological literature of the Black-headed Gull (Lams
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ridibundus

)

building its nest in a tree, though when

one remembers that the closely-allied species, Bonaparte’s

Gull (.L . Philadelphia Ord.), of North America, almost invari-

ably nests in trees, it is not so very surprising that L. ridibundus

should occasionally be found doing the same.

In his classical description of the Scoulton Gullery
(
Transac-

tions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Societv, Volume I.,

p 27, 1871-2), Stevenson says:
— “A few years back

a single pair built their nest on one of the small bushes of

the island and reared their young, but this eccentricity was

neither repeated by them, nor their example followed by

others.”

In the Scottish Naturalist for 1920, p. 77, W. Evans records

“ that a few nests occur annually in stunted fir-trees at the

gullery at Threipmuir Reservoir,” near Edinburgh.

During the past season a pair of gulls at Scoulton built

their nest in the fork of a dead branch of an alder tree overhang-

ing the water, on the edge of the “ Hearth.” There was a scanty

lining of reed, but the fork itself practically formed the nest,

which was about five feet above the level of the water, and when
inspected by the writer on June 2nd was found to contain two

live chicks in down. It was impossible to photograph the

nest, but Miss Constance Gay kindly made a pencil drawing

of it, from which our illustration is reproduced.

With the added liability this year for the wages of a whole-

time Watcher on Scolt Head Island the Committee cannot but

feel some anxiety for its future commitments, and appeals

for an increase in its subscription list. Norfolk is doing

its best to preserve its rich avifauna and to encourage the

return of some of its lost birds, such as the Avocet, Ruff and

Spoonbill. The “ Sanctuary ” method would seem to be the

most likely means to adopt for attaining this object, and the

results already achieved on Blakeney Point and Scolt Head,

and in the Broads district, give encouragement to their view.

But there are many details in connexion with this method

which have yet to be developed and worked out in practice.

Those who are disposed to assist the Committee in this work

should send their subscriptions to the undersigned, at 31,

Surrey Street, Norwich.

Signed (on behalf of the Norfolk W.B.P. Committee),

Sydney H. Long, Hon. Sec.
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LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS TO THE
NORFOLK WILD BIRDS PROTECTION FUND FOR 1923

£ s. d. £ s. d.

H.M. THE KING ... 3 3 0 Brought forward 77 5 6
H.R.H. The Prince Colomb Admiral P. H.,

of Wales, K.G. ... 2 2 0 C.B. 1 0 0
Adcock E. D 1 1 0 Colman Miss Ethel ... 1 1 0
Agnew C. G. ... 1 1 0 Colman Miss Helen C. 1 1 0
A liars R. W. E. 3 3 0 Colman R. J. 1 1 0
Allen J. L 0 5 0 Cooke A.. F.R.C.S. ... 0 10 0
Allen J, W 1 1 0 Cozens-Hardy A. 1 1 0
Andrews W. H. M. ... 0 10 0 Deacon Dr. G. E. 1 1 0
Anonymous ... 0 10 0 Dew Mrs. 0 10 0
Astley R. B 2 2 0 Dewar T. F.. C.B.,
Bacon Miss K. R. 10 0 0 D.Sc., M.D. 0 10 0
Baker E. Stuart 3 3 0 De Worms C. 1 1 0
Barclay F. H. 1 0 0 Doughty C. G. 1 1 0
Barclay H. G. 2 2 0 Drury G. L. ... 0 10 6
Barnard Mrs. 1 1 0 Duncannon T. [. G. ... 3 3 0
Barrow Miss ... 0 10 6 E. B. S 1 0 0
Barry T. H. ... 1 1 0 Edwards Francis 0 10 0
Barry W.

f 1 1 0 Ferrier Miss Judith ... 0 10 0
Barton S. J., M.D. ... 1 1 0 ffolkes Sir William,
Bedford Her Grace the Bart. 1 1 0

Duchess of... 2 2 0 Friedlein W. ... 0 10 6
Bell J. H 0 10 0 Frisby G. E. ... 0 10 6
Bidwell Edward 0 10 0 A Friend 0 10 0
Blakeney Point Gadesden Miss 0 10 0

Collecting Box 3 3 6 Gayner Dr. J. S. 1 1- 0
Boardman E. T. 1 0 0 Gay Miss C. E. 1 1 0
Boileau Sir M., Bart. 1 1 0 Gilbert H. 1 0 0
Brash T. 2 2 0 Giles C. C. T. 0 5 0
Brittain H. 1 0 0 Gossage Col. W. W. ... 2 2 0
Brooks f. R. ... 1 1 0 Graves Mrs. ... 1 1 0
Brown Edward 1 1 0 Green Major E. A.
Brown Henry 1 1 0 Lycett 0 10 0

Buckle Lt. Col. D. W. 1 1 0 Gurdon E. T. 1 1 0
Burrows R. B. 1 0 0 Gurnev Q. E 1 1 0
Burton S. H., F.R.C.S. 2 2 0 Gurney J. H. 1 2 0
Buxton E. G. o 9 0 Gurney Robert 1 i 0
Buxton G. F. 3 3 0 Gurney W. S. 1 i 0
Buxton Walter L. 1 1 0 Halls H. H 1 0 0
Byers J 0 10 0 Hannaford G. 2 2 0
Byne Lt.-Col. R. M. ... 1 1 0 Harcourt Miss J .Vernon 2 0 0

Callev Miss J. M. 5 0 0 Harding J. Rudge 0 7 6
Carr Mrs. i 1 0 Hare Sir Ralph, Bart. 1 1 0
Carruthers D. 2 2 0 Harker W. 1 1 0

Cassie R. L. ... 0 10 0 Harmer Bertrand 1 0 0

Chamberlin Sir George 1 0 0 Harvey Miss C. 0 5 0

Chapman E. H. His Haydon W. ... 0 5 0

Honour Judge 2 2 0 Hayley J. N. 1 10 0

Christie J. A., M.P. ... 1 0 0 Herbert E. G. 1 1 0

Coe Mrs A-. E. 0 10 0 Hill T. A. M 1 1 0

Coller G. A 1 1 0 Horsfall R. E 0 10 0

Collins W. G. 0 10 6 Howard R. J. 0 10 0

Carried forward 77 5 6 Carried forward 1 22 17 6
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£ s. d. £ s. d.

Brought forward 122 17 6 Brought forward 186 7 6
Irwin \V. 0 5 0 Riley W. 1 1 0

Jago Cyril 0 10 0 Ringrose Bernard 1 1 0

Jones Sir Lawrence, Riviere B. B., F.R.C.S. 2 2 0

Bart. 1 1 0 Robertson W. K. 0 10 6
Ketton-Cremer, Rogers Rev. H. 1 0 0

Wyndham C. ... 0 10 0 Routledge V. 0 10 0
Kinder Rev. E. H. ... 1 1 0 Sale of “ The Micro-
Knight E. 1 0 0 cosm,” per G.
Lee-Elliott Rev. D. L. 1 1 0 Spalding 0 15 0
Lewis J. Spedan 2 2 0 Sale of Report for 1925 0 5 0
Lloyd Captain L. 1 0 0 Sargent Cyril G. 1 1 0

Long Miss 0 5 0 Savin A. C. ... 0 5 0
Long F. 0 5 0 Scolt Head Collecting
Long S. H„ M.D. ... 2 2 0 Box ... 3 18 0

Lowe P. R. ... 2 0 0 Sewell P. E. ... 2 2 0
Lucas Dr. Geoffrey ... 1 0 0 Sheldon W. G. 1 1 0
Mack H. P. ... 1 1 0 Simpson F. T. 2 2 0
Macpherson A. Holte 1 1 0 Smith Col. H. F. 1 1 0

Massingham H. J. 1 0 0 Soc. for the Promotion
McKenna Mrs. of Nature Reserves 2 2 0

Reginald 1 1 0 Spalding G. ... 0 10 0
McKenzie Miss G. 0 10 0 Steward Rev. Canon 1 1 0
McLean C. 2 10 0 Stimpson E. ... 0 10 0

Meade-Waldo E. G. B. 2 1 0 Stirling A. C 0 10 6
Meadows Mrs. A. H.... 0 10 0 Strachan C. E. 1 1 0
Mennell E. 0 10 0 Sumpter Dr. B. G. ... 2 2 0

Miller O. T 0 5 0 Tait C. (Oporto) 1 0 0

Millard Miss I. M. 0 5 0 Taylor Dr. Mark 1 0 0
Moxey J. E. ... 1 0 0 Temple Lynes C. T.

Nash W 1 0 0 (Transfer from the
National Trust (The) 10 0 0 old Blakeney
Newman Miss F. B. ... 0 5 0 W.B.P. Soc.) 1 15 0
Oliver Prof. F. W., Thouless H. J. 0 10 0
F.R.S 1 1 0 Upcher H. E. S. 1 0 0

Pain P. 1 1 0 Upcher Miss L. 2 2 0

Patteson Mrs. F. E. ... 1 1 0 Vincent T. 0 2 6
Pearson S. V., M.D. ... 1 10 0 Walter C. H. 1 1 0
Pelham Rev. Canon S. Walter J. H. F. 1 1 0

(the late) 1 1 0 Wells C. H 1 1 0
Penrose F., M.D. 1 1 0 Willett W. L 0 5 0
Plowright Dr. C. T. 2 2 0 Wilson Mrs. ... 1 1 0

Pond H. J. 1 1 0 Winch Major S. B. ... 2 2 0

Preston Sir Edw. Bart., Wright B. D. Z. 0 10 0
D.S.O 1 1 0 Wright T. J 0 10 6

Purdy T. W. 1 1 0 Wyllys H 0 10 0

Pym Mrs. 0 5 0 Wyllys W. E. 0 10 0
Ransome Mrs. 1 1 0

Reeves Hugh 1 1 0

Reith Miss E. M. 10 0 0

Richmond H. W., F.R.S. 2 2 0——— Total /228 19 6
Carried forward 186 7 6
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NORFOLK WILD BIRDS PROTECTION FUND
Year ending December 31st, 1925

Receipts

£ s. d.
Balance from 1924 14 8 7
Subscriptions 184 0 6
Special Donations 42 9 0
C Electing Boxes, Scolt Head and

Blakeney Point ... ... ... 9 11

(249 19 2

Expenditure

Notice Board—Horsey ...

£
l

s.

15
d.

0
Watchers—Breydon 35 8 4

Scolt Head 64 6 9
Blakeney 32 0 0
Wolferton 10 0 0

Scolt Head—Tree Planting and
Fencing 20 2 6

Scolt Head—Sundry Expenses ... 3 11 6
Printing Report 10 0 0
Receipt Books and Printing 1 6 0
Cheque Book 0 4 0
Tern Enquiry Expenses ... 11 17 6

Balance 59 7 7

£249 19 2

VII

THE BITTERN AT ITS NEST

By Humphrey Boardman

While excellent photographs of the nest and young of the

Bittern have been taken by Miss Turner, no one in this country

has hitherto obtained pictures of the old bird at the nest.

Jim Vincent of Hickling suggested that we might together

attempt to photograph a Bittern nesting, and any success

achieved is largely due to his knowledge of bird life, and to

the help and advice he gave in the erection of the hide and upon

each visit to the nest. The camera used was a Goerz Anschutz

with a Dagmar 4.5 lens and focal plane shutter.

On the afternoon of April 20th, 1926, after searching a

large area without success, a Bittern flew up from the

middle of a marsh, and there we found her nest amongst

“ gladden ” and a few reeds. She flew off again in the evening

when we went to erect the hide, and also on the following

morning when we visited the nest to make sure she had not

forsaken it, but we never again saw her leave it. Whenever

the nest was visited the eggs were found to be warm,

the Bittern having apparently walked quietly off and

disappeared into the reeds.

The hide was erected in the evening of April 20th, four

yards from the nest. Four strong stakes were driven in
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fastened together with ties, and round this framework were

placed about thirty sheaves of reed, which had already been

tied up in readiness for thatching. The sheaves were kept

in place by thick string round the outside, and the walls

were lined inside with hessian to ensure that the old bird

could see no light or movement inside. The hide, when
complete, was rectangular in shape, about four feet by three

feet, and four and a half feet high.

The Bittern has the reputation of being one of the most

elusive of birds, and to a large extent this is no doubt true.

One may live near the haunts of Bitterns, and even grow

tired of their booming, and yet never see them. This Bittern

lived up to its reputation of timidity at first, but it grew mani-

festly more tame as the days proceeded. Three days after the

nest was discovered she allowed Jim Vincent to stand outside

the hide and watch her on the nest. I sometimes saw her close

to the hide if I peeped out of the top, when she would lift

her head and beak above the rushes for a few seconds, listen

intently, and then disappear from view, to be seen no more

until some strange noise aroused her curiosity once more.

The smallest of splashes in the water always awakened her

interest, although she ignored any gentle coughs or tapping

on the framework of the hide.

When the Bittern came to the nest she nearly always

approached it from the same direction—from the east side.

Only once was she seen on the wing from the hide. She then

lit about fifteen yards away and was hardly visible again until

she arrived at the nest five minutes later.

The first photographs of the old bird were taken between

12.30 and 1.30 on April 26th. After I had entered the hide

three-quarters of an hour elapsed before the Bittern returned.

No suspicion of a sound heralded her approach
;

she just

seemed to glide through the reeds, stood erect for a second

or two with her beak pointed skywards, and then settled down

to brood. Five photographs were taken, but with each release

of the shutter she became a little more alarmed and finally

left the nest.

The nest when found contained five eggs, but two of

these never hatched. Pieces of egg-shell were found one

day near the nest, and it is possible that the mother herself
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The Bittern at its nest

(Photographed by H. Boardman)
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Trans. N. & N. Nat. Soc. Vol. XII. Plate XII

The Bittern feeding the young ones

(
Photographed, by H. Boardman)
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ejected these two knowing them to be addled. The first

chick was hatched on May 2nd, and all were out by May 7th.

The actual dates of hatching cannot be given, as the nest

was not visited daily, the Bittern being purposely granted days

of rest when she was undisturbed. • On every third or fourth

day the hide was visited for a few seconds merely in order

to induce the bird to leave the nest, with the idea that she

would gain confidence by finding “ all clear ” on her return.

The second series of photographs were taken on May 2nd,

when the nest contained two eggs and one chick.

When all were hatched the mother left the nest for varying

lengths of time, sometimes remaining away for three hours

and at other times returning in a few minutes. At times she

returned to the nest apparently simply to see if all was well,

and left noiselessly on finding that the young birds were safe

and sound.

We frequently heard her walking about in the reeds near

the nest, but it was difficult to see her as her markings har-

monised closely with the reeds, and she moved with great

stealth. We often knew of her whereabouts by the continuous

soft croaking noise which she made, similar to the noise made

by the W'aterhen. This seemed to be a form of running

conversation designed to please the young ones. If they

happened to be hungry they would show their excitement

by raising themselves up in the nest and gazing intently in

the direction from which the sounds came, but usually they

were not impatient for their meals.

When the young birds were quite small the mother fed them

by leaning over them and putting tiny morsels of food into

their beaks. As they grew older they became more aggressive,

and as soon as she reached the nest they would stretch up,

seize hold of her beak, and grip it tightly (Plate XII.). The

mother would then open her beak, making the young one loose

its hold sufficiently for her to disgorge food into its mouth.

She fed them on frogs, eels and other fish.

An unduly large piece of fish one day caused a tug-of-war

between the two eldest of the young birds, but generally

they were well behaved and waited for their turns.

When the mother was away for two or three hours on end

they apparently suffered from boredom and yawned frequently.
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They slept a great deal, and when awake relieved the monotony

by running their beaks in and out amongst their feathers

and by attending to one another’s toilets. The noise of a

bird flying overhead always aroused their interest, and they

would scan the sky with anxious gaze.

They occasionally left the nest to drink, and had often

great difficulty in scrambling back again. They would dig

their beaks into the nest to give themselves sufficient purchase

to enable them to climb back.

The young left the nest on May 21st, when they were about

fourteen to nineteen days old. On arriving at the hide that

morning no young ones were to be seen on the nest, but the

youngest one returned to it in about ten minutes’ time and

settled down to sleep all alone. One of the elder ones came

four times in two hours to visit it, but the mother did not

come, nor did she apparently make any effort to collect her

babies. In the afternoon the little birds had apparently

left the nest for good. They could be heard croaking to the

mother, who replied by making soothing noises by way of

encouragement. The youngest bird was barely able to walk

and looked quite unfit to leave the security and comfort of its

old home
;

but it had no choice—its mother had settled

that the time had come when it must be fed amongst the rushes.

We had no further glimpse of the young birds. The mother

was seen on May 22nd walking slowly amongst the reeds

about one hundred yards away with head lowered, but the

young ones were not seen.

The first photograph of the Bittern on the nest was published

in the Eastern Daily Press of April 27th and others have

appeared in Country Life of August 28th and Sept. 1 1th,

1926. I should like to take this opportunity of making known

the fact that soon after the first photograph appeared I was

asked for a Bittern’s egg. On my refusing to rob the nest I

was told by the egg collector that he would secure a clutch

next spring by fair means or foul ! It is up to all bird lovers

who know where there is a Bittern’s nest to try and prevent such

a crime.
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VIII

REPORT OF THE BLAKENEY POINT RESEARCH
STATION, 1924-26

By F. W. Oliver

The present Report deals generally with the period since the

issue of the last in 1923. It is divided into sections under which

different subjects are considered—some the result of long-

continued observations, whilst others have merely a passing

interest. In these pages the progress of the Tern Colony

is referred to only indirectly, as the matter is fully dealt with

by more competent hands in the Reports of the Com-
mittee for Wild Bird Protection in Norfolk, which Reports

appear regularly in the Transactions of the Norfolk and

Norwich Naturalists’ Society. In general, it may be said that

the breeding birds have done well in the three years under

review. The main colony is now concentrated on the Far

Point, and includes, in addition to Common and Little Terns,

also Sandwich, Arctic, and Roseate Terns as well as numerous

Ringed Plovers and a few nests of the Redshank. In 1925

the Sandwich Terns, which had been very numerous in the

season of 1924, fell away to small numbers, but in 1926 they

returned in full strength. This year,in spite of a set-back

in June, the birds did very well indeed. Lack of food and a

spell of cold winds caused much destruction of newly hatched

birds, but second clutches and a prolonged stay into Sep-

tember, fully compensated for the earlier losses. Our

experience in 1925 was somewhat similar—apart from the

dwindling of the Sandwich Terns.

In the present report for the first time is given an epitome

of the appearance and development of the Far Point, including

the establishment of the earlier phases of its vegetation. This

area, though not our only breeding ground, is by far the

most conspicuous and compact, and is so placed as to be ideal

in manjr respects, especially for the various species of Terns.

The Far Point

Few people who come to Blakenev Point to visit the breeding

ground realise how recent is the growth of the area known

as the Far Point, where the terns principally nest.
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Fifty years ago Blakeney Point possessed an advanced hook

reaching out towards Wells, like the present Far Point
;
but

by 1907 the last vestiges of this had disappeared. The

beginning of its destruction is attributed by the older fishermen

to the practice of boats from outside removing shingle, and

thus inviting a breach by the sea. Once breached the demoli-

tion of the rest followed naturally. So far as can be ascertained

terns did not breed at all generally, if at all, on the then

Far Point, the chief fernery being outside the sand hills to the

north of the present laboratory and likewise to the north-west

of the Beachway or Pelvetia Marsh. Matters so remained

till 1919, when birds first began to colonise the Far Point,

which, concurrently, was acquiring the rudiments of a

vegetation.

From this starting point the birds came to nest in greater

numbers every year. At first Common and Little Terns and

Ringed Plovers, then came Arctic and Sandwich Terns, and

latterly Roseates (one or two pairs) and Redshanks. In 1925

most, but not quite all, of the Sandwich Terns moved away

to Scolt Head (so it is conjectured) where this species was

reported in vast numbers, but this year (1926) they were back

again. Meanwhile the old breeding ground has been largely

though not entirely forsaken. In the Far Point we thus possess

an almost unique spot for the terns at a suitable distance from

the Headland and standing out into the Channel so as to be

washed by the tide on all sides.

On this area of some twenty acres are concentrated for the

breeding season five species of Terns, Ringed Plovers, and a

few Redshanks—well on to a thousand nests in a favourable

year. To all intents and purposes the adoption of the ground

by the birds was independent of its colonisation by plants.

There was no waiting till vegetation became general so that it

might serve as effective cover—from this point of view the

plants were negligible till 1922. Directly the ground had

been built up above the ordinary tide-marks, birds and grasses

appeared together—it was the expression of the fact that a new

vacant space had arisen, sufficiently stable for occupation and

washed by the all-providing sea—the common source of

“ whitebait ” for the terns, and seed to start a vegetation.

In the following pages it is proposed briefly to outline
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the history of the development and colonisation by plants of

this remarkable spot—on which matter very full details

have been systematically collected
;

the full account will

be given elsewhere, with adequate illustrations of the various

features.

Incidental to these studies has been the explanation afforded

of a great many curiosities and anomalies of construction on the

older parts of Blakeney Point—matters as to which conjecture

only was possible. And no doubt our results when fully

described will be applicable to all similar shingle formations.

To botanists, the most interesting results that have been

obtained and are still accruing (apart from the beginnings of

vegetation) are the precise data on the origin of all the different

Text-Pig. 2.—Chart of Headland with beginnings of P'ar Point
as in 1913. The outer beach a has since advanced nearly half a mile
west to form the P'ar Point. Of the inner beach b, only the tip survives
owing to the landward travel of a. c marks Gt. Sandy Low.

sorts of plant habitat which Blakeney Point provides. At

the time when the National Trust took over the area there was

no sign of this formative outbreak at the apex of the system,

and undivided attention could be given to a study of the area

as a whole—an excellent preparation for a proper understanding

of the developments which subsequently unfolded themselves.

The first indication of the coming extension of ground

occurred during the winter of 1912-13, when a broad beach

thrust itself out from the Bend to the north of Great Sandy
Low. The Sketch Map given in text-fig. 2 is a reprint of one

which appeared in the Report for 1914 (p. 5), and represents
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Text Fig. 3.—Charts of Blakeney Far Point showing development

from the year 1917 to 1926. The system of shingle hooks, resting on

the level foreshore and rising above ordinary tide level, is drawn in black.

Each chart is labelled with its year, and the successive hooks are num-
bered 1—5, in order of appearance. No. 1 is the apex of the beach a

in text fig. 2, and it has remained in the same position throughout the

period. Beaches 2 and 3 (1925, 26) have partially coalesced and
have been driven in to unite with 1 (1926), whilst their common base

has been breached, b is the surviving apex of b in text fig. 2. With lapse

of time it has shortened through being overlaid by beach a, which

now has its apex at 1. Broken lines represent unconsolidated shingle

below high water mark
;

dotted area on right, dunes of Headland.

The width of each compartment of the diagram (right to left) is half a

mile. The intersecting white lines, x and y, on Chart 1925, mark the

axes of the two original vegetated areas, in the order of their appearance.
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the condition as charted in July, 1913. The inner arm of

this new beach (b) stretched almost to the west end of the

sand hills, whilst exterior to this a second beach (a) had already

appeared. At that time this outer beach (a) ended in a great

expanse of shingle which, lacking definite topographical

relief, was covered at high water, and generally was “ without

form and void.” By 1916 the distal end had taken shape

and had risen above ordinary tidal limits. It now extended

three-quarters of a mile from the point of its insertion upon

beach b, and its west end subsequently broadened out forming

a wide plateau. This plateau has undergone complication by

the growth of hooks on its landwaid side and continues

steadily to increase in width by the accretion of shingle brought

by storms to its north-west face.

To continue the topography. As the outer beach (a) extended

west (1914-16), the proximal or connecting part was

gradually driven inshore—sometimes as much as 30-ft. in a

single storm—with the result that the inner beach b was

overlaid by it. At the present time (September, 1926) only

the tip of this beach survives, still in its original position

(Text-fig. 3, 1926).

The whole of the connecting neck which joins the Far

Point to the Headland is beating in thus, and this gives the

explanation of why this stretch has always been, and still

remains, practically bare of vegetation. It is mobility of

ground which prevents plants from establishing here.

Distally, shingle is accumulating to broaden the plateau,

sometimes by as much as 100 or even 200 feet a year. Some

of this shingle works round to the west end, where it

forms hooks, numbered in succession 1, 2, 3, 4. The continued

growth of a hook depends mainly on how long it is left without

being over-lapped by the next. An exterior hook will of

course attract to itself such shingle as works round the Far

Point. Successive stages in the history of development

are represented in the diagrams in text-fig. 3, these being

based on plane-table surveys, supplemented by air photographs,

and here and there a free hand sketch.

Hook No. 1 is important topographically, as it represents

the incurved apex of the whole system (it is the apex of beach a

is text-fig. 2). It reached its present position in 1916, and,
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being marked by a deeply driven stake which survived for

a number of years, was easily recognisable amid the increasing

complexity. Hook No. 2 became important in 1921, and

by October, 1922, had reached a length (pointing east) of

300 ft. No. 3 followed this rapidly, growing parallel to

it, and in September, 1925, a storm beat part of it in so that

a section of it became super-imposed on part of No. 2.

Hook No. 4 began to face east in the latter part of 1925 and

has made appreciable progress. It is to be expected that

similar excrescences will continue to arise, provided

of course that the tip is fed with fresh shingle. Any marked
further advance west is hardly likely, as the further west

it extends by so much is the scour at the ebb and flow increased.

For every yard of extension means that a large added volume

of water has to round the tip of the spit in the same period of

time, and the consequent accelerated scour is an obstacle to

extension.

In the formation of hooks wave action plays an important

part, as anyone can satisfy himself by watching what happens

on the Far Point at high water with a fresh breeze from outside.

The waves, as they strike the beach obliquely, swing round

owing to the friction of the shelving bottom retarding the

advance of their shore-ward ends. By this means their

direction continually changes and is often entirely reversed by

the time they have followed the outside hook round to its

cusp. The importance of this factor (differential retardation)

in relation to the formation of hooks to a spit in Lake Heron,

New Zealand, was pointed out by Speight * in 1910, and now
that I have had repeated opportunities of studying the same

phenomenon, I can only corroborate what he says.

The above, then, is a brief outline of the development and of

the topography of the Far Point. Fed by shingle from the

east, the materials accumulate on the site. Growth in length

ceases and the extremity broadens, whilst shingle drifting

round the end is built into hooks. Given further supplies

of shingle, every big tide raises it above ordinary tide marks

and adds to the width and securit3
T of the existing terrace.

* R. Speight, L. Cockayne, and R. M. Laing, The Mount Arrow-
smith District, a Study in Physiography and Plant Ecology. Trans.

New Zealand Institute, Vol. XXIII, 1910.
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To put the whole matter quite concisely
;
along-shore move-

ment conveys and assembles the shingle at the spot, whilst

onshore movement raises it above ordinary tidal limits. This

onshore movement is generated by N.W. gales, which raise the

tide above the expected heights of the tide table, and the

banks of shingle so driven in will remain undisturbed till such

time as a similar or even higher tide occurs, driving it further

in and strengthening the terrace. These " master-tides ” are an

essential factor in the construction of ground like the Far

Point.

The Vegetation

Wherever shingle comes to rest, and remains at rest above

tide marks, plants spring up. These establish from seed

left on the drift lines, whilst the drift itself acts both as a

mulch and as a fertiliser of the ground. Drift lines tend

to reach the higher levels of the beaches, as they are swept up

by the highest tides, and once there of course remain. Plants

establishing in such positions are apt to appear first in fines

following contours—a most characteristic feature this.

Up to the year 1918 the Far Point was not sufficiently

consolidated to carry plants. The upper photograph given in

PI. XVI. was taken in September, 1917, from the then apex of

the system, at which date not a single plant had established.

In 1919, when the topography had become ready, a few

insignificant Psammas and Triticums and a Salsola or two,

appeared. By 1920 the numbers recorded were as follows :

—

Plant. 1920 1922 1924

Triticum junceum 15 48 451

Psamma arenaria ... 10 33 897

Arenaria peploides 8 41 572

Salsola Kali 4 — —
Cakile maritima a few — —

About forty plants in all, distributed along and parallel

to the belt marked a; in text-fig. 3, 1925.

By 1922 the plants of this vegetated area had expanded and

multiplied so as to be perfectly visible in air photos taken at
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10,000 feet
;

the actual numbers present on this belt
(
x

)

being as in the second column of the table above.

At the same time, a more distant belt, y (text-fig. 3, 1925) was

just beginning to colonise, especially with Triticum. In 1922

the numbers were, Triticum 38, Psamma 0, Arenaria 8. From
this date onwards detailed charts of all plants on the Far

Point were made every September after the departure of the

Terns-—a valuable and unique record, supplemented by numerous

photographs repeated annually from the same view points.

Of the staple pioneer plants in the list above, Triticum,

Psamma, and Arenaria pepioides are effective dune builders.

Once established, drifting sand collects about them, and as

from year to year the unit plants spread by underground

runners, the perimeter of each little embryo dune expands.

What with this, and the filling of gaps by additional seedlings,

the unit dunes, where grouped, blend with each other to

form compound structures. This fusion marks an important

stage of advancement, for now each of these higher units is

much less exposed than was the case before fusion. It has

less surface from which sand can be blown away, whilst the

various parts of the compound structure give each other

mutual shelter,
-f-

The collective base of the group can also

accommodate a higher dune than could the several bases of the

separate units
;
so the structure grows apace. With further

spread, these dune complexes join with one another in just

the same way and still more imposing structures come into

being.

Whilst it is easy enough to picture what should happen in

an ideal case, without interruption, in practice on exposed

situations like the Far Point, there are manv vicissitudes and

set-backs. A good illustration of this is furnished by the

happenings of September 4th and 5th, 1925. On the evenings

of these days the Far Point was overrun by extra high spring

tides which entirely submerged even its highest points.

There was a good deal of wave action and this drove in the

crest of the beach of area x (text fig. 3) 80-ft., in consequence

of which numerous thriving Triticum and Psamma tufts

on its seaward side were scoured out, whilst most of the little

f Such a compound dune is shown in the foreground, Pis. XIV
and XV.
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dunes had their sand heaps washed away and were prostrated

on the ground The photographs on PI. XIII give some idea

of the condition before and after. Photograph 1 was taken

in August, 1925, photograph 2 on September 10th after the

inundation, whilst photograph 3 shows the recovery in August,

1926. All are from the same view point, looking west along

the belt a of text fig. 3.

Area y suffered less, as the effect here was rather to raise than

to lower the ground level.

A noticeable feature of these inundations is the colour

differentiation produced between Psamma and Triticum.

The former turns yellow, whilst the latter remains green.

Psamma is not a halophyte, and its low osmotic pressure

is inadequate to withstand sea water. Unless immersion

is prolonged, however (several days), the rhizomes are not

killed and normal tufts of leaves will arise the following season.

Triticum behaves as a true halophyte and is unaffected—

a

property which gives it particular value in pioneer stages when

the ground has not been built up to its full height.

In spite of this set-back, or it may be in consequence of it,

the plants thrived wonderfully in 1926. The buffeting and

shingling-over here, as ever, greatly stimulated the plants,

and at the present moment the vegetation is denser than

ever. (PI. XIII., photograph 3).

As to the actual ground lost by the advance of the crest at x,

this has been more than compensated for by a gain of several

acres further west.

At the moment these lines are passing through the press

the report comes of a further high tide (23rd October, 1926)

which completely overran the Far Point, prostrating the

vegetation and washing away most of the accumulated sand

heaps. These recurrent vicissitudes are inevitable
;

and

though they temporarily check progress, properly regarded they

are merely the sea’s way of cultivating the ground. These

methods are drastic and undiscriminating, but they lay the

foundations of ultimate success. And for this reason. Prostra-

tion and injury stimulates enormously vegetative activity below

the ground level. There is increased production of runners,

whereby the bare ground between existing plants is rapidly

filled
;

moreover additional seed is scattered, which leads to
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k

1 . August, 1925

2 . Sept. 12th, 1925. After inundation

3 .
August, 1926. Recovery

Three identical Views of Vegetation on Far Point
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the same result. The tendency of these inundations then is

to improve and complete the mat of vegetation
; to bring

closer together the tufts of plants in the following season, so

that the little dunes that will arise will more readily blend

into compound aggregates, giving substantial sandhills which

will later prevent these incursions. With a proper covering

of dunes, a master tide merely nibbles at the fringe, and any
removal of sand is automatically replaced by the wind. It

is to be expected therefore that the season 1927, will show
as great an advance on 1926, as did this on 1925.

Later arrivals on the Far Point include Obione portulacoides,

Silene maritima (1925) ,
Atriplex littoralis, and glabriuscula (1926),

and some quantity of what appears to be a dwarf form of

Glycerin maritima (1925). Plantago maritima was recorded as

far back as 1924, and is multiplying.

Enclosed between the hooks and the main beach are tidal

flats, which, apart from drifted Algae, remained bare of vegeta-

tion till 1925, when a few scattered examples of Salicornia

etiropcva appeared. These seeded in place and, as numerous

clumps established in 1926, this should mark the beginning

of futuie salt marsh.

The birds were quick to recognise the possibilities of the Far

Point, and by 1919 a group of pioneers was nesting on the

ground, i.e., at the same time as the first plants had aggregated

to about 15 individuals. To all intents and purposes the

plant and bird settlements, though concurrent, were quite

independent. The birds have no essential need of the vegetable

world, though, as the plants make good, birds profit from their

shelter, and also use the grass to some extent for the decoration

of their nests.

From 1919 the Terns gradually concentrated here, a few

Sandwich Terns arriving in 1920, and Arctics and Roseates

later on. The Sandwich Terns, which have greatly increased,

are more gregarious in their nesting habits than the other

species, and are especially prone to “ build ” on Triticum

dunes—often fifty together within a few yards.

The birds do little or no damage to the plants, whilst their

droppings and the unconsumed fish left about must represent

an appreciable gain of organic matter to the soil.

Not so the rabbits. Though no rabbits reside on the Far
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Point, and though during the breeding season occasional

trespassers are promptly chased off by the Terns, after the

latter have departed the rabbits are not interfered with and their

visits are marked by evident nibblings of Triticum, Psamma,
Cakile, Polygonum, Plantago maritima, and other plants.

The aggregate result, if slight, is sufficient to prevent certain

colonists which are sparsely represented from flowering.

In fullness of time, no doubt, some rabbit will take one of

these little dune complexes seriously and dig out a hole. And
so the rabbit plague will spread from the Headland to the

Far Point.

Drift of Shingle

That shingle drifts along our beach from east to west and

accumulates at the tip is evident to every observer. The

prevalent winds on the other hand come from the west, so that

the direction of drift is against the wind. What then are

the particular forces which determine its direction ? This

problem has latterly engaged the attention of Mr. J. A. Steers,

who, with a party from Cambridge, has visited our area as

well as Scolt Head on several occasions. I am much indebted

to Mr. Steers for the following note on his work here.

“ Some casual observations made a few years ago on the

direction of the tidal currents along the main beach at Blakeney

suggested that the view which ascribed the growth of the

beach to their action needed revision. With the object of

demonstrating this point some regular observations were made
in 1925 and 1926. The method adopted was to watch the

drift of floats thrown just outside the breakers. These floats

were timed over a measured distance. All these observations

showed that close inshore the water was moving to the east

with a rising tide, and hence against the growth of the spit.

Further confirmation of this was obtained from the officer in

charge of the former Coastguard Station at Morston.

“ It appears, then, that tidal currents cannot be responsible

for the westward growth of the shingle. This is very

important, inasmuch as the shingle, lying high on the

beach, is only worked on at high water. (This is

more particularly the case toward the western extremity

of the Point). It is, perhaps, a little early yet to state
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definitely to what cause the westward growth of the beach

is due, but it is probably the result of beach drifting westward

under the action of waves approaching from a north eastern

quarter. Long period observations on this matter are being

made by Mr. Chestney at Scolt Head. Here conditions (except

for the tidal currents) are similar. At both places the greatest

amount of open water is to the north east, and big waves can

travel in from this direction. Further, waves from this

quarter often break on the beach when the wind is from any

other point of the compass. These waves are due to winds

acting far out in the North Sea, and they travel onwards long

after the impetus originating them has ceased.

“ These questions are discussed more fully in a paper on

Scolt Head in the current number of the Norfolk and Norwich

Transactions. Tables are there given showing how the tidal

observations were made at Scolt Head, where the same method

was used as at Blakeney.”

Dune Horticulture

In a very small way cultivations of trees, shrubs, and other

plants have been in progress for the last twelve years in one or

two experimental areas near the Laboratory. The general

idea was to discover what plants would settle into unmodified

dune sand without special attention or protection. We
began years ago with young pines and other trees (birch,

elm, sycamore, elder, Diervilla, Buddleia, poplars, willows).

These were mostly plants about 4-feet high, and were put

into the ground during the war at a time when wire netting

was not procurable. Without exception this first batch

was destroyed by rabbits. The next attempt was with younger

stuff, protected by wire netting. These, after various vicissi-

tudes, such as drought and cold winds, mostly met a lingering

death. Quite young plants in their second year were then

tried, and these have generally proved successful, especially

different species of pine, including P. austriaca, Laricio, sylvestris

and Cembra. Of other trees, Populus alba and P. balsamea,

with the willow Salix daphnoides, are the best.

Four years ago a batch of seedling Pinus austriaca, straight

from the seed pan were put in, and these have done very well

indeed. There seems no doubt at all for woody plants that the

younger they are put out the more likely are they to establish.
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With Gorse we get the same result. Plants at 2-feet died

without exception, in all exposures. Seedlings planted in

March flowered the year following, and in the third year were

3-feet high and covered with bloom.

Best of all have been the Buddleias, B. globosa and vari-

abilis. These throve from the first and the latter species flowers

generously throughout July and August. At the end of

winter the latter is pruned hard back.

Tamarisks are disappointing, and do well only where they

are watered or receive the overflow from a water tank. Hip-

pophae has failed to establish with us and every effort to grow

a lavender hedge has failed. Tree lupins on the other hand

do very well indeed, requiring only some protection from the

wind. Oddly enough, a plant of Aloe filamentosa has survived,

though unprotected. It increases in size every year and is the

only plant on the Point immune from attack of rabbits.

Bulbs generally do extremely well, especially Hyacinths,

Tulips and Galtonia candicans, though they require protection

from wind.

A few annuals, raised in situ from seed, have been tried,

and the following are eminently successful : Calendula, Phacelia,

Annual Blue Lupin, Mignonette. It is rather astonishing

to have to report favourably on Phacelia, seeing how uncertain

it is in garden soil.

In general, it may be stated that the natural dune sand has

been unaltered except that the ground is dug over and the

larger plants of Psamma removed. In the case of the Tree

Lupins, a little drift was forked in, whilst the bed where the

annuals grow received a dressing of mud from the salt marsh,

which, after weathering three months, was dug in.

The information here given is necessarily meagre, but as the

results are properly authenticated they seem to be just worth

placing on record.

As regards fencing against rabbits, our experience is that

half-inch mesh is necessary for absolute immunity. Young

rabbits find their way through one inch netting quite often

enough to be mischievous. When I was ordering a roll of

half-inch netting at an ironmonger’s, a man in the shop told

me he had had experience of rabbits in Australia, and that 1|

or two inch netting was considered adequate out there. In
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view of our bitter experience, it is evident that the Blakeney

rabbits either show their vicious tendencies at a much earlier

age than their cousins in Australia, or that the latter are

born appreciably larger. Our rabbits are a domesticated

strain run wild. I once met a woman who boasted that it was

her grandfather who had let loose the original pair on the

Point ! But the subject is too painful to pursue in print.

In the way of dune cultivation, i.e., planting of marram
grass to hold the shifting sand and build up sand dunes, a

highly specialised technique has been developed in France,

Germany, and Holland. We ourselves have done little along

these lines, letting the dunes run wild in the natural way.

Exceptions to this policy of inactivity include the unprotected

south west end of the Point and certain troublesome
“ blow-outs.”

Formerly very high tides were apt to find entrance to the dune

area by the gaps left in the natural construction, thus flooding

many of the Lows and contaminating the well of fresh water

near the Life Boat House. After such an inundation it

would take three months or more for the well to recover. This

trouble was ended by placing bundles of gorse, cut on the golf

course and boated down, along the lines it was desired to close.

Sand was quickly blown up, burying these bundles and forming

a defensive bank, excluding the tides. Marram gradually

fixes these banks
;

but they require watching, as Marram

grass is prone to grow more rapidly on certain sections of the

bank than others, with the result that certain points on the

crest project higher than the rest. This leads to undercutting

of these points by the wind, and by the blowing away of sand

the bank may be cut down to base level once more. For

additional safety we are about to plant seedling gorse plants

on this bank.
" Blow-outs ” arise where the surface covering of a dune

becomes broken, as by rabbits or tread of human feet. Where

such places catch the wind much sand is removed and an exten-

sive, bare, concave area may result. Many such blow-outs are

traceable to the period of the war from soldiers on guard duty

always following the same track lines, and are now developing

into large, bare, travelling areas. To heal them over it is neces-

sary (1) to place obstructions which wT
ill prevent the wind
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from forming eddies, and (2) to plant Marram grass on the

protected surface. Several of these are being taken in hand.

Dune Soils

A sequel to the investigations on Blakeney soils of which

an account was published in July, 1922* has been

the study of dune areas in other parts of Britain. The
results are confirmatory of the main conclusions deduced

from the study of the Blakeney system, namely, that the

initial stages exhibit a very low organic content, an

alkaline reaction, and a comparatively high proportion of

carbonates, whereas, with the passage of time, the calcium

carbonate becomes leached out and, as the succession

proceeds, the organic content increases and an appreciably

acid condition is realised.

The extensive dune system at Southport has furnished

important data respecting the time factor f , from which

it appears that leaching there takes place at a much
more rapid rate than at Blakeney, probably due to the

higher rainfall. In both areas the calcium carbonate is

reduced to a minimum in about three hundred years, but an

acid condition is realised much sooner (about one hundred years

at Blakeney and two hundred years at Southport
J).

The rate

of accumulation of humus varies widely, but shews a marked

tendency towards rapid acceleration at about that phase of

development at which the reaction becomes acid, and may
be due to the direct effect of the Hydrogen-ion concentration

on the organisms concerned in the decomposition of organic

material. <

Very striking variations have been observed with respect to

the calcium carbonate content of early dune phases, and the

following figures may be quoted as shewing the relatively

low proportion of comminuted shell fragments in the embryo

dunes at Blakeney as compared with those of other systems.

* The soils of Blakeney Point
;
A study of soil reaction and

succession in relation to the plant covering, by E. J. Salisbury,

Annals of Botany, Vol. XXXVI.
t Note on Edaphic Succession in Some Dune Soils with Special

Reference to the Time Factor, by E. J. Salisbury, Journal of Ecology,

Vol. XIII., 1925.

I Owing to the much higher initial carbonate content at Southport
as compared with Blakeney.
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Trans. N. & N. Nat. Soc. Vol. XII. Plate XVI

Far Point, taken from near The Apex looking E., Sept., 1917,
before the establishment of vegetation. The picture is comparable to

those of Plates XIV and XV.

General view of beach at Mararns showing outcrop of marsh soil

(with figure standing at its upper edge) looking west The open sea
on the right. The marshes are over the crest on the left. Sept., 1923.
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Locality.

Blakeney (Norfolk)

Borth-y-Gest (N. Wales)

Southport (Lancashire)

Whitford Burrows (S. Wales)

Bundoran (W. Ireland)

Percentage of Calcium
Carbonate.

0.28%—0.61%
1 -0— 1 . 8%
5.6%—6.7%
11.8—13.5%

9.0%—16.9%
In the light of these data it is scarcely surprising that

calcicole species are often found as a prominent feature of the

early phases of dune vegetation, and the results of the study of

the soil changes at Blakeney and other dune systems, together

with investigations on woodland soils, furnish strong support

to the view that in our climatic conditions, at least, the phases

of succession are associated with a definite sequence of changes

in the soil
;

so that in general the phase of vegetation associated

with the higher organic content, the higher acidity, and the lower

content of carbonates will be the older member of the succession

series.

Fossil Plants

As is well known, the main beach is advancing steadily over

the marshes in consequence of shingle being thrown over

PROFILE OF SHINGLE SPIT

Text-Fig. 4.—Profile of beach at the Marams
;

vertical factor

x 5. The outcrop appears on the left, and on the right a portion of

the marsh with pit dug. The vertical depth of the brown and blue clay,

respectively, was 3.4 and 1.8 feet at the outcrop, and 3.5 and 1.9 feet in

the marsh. The drop in level from marsh to outcrop was 2.5 feet. The
width of the overlying shingle was 274 feet.

the crest by extra high tides. This shingle is deposited on the

landward side in the form of talus fans which creep ever onwards.

In this connection some interesting new data have come to hand

through the efforts of Mr. R. E. Hunter and Miss W. Mottram.

In September, 1923, the sea for once in a way had cleared

the shingle from the seaward slope at the Cley end of the

Marams, exposing the outcrop of marsh mud (PI. XVI, lower

photograph). Text-fig. 4 shows the relations of beach, outcrop
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and marsh
;

the correlation of the strata is good, and justifies

the inference that they are continuous from one side to the

other. The outward dip from maish to outcrop is probably

due in part to the pressure of the overlying shingle, and in part

to the fact that, once buried under the advancing shingle, accre-

tion ceases, whilst the normal marsh surface goes on rising

(the position of this outcrop is between the figures 1 and 2 on

the Main Beach. See Text-fig. 1).

A point of gieat interest was the occurrence in the upper

two feet of the outcrop of fossil remains of plants. These con-

sisted for the most part of the rhizomes and roots of Statice

Limonium in a blackened condition, but showing very perfect

preservation without any trace of petrifaction. The clay had

acted as a very effective preservative. The specimens, though

rather brittle, lent themselves to sectioning with a razor, and

microtome series were prepared. A few stems of Obione were

also found, and a thin bed of seeds, identified as Atriplex sp.

The age of these fossils is estimated at two hundred years,

based on direct observations of the advance of the lee-fringe

of the beach checked by landward advance of the crest in

relation to the fixed line of telephone poles. Allowance

has also to be made for the depth in the mud at which these

fossils occur, i.e., a period of silting antecedent to being covered

by the advancing beach. It is of course assumed that the data

of beach travel since 1910 are applicable to the preceding

period.

An investigation followed as to the conditions under which

these fossils grew that they should have survived
;
for in ordinary

salt marsh soils here carrying a turfy covering, the plant

remains disintegrate.

A study of bare areas on the maish (“ pans ”) shows that

two types of pan occur, hard and soft. The latter were found

to preserve their buried vegetations, and it seems likely that the

fossiliferous part of the outcrop is derived from a former

extensive soft pan. Further studies are likely to accrue.

Since these lines were written the outcrop has once more

been exposed. This occurred in the middle of September,

1926, when the face of the beach, due to the temporary with-

drawal of shingle, was smoother than seen for many years.
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The part exposed was much more extensive than in 1923, and
included a section on the Cley side of the previous exposure.

Mr. Hunter took advantage of the opportunity to dig fresh

tienches and collect ample material, but this chance was

a fleeting one, as the very next day it blew hard and the

shingle closed over the outcrop making further investigations

impossible.

Litter

In spite of all that has been written on this subject, the

lunch-paper man triumphantly keeps his end up. The problem

is not unknown on Blakeney Point, though its severity is

mitigated. Litter reaches the Point in two ways. There

is the sea-borne drift, with its quota of bottles, treacle tins,

and the like. Though we would not choose to have these

accessories, we have learnt to tolerate them on account of the

natural humus and drifted seeds which accompany them.

These fertilise and colonise the shingle, and were they denied

us it would be necessary to import hundreds of boat loads of

manure and to collect and scatter seed. Where shingle beaches

are isolated from the tide they tend to become sterile and

lose their cohesion. The Far Point could not exist as an

organised entity were the tide by some means prevented

from casting its drift ashore.

The other form in which litter comes is as sandwich papers

and the numerous cardboard containers of chocolates, photo-

graphic films, cigarettes, etc., which some visitors leave behind.

The difficulty is to know how best to lead them gently

to change their ways.

It is foreign to the spirit of the Point that there should

be a circulating patrol to remind picnic parties of their duty

in this matter. Nobody cares to be warned in advance of a

breach of good manners not yet committed
;

it merely annoys

—or may even provoke resentment. Most offenders probably

scrape their boots on entering a private house and leave no

rubbish in the garden, yet when they come to a place like

Blakeney Point, which is far more wonderful than anything

made with hands, they treat it as a dumping ground and con-

tribute to the destruction of its amenities. Sometimes a

pleasure party can be spotted at once as likely to leave reams
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of crumpled and greasy paper behind. In such cases the

nuisance may be averted by providing them with a capacious

basket, and at the same time remarking that they probably

have a lot of paper that they won’t require again
;

that the

Point is short of fuel for the copper and bakehouse, and that

it would be an act of charity to bring it in. Later, the junior

member of the party usually delivers the basket at the

Pilot House, getting an apple or slab of chocolate as his

reward.

Mere notices are of little use. Doggrel rhymes, with a laugh

in them, sometimes touch the spot, but they have to be varied,

and the poet is not always available. Better still would be

the small picture poster consisting of a series of drawings,

such as Bateman or Fougasse of Punch might do, portraying

the fate of “ The man who left his lunch papers on Blakeney

Point.” Practitioners in this field tell me that the method

makes a very wide appeal, but competent and willing artists

are rare.

A naval officer serving in a battleship in the Grand Fleet

had to take parties of seamen ashore for route marches—

I

think it was at Invergordon. On the first occasion, when the

men fell in after a picnic lunch, acres of ground were seen

to be strewn with sandwich papers. My informant at once

put the men into open order and marched them to and fro,

at the double, across the area till not a paper remained. On
subsequent route marches there was no more trouble, the

lunch papers being stowed automatically in jumper or cap till

a suitable opportunity presented itself for disposal.

Many visitors have a good intention but use improper

means to carry it out. If buried in the surface layers of

the sand, litter inevitably comes to light again when the wind

blows the sand away
;

whilst to burn it is apt to set the

Marram grass on fire. If litter must be left on the ground, the

most effective method is to poke it far down the mouth of a

rabbit hole. If this is properly done the rabbits accept the

position, and often make a fresh entrance not far from the

one blocked. The best way of all, however, is to make a

parcel of all the litter and deposit it in the large basket under

the balcony of the Point House. It then becomes potential

fuel.
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Losses by Death

By the death of Mr. A. W. Cozens-Hardy, of Cley Hall,

the Blakeney Point Committee loses its original Chairman.

He joined us at the outset in 1913, when the National Trust

took over. From his position in the neighbourhood, and the

great interest he always took in the work of the Trust, Mr.

Cozens-Hardy rendered essential service, especially in the earlier

years, and his loss will be much deplored. He is succeeded

in the Chairmanship by Mr. Robert Gurney.

Mr. W. G. Clarke, though he actually joined the Com-

mittee only last year, had always been a friend of this place,

and a visit rarely passed without forming the subject of one of

those delightful and well-informed articles which were wont

to appear in the Eastern Daily Press. By his untimely

death we mourn a gifted naturalist, antiquarian, and local

historian, whose attainments were recognised far beyond the

county from which his inspiration was largely drawn.

Sir Edward Busk was an original member of the Com-

mittee, having been nominated by the Fishmongers Company.

Though not a frequent attender, he gave valuable service

in consultation, and although deeply immersed in the affairs

of the University of London, etc., kept in close touch with our

proceedings.

Mr. C. J. Temple-Lynes died on November 3rd, 1926,

a few days after Sir Edward Busk. He was a remarkable

figure in the locality, in which he had lived continuously

throughout a very long life. He was prominent in all local

affairs, and his death makes a gap that cannot be filled.

From the first he was a constant attender of our Committee

meetings, where his intimate knowledge of the circumstances

and history of the district, including Blakeney Point, made

him quite indispensable. It may be recalled that after the

erection of the large Lifeboat House in 1898 he purchased the

Old Lifeboat House, and for a few years let it for the con-

venience of beach parties—a function now fulfilled by the

larger house since its purchase from the R.N.L.I. by the

National Trust in 1922.

Miss Winifred Smith, who occupied the position of

Tutor to Women Students at University College, had been

from the beginning a constant member of parties at the Old
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Lifeboat House. No one loved the Point more than she did,

and none will be more missed. About three years ago I

remember her saying, “ My Blakeney days are done ”

—

and it was so. She died on Christmas Eve, 1925.

Mr. Lionel Cole had made several visits in recent

years, and did good work as a plant surveyor and in other

ways. At the time of his death in 1924 he was Lecturer in

Botany in the University of Sheffield, where he was held

in high regard.

Gifts

The following donations of money, made since the issue of the

last Report in 1923, are gratefully acknowledged. They

have been credited to the Fund for the upkeep of the

Laboratory, purchase of apparatus, and the like :

—

Miss V. L. Anderson, £1 ;
Dr. E. P. Farrow, £1 ;

Dr. J. S.

Gayner, £8 2s. Od.
;

the late Dr. H. B. Guppy, £1 ;
Dr.

E. J. Salisbury, £2 2s. Od.
;

Mr. A. G. Tansley, £5 ;
Mrs.

Tansley, £5.

Gifts of books to the O.L.B.H. Library have been received

from Dr. Winifred Brenchley, Dr. P'arrow, Dr. S. H. Long,

and the late Mr. W. G. Clarke. Among those presented

by Dr. Long should be mentioned a beautifully bound copy

of Witherby’s new book on British Birds, in which a set of

coloured plates, by various hands, has been bound in. Dr.

Long has also presented a bookcase worthy to contain these

and other contributions. The idea behind this little library

is that it should contain just those works of reference, inspira-

tion, consolation and relaxation as are appropriate to the

special conditions of the Point, and it is largely through our

benefactors applying their minds to this point of view that

such good progress is being made along this road.

The Blakeney Point Committee is constituted as

follows :—Mr. Robert Gurney (Chairman), Mr. J. W. Allen,

Mr. T. W. Bourne, Mr. J. W. Castle, Mr. Walter Derham, Mr.

G. Claridge Druce, Mr. W. A. Forsyth, Mr. Ouintin E. Gurney,

Capt. L. W. Lloyd, Dr. Sydney H. Long, Professor F. W. Oliver

(Hon. Sec.), Mr. Sam Peel, Dr. E. J. Salisbury, and Miss M. A.

Sewell.
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Preface

A short note by one of the authors of this paper appeared

in Vol. XII., Part I. of the Transactions of the Norfolk and

Norwich Naturalists’ Society lastyear. Attention was therecalled

to various problems which confronted the geographer in the

study of Scolt Head Island. The following paper is an attempt

to elucidate some of these problems. One of the fundamentals

in this study was a record, in the form of a map, of the recent

changes which have taken place in the shape of the island.

Also more careful mapping of the shingle spits running back

into the marshes was much needed. This mapping has been

undertaken by Mr. O. D. Kendall, w7ho hopes to make a re-

survey of the western extremity of the island each year.

The careful mapping of new additions in this way is particularly

interesting and important. An account of that mapping

forms Part II. of this paper.*

Several other problems still need attention, but these

must be left until later. Since last year the Committee

of the National Trust have appointed Mr. Chestney

watcher on the island, and among his other duties, he is now
making careful observations on waves and winds, which, it

is hoped, wall lead to interesting results in the future.

* In so far as authorship is concerned, Parts I. and II. are quite separate
;

there are obvious conveniences in combining them under one paper.
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Part I

The Physiographical Evolution of Scolt Head Island

By J. A. Steers

1. Introduction

This paper deals primarily with Scolt Head Island. How-
ever, it is worth while to enquire how the evolution of the

island itself is related to the physiography of the Norfolk

coast in general. Broadly speaking, the Norfolk coast may
be divided into two parts

; (1) the low marshland coast

extending from Holme to Weybourne, with which may be

included the eastern shore of the Wash
;

and (2) the stretch

of coast from Weybourne to Yarmouth, a coastline where

soft cliffs and low sandy foreshores alternate in fairly regular

sequence. Scolt Head Island belongs to the former division.

The last movement of a widespread nature to affect East

Anglia was one of submergence, probably in Neolithic times.

We can trace the results of this movement in the drowned river

valleys and submerged forests!. After this movement was

completed the north Norfolk shore was very different from

what it is now. At the present time it is easy to trace a ridge

of higher ground, just inside the marshes, from near Holme
to Weybourne. This ridge is the old sea cliff. The present

foreshore is now often two or three miles seaward of this.

This is due in large part to the enormous amounts of sand

which have accumulated off the west part of the north Norfolk

shore. These accumulations must be connected with the

prevailing drift down the east coast of England impinging on

the projection of Norfolk. These sands have caused a great

area of very shallow water. Later long- shore action has led to

the growth of spits and bars which have gradually grown out-

wards from the old shoreline. This is very well seen in the

case of Blakeney, where the great shingle spit leaves the cliffs

at Weybourne and runs westwards for nearly nine miles.

Together with the development of these spits and bars, there

has been a corresponding growth of marshlands within—and

these marshlands owe their origin to the protecting shingle

spits.

t The evidence derived from the Submerged Forests is not very reliable.
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If a generalized transverse section were to be made anywhere

along this stretch of shore, the following sequence would be

noted :—(1) The interior highland terminating seawards in

a steeper slope which represents the former sea-cliff
; (2) A

flat area of marshland, in part reclaimed by man, in part normal

saltmarsh
;
and (3) A sand and shingle foreshore, often of

the nature of a true sand and shingle spit.

Along-shore action is, for the most part, engaged in lengthening

such spits. But, together with this movement, there is a

shorewardmovement as well. Thewaves playing on the beaches

slowly roll them landwards, much in the same way as a sand

dune is blown forward by the wind. This landward motion

is slow, but steady. Often an exposure of marsh mud, shewing

roots of marsh plants, appears on the foreshore, testifying to

the existence of this movement. At a still later stage wind

action playing over the vast sand flats, which are exposed

at low water, has caused the piling up of dunes along great

stretches of the Norfolk coast. These dune areas are some

of the finest in England and are best seen at Burnham Overy

and Scolt Head.

Minor changes in the marsh creeks and sandhills are con-

stantly taking place. But the more important changes,

such as the growth of the sand and shingle spits, are the most

striking. Evidence of their very rapid growth can be obtained

from a study of the several editions of the Ordnance Survey

Maps
;
earlier maps of this particular shore are scarce.

2. General Description of Scolt Head Island

Scolt Head Island is a marine formation very similar in its

general characteristics to Blakeney Point. It consists essentially

of a main beach with several excellent and long recurved

ridges. Each of these ridges in turn formed successive ends

of the island. Again, as at Blakeney, the spacing of these

ridges is by no means regular. At the eastern end of the island,

as can be seen on the map, there are fewer ridges than at the

western end. On the other hand, near House Hill and Privet

Hill there are several close together. This spacing depends on

at least two factors. (1) The main long-shore drift, which is

here westwards, (2) The forces tending to recurve the main

beach, thus producing the long recurved ends. There is no
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reason to expect these forces to act with even approximate

uniformity
; sometimes one is in the ascendant, sometimes the

other. *

With the general westward growth, however, there has

been another movement—the whole main beach has been rolled

steadily landward (cf. Carey and Oliver, “ Tidal Lands,”

Ch. XII.). The extent of this motion can be gauged in

part by an observation made by Mr. Chestney, the present

watcher. He told the writer that he observed Suaeda roots

on the foreshore and about thirty yards from the dunes near

the western end of Norton Hillst (i.e. the eastern dune belt

on the island). In all probability, then, several minor recurved

ends, which may once have existed, have now been obliterated

by the landward travel of the main beach. This would

account, in part, for the present very irregular spacing of

these ridges. (See below.)

Diagrammatically the growth of the spit may be shewn

as in the following figure (fig. 1).

Fig. 1

Suppose (1) to represent the beach at a former time
;

and

(1') to be the recurved tapering extremity of this, beach.

Gradually, as a result of wave action, the main beach is length-

ened and pushed back to position (2), with a recurved end

(2'). Conditions were then not favourable for the formation of

such a long recurved end as (l'). By repetitions of the process,

stages (3), (4), and (5)—which may be supposed to represent the

present form—were passed through. It can be seen that the

* Vide D. W. Johnson. “ Shore Processes and Shoreline Develop-

ment,” p. 290 (1919).

+ In order to distinguish these hills (which are sometimes called

Overy Hills) from those east of Burnham Harbour, to which the name
Overy Hills strictly applies, they have been named Norton Hills on the

map (plate 18).
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main beach (5) possesses (5'), (4'), (3') and (F) as recurved

ends. These vary in length. On the other hand the recurved

end (2') is completely lost and so a big gap appears between

(l') and (3'). Further, as these longer recurved ends are

necessarily unstable, they, too, show a tendency to secondary

recurving, as shewn in the figure.

In nature this recurving is even more complicated, and
several of the longer lateral ridges shew very complex twists.

(Vide the ridges near House Hill on the map.)

Later, both the main ridge and the secondary laterals

received a covering of dunes, and it may be taken as a safe

index that a dune ridge always stands on a shingle and sand

ridge, even if the latter cannot now be seen. The supplies

of sand for the building of these dunes were close at hand. At
low tide a very wide expanse of sandy foreshore is exposed,

and strong winds blowing over it soon dry it and carry much
sand inland. The dunes on the secondary ridges were pre-

sumably formed in the .same way.* If a visit is made to the

western end of the island to-day, vast sand flats extending to

the west are seen at low water. When the successive laterals

were formed there is every reason to suppose that conditions

were very similar. Consequently, when a new lateral had

formed, a space of quiet water was left between it and the

former ridge. Gradually, as at the western end of the island

to-day, this received deposits of mud, etc. At the same

time marsh vegetation began to grow on it. The final result

was a gradual raising of the level and the formation of the

marshes we see to-day between the several laterals.

Instructive comparisons may be made between Scolt Head
Island, Blakeney Point and Orford Ness—all three East

Anglian shingle and sand spits. At Orford practically no

sand exists and there is comparatively deep water off-shore.

At Blakeney the proportion of sand to shingle has increased

considerably, especially toward the western end of the Point.

At Scolt Head Island the proportion is still greater. Here, too,

is the shallowest off-shore bottom. These two factors,

the smaller percentage of shingle and the shallow off-shore

zone, have probably had a good deal of influence on the spacing

* See page 237, paragraph 2.
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and formation of the recurved ends, although it is difficult to-

say exactly what this influence was.

At both Blakeney Point and Scolt Head Island the separation

between shingle and sand is very marked, especially after a

period of fairly calm weather. After strong on-shore winds the

beaches are “ combed down ” and the line of separation is

less distinct. In both cases the main beaches have grown

to the west. These main beaches are, for the most part, shingle

beaches, though there is much sand at Scolt Head. As the

tide has a considerable vertical range at both places, it is mainly

at high water that tide and waves can work on the shingle.

Certainly at Scolt Head the shingle is not touched at low

water. It follows from this that shingle and sand are acted

upon from different directions—with the ebb and flow of the

tide—at high and low water. The effects at high water are

discussed at length in a later part of this paper. It is not

proposed to discuss here exactly what happens at low water.

But it may be interesting to call attention to the fact that

whereas the growth of the main beaches has pushed both

Blakeney and Brancaster Harbours westwards, the sand,

below the shingle, often causes the mouths, as seen at low

water, of both harbours to recurve eastwards again.*

Professor Oliverf has suggested that Burnham Harbour is

a break-through and not a normal outlet. Such a breach

might very easily have been caused at a weak point in the

main beach when a great volume of water was driven into

Brancaster Harbour at a high tide by north-west winds.

The evidence, now existing, for this break-through is meagre,

but the general appearance of the harbour speaks very strongly

in its favour. Just on the Scolt Head side of the harbour is a

large marsh characterised by the dominance of Aster. This

plant is indicative of a young stage of marsh development-

pointing to the recent formation of Burnham Harbour and the

rejuvenation of the older marsh. When viewed from Overy

Big Hill + or Gun Hill + the general physiography of

* Cf. Owens and Case, "Coast Erosion and Foreshore Protection,”

1908. Ch. V. pp. 48-53.

t F. W. Oliver. "Scolt Head and Blakeney Point.” Trans.
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society, XI. Pt. V. 1923-24, p. 573.

J The highest " peaks ” of the Burnham Overy Dunes.
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Overy Hills and Scolt Head Island also suggests a former

continuation. Further details of this are given later.

A detailed description of the numerous lateral ridges is

unnecessary
;

an inspection of the map will show their dis-

tribution and form very clearly. Only one point need be

mentioned—the close agreement in curvature between old

and new ridges.

3. The Dunes

The view has already been put forward that Scolt Head
Island and Burnham Overy Hills were at one time continuous.

Bearing this possibility in mind, it will be convenient to

commence an account of the dunes with some reference to

those at Burnham Overy.

These Overy Hills are, in many respects, the best developed

in the district. As on Scolt Head Island, recent changes have

taken place in Overy Hills. For example : About three

hundred yards east of Burnham Harbour the north-east (?)

winds a year or two back cut a large lunar-shaped opening

in the front dune ridge. This opening was about three hundred

yards long and up to one hundred yards deep. This has

now been completely refilled by sand piled up mainly by north-

west winds.*

In a general way the Overy Hills show an arrangement in

parallel lines, which are based on old shingle ridges. Many
of these shingle ridges are now buried, and their existence

is implied rather than known. However, several are still

visible, and one in particular running inside and more or

less parallel to the present main dune ridge. In one or two

places this ridge bears what appear to be recurved ends running

back from it. A good view of the main features of these

hills can be obtained from the summit of Overy Big Hill or from

the Beacon Post on Gun Hill. There are suggestions that they

are arranged as those on Scolt Head Island
;

in several parallel

ridges with poorly developed recurved ends. This is true

in some parts. However, the inner dunes, whether or not they

were originally arranged in this way, are now “ dead.”

The sand is being gradually blown away by the wind, and

* The causes (i.e. winds) of the cutting and filling up of this hollow are

those held locally ; it seems extremely probable, however, that west

and south-west winds have been largely responsible for the filling.
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various remanie forms are left. Towards Holkham the

planting of conifers on Lord Leicester’s estate has interfered

with the natural development of the dunes.

After crossing Burnham Harbour to the eastern end of Scolt

Head Island, the arrangement of dunes in more or less parallel

ridges is once again apparent. The inner ridges are the older
;

the outer are very recent indeed. In fact, this part of the

island (i.e., the extreme eastern end) is rapidly prograding

—very considerable additions having taken place in the last

twenty-five years (see map). These hills (Norton Hills) continue

westwards as far as the low ridge with gaps, including

Smugglers’ Gap, where they break down. Before reaching

the most easterly gap they once again show an older and

inner, also higher, ridge, and an outer and newer ridge. These

two ridges are separated by a “ valley,” whose position has been

indicated on the map (q.v.). This valley may be traced

intermittently almost up to Burnham Harbour. Smugglers’

Gap is the name given to the very low stretch in which a new
dune ridge is growing. It will be found on the map just to

the east of the “ Hut Massif.”

Privet Hill is a fairly conspicuous dune ridge. It stands

back from the main beach and just behind the lowest part

of the Smugglers’ Gap. The dunes forming it are based on

one of the old lateral ridges. This particular ridge runs

back from the main beach and then turns south-eastward form-

ing a very long and tapering end. Where the main mass of

Privet Hill standsf there appear to be some complexities, so

that for a short length it is nearly parallel with the main beach.

The dunes on Privet Hill may, therefore, have been formed,

in part, when those along the main beach ridge were destroyed.

The form of Privet Hill suggests that some of the sand forming

the dunes must have come from the north.

The “ Hut Massif ” affords some interesting features. It is

the chief dune mass on the island. Along its seaward face are

several “ blow-outs ” (Windmulde of the Germans, or

Caoudeyres of the Gascony coast). These nearly all face north-

east. Their general positions are shewn diagrammatically

ti.e. near point D at end of line of section C—D, Plate XVIII.
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on the map.* In the case of one or two of them, new sand

supplies, coming from the west, are blocking up their mouths.

Just to the east of the flagstaff is a large blow-out facing north-

west
;

this is particularly conspicuous since it presents a face of

clean sand. On its seaward side are others, facing more or less

the same direction.

Running landwards from here are dunes in various stages

of decay which reach as far as the Long Hill. This

hill forms a very prominent dune ridge running approxi-

mately north and south. The size and development of

the dunes suggest that when they were formed there

must have been a good sand supply westward of them.

This area is now muddy, and is never really dry at low

water. As each recurved ridge marks a former end of the

island, it appears probable that the entrance to Brancaster

Harbour must have remained near this ridge for a considerable

period of time. During that period, it may be assumed,

there existed large sand flats to the west of it, much as to-day

we find large sand banks, which are exposed at low water, to

the west of the present harbour. In 1891 the high water

mark apparently ran at the foot of this ridge to the gap west of

the “ Hut Massif. ”f Several very good examples of blow-outs

occur along this ridge
;

some of them cut right through it
;

others have not yet been able to do so. (Plate XVII.)

Westwards from the “ Hut Massif ” there is a long and recent

addition to the island, with many recurved ridges. Along

the main ridge and some of the laterals dunes have grown

up, but are only in a very youthful stage of development.

This end of the island is a good example of a prograding shore

—successive beach ridges are added to its western extremity,

and on these dunes gradually form, until newer beach ridges

are thrown up, thus depriving the older ridges of their normal

sand supply. This tapering western end of the island thus

affords a good case of a “ Foredune ” (Vordune) in its early

stage of development.

Two other areas, which are well covered with dunes, remain

* The “ Blow-Outs ” are shewn on the map as semi-circular or elongate

openings ;
e.g. the blow-out at the Flagstaff just above the Hut.

t See 6
"
O.S. Map, 1891 and a note in Trans. Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society, Vol. XII., Pt. 1. 1924-25, pp. 84-86 and map.
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for mention. The first is the great mass to which the name

House Hill is given. These dunes rest on lateral shingle ridges

and bear much the same relationship to the main beach as does

the Long Hill, though they are very much older. Their size

and development, too, suggest that, when the ridges on which

they stand formed the western end of the island, the then

harbour remained in approximately the same position for a

considerable length of time.

The second is the long dune ridge known as Butcher's

Beach. Together with it may be included Felter’s Hill.

Presumably these dunes grew when sand flats lay exposed to

the south-west and west of these two places.

Finally a few words may be added about the blow-outs.

Most of the important ones have been indicated on the map,

which also shews their approximate orientation. For the

most part they face north-east or south-west or west :— i.e.,

facing either the dominant or the prevalent winds. They

occur quite irregularly and in what were formerly weak places

in the dunes. Once bare sand is exposed it is not long before

the wind works on it, blowing it away and exposing new

material. Gradually the initial, and small, hollow is enlarged

to the size of the present blow-outs. In some cases rabbits,

having exposed the sand, are responsible for the initiation

of these hollows. In others, doubtless, human agency or

other factors must be invoked to explain their origin.

4. Factors Governing the Growth of Scolt Head
Island

It is a well-known fact that Scolt Head Island has been grow-

ing to the west very rapidly of recent years, and its form

shows that this has been its normal condition ever since

it came into being.
.
We must now turn to the causes of this

westward growth. In explaining the growth of similar forma-

tions elsewhere appeal is often made to waves, tidal currents,

the relation to the greatest fetch of open water, and several

other factors.

With a view to ascertaining which of these factors is the most

important in the formation of Scolt Head Island, several experi-

ments were made. In order to establish the drift of the water

close in-shore with the rise and fall of the tides several tests
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were made with floats. It was found that ordinary glass bottles

thrown clear of the breakers served best. They floated in large

part submerged and were practically unaffected by the winds.

Naturally, the experiments (which were made in 1925 and

1926) gave the best results in calm weather.* In 1926 further

tests were made with anchored floats, but, although these

confirmed the bottle experiments, they did not serve so well.

The main object of all these tests was to obtain the movement
of the water close in-shore. Sailors and sailing directions will

give the tidal movements well out from the shore. These

movements may or may not be the same as those affecting the

beach. It is with these latter that we are primarily concerned.

Another point of considerable importance must be noted.

The tide has a vertical as well as a horizontal range. Material

on the beach worked on at high water is not worked on at low

water. Hence, as far as tidal currents are concerned, there

may be two independent and opposite motions of material

on the same beach—the higher part of the beach being

“ stroked ” one way at high water, and the lower parts

“ stroked ” the other way at low water.

Along the main beach at Scolt Head the flood tide runs west-

ward (i.e. with the growth of the beach) up to just about

high water.f But the water shallows very gradually here, and,

as has been noted above, there is usually a well marked line of

separation between sand and shingle on this beach. It is, then,

the shingle, almost exclusively, that is worked on at high water.

From this it would appear to follow that the flood current

alone is responsible for the westward growth of Scolt Head

Island. This is very doubtful, and leads directly to the

next consideration
;

the effect of the waves.

Before discussing the actual effect of waves on the shore, it

will be well to study, in some detail, the general position of Scolt

Head Islamd and its relation to open water. Further, the

prevalent and dominant winds should also be considered

here. There is no doubt that at Scolt Head, as everywhere else

in Britain, the prevalent winds come from the quarter between

* See later,

t See Table I.
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south and west.* But these may have a noticeable effect on

the beach, although they blow from the shore to the sea. The

general effect of off-shore winds is to cause the beach to “ make."

This follows from the fact that a wind blowing from the land

causes a seaward motion of the surface water, which is some-

times counterbalanced by a landward motion of the deeper

water. The converse of this is demonstrated by the well

known fact that bathing is warmer during an on-shore rather

than during an off-shore wind.t

The next point is that winds from west or north-west do not

have a great permanent effect on the island. Such winds

come from off the Lincolnshire coast and have a comparatively

short tract of sea to pass over before striking the Norfolk

coast. Hence, unless such winds, which are often very strong,

continue uninterruptedly over a period of several days, their

effects are comparatively short-lived. But as soon as we pass

from north-west and continue round to east we find very

different controls. To the north and north-east there is a

stretch of open ocean up to Arctic latitudes and winds, which

are often violent, blowing over this stretch of water, generate

large waves which have a great effect on the beach. It does not

necessarily follow that the winds themselves approach Scolt

Head with any violence. The waves due to them are generated

well out to sea and travel onwards as long rollers long after

the impetus has ceased. In fact, it is often noticeable that

winds are blowing from quite a different direction when breakers

are coming from the north-east. (See examples of observations

which are being made by Mr. Chestney, Table II.)

Similarly, winds coming from the east or even south-east have a

noticeable effect on the beach.

We will now turn to the actual effect of waves breaking

on the beach. Suppose a series of large waves approaches the

beach from the north-east. The waves will not break parallel

* See Table III.

t At the request of the writer, Mr. Leonard Pinchen made some
observations on the effect of wind and waves on the beach at Blakeney,
over a period of three weeks in June, 1925, which demonstrated this point
clearly.

See also Owens and Case, “ Coast Erosion and Foreshore Protection,”

1908, Ch. V.

See also below.
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with the beach, but will break first to the south-east and gradu-

ally roll along (see fig. 2).

The lines numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, represent one wave in four

successive positions. It begins to break at A and gradually

passes along the beach to B. When a wave breaks there is a

strong up-current of broken water, termed the swash. Anyone
who has watched big waves breaking or has waded in this swash

will be convinced of its power to move even large pebbles.

Fig. 2

Suppose, then, a particular pebble is caught by the breaking

wave. The swash carries the pebble forward in the direction

in which the waves themselves are approaching—i.e., to the

south-west. When the upward movement of the swash has

ceased, the backwash of the wave begins. For various reasons

this is not so powerful as the swash,* and naturally acts with the

force of gravity, at right angles to the main trend of the beach.

If the particular pebble which we are considering is acted

upon by this backwash, it will be carried directly back to the sea

until it meets the swash of the next approaching wave. The

same process will then be repeated. Thus the pebble moves

onwards in a series of curves such as those shewn in the

diagram (fig. 3).

* D. W. Johnson, “ Shore Processes and Shoreline Development,”
p. 93. “ The landward component of this alternating current is as a
whole the stronger, because the return current suffers a loss of velocity

due to the friction which acts continuously, and a loss of volume due to
percolation of the water into the crevices between the sand and
coarser material composing the beach. Where the beach slope is very
steep, however, the seaward current may be the more effective of the
two because it works with gravity, while the landward current must
propel the debris up the slope against the pull of gravity.” [The beach
at Scolt Head slopes very gently.]
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Numerous experiments have been made on the nature of

this beach drifting. For a full account the reader is referred

to D. W. Johnson’s “ Shore Processes and Shoreline Develop-

ment,” pp. 94-105. The writer has made similar experiments

with marked pebbles both at Scolt Head Island and Blakeney

Point, and these leave no doubt of the efficacy of the process in

these two places. The general motion of such pebbles is

westward.

The following table, from observations at Scolt Head,

gives some idea of the movement which may take place in

calm weather :

—

No. of

Pebbles.
Distance
Travelled.

Direction of

Movement.

Remarks.
[Size of pebbles, major
and minor axes.]

1 4 yards To West 8" x 4"

2 6 „ ,,
7" x A" and

2V x 2*'

3 21

2 29 ,,

1 38 ,,

1

1

56 ”

The movements shewn above all took place between the

morning and evening of Wednesday, July 7th, 1926. Except

for very large pebbles, there seemed to be little selective action

on the part of the waves, medium-sized and smallpebbles moving

equally fast. A similar experiment was made on July 5th,

when a swell was running. The results were similar, but the

number of pebbles found was less. At Blakeney Point some

marked pebbles were put down on September 19th, 1926, in very
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calm weather. No appreciable movement took place during

the first ticlef acting upon them. A moderate gale sprang up

from the north-west on the 20th, and next morning two pebbles

were found east of their original position at distances of

53 and 55 yards, and one other at a distance of 139 yards.

The remainder were probably buried, the beach having been
“ combed down.” (It will be remembered that Blakeney Point,

like Scolt Head Island, has grown to the west, and hence this

motion of the pebbles is in opposition to the growth of the beach

as a whole, but not to the flood current at Blakeney, which there

runs eastwards.) Under rather similar conditions, some

pebbles put down on Scolt Head beach shewed a similar

eastward movement up to about 10 yards. These were

placed high on the beach, quite near the dunes, and were

acted on only for a short period at high water (September

24th and 25th, 1926).

It has been remarked above that in calm weather it is easy to

note the direction of tidal currents close in-shore. In rough

weather it is not so easy. The off-shore bottom is very

shallow and the effect of large waves is appreciable down to the

bottom. As a consequence, in rough seas, the whole motion

of the water within a variable distance from the shore (e.g.,

up to about one hundred yards or more) may be affected by

the breakers, whose power is then considerably greater than

that of the tidal currents.

There are, then, two main factors at work in the formation

of Scolt Head Island :—The tidal currents and the

waves. At present it is hardly possible to discriminate

between them, but results point to the waves being

the more important. But another point must be borne

in mind. When waves are coming in from the east and

north-east, they are working with the flood current. It

follows from this that their combined effects ought to be

additive. At the same time, the breakers, if of any size,

stir up the sand at moderate depths and the progressive

movement of the water westwards with the tidal drift must

naturally affect this stirred-up material, which, in fact, should

+ The pebbles were put down in such a place that they could only

be acted upon by the waves from about half flood to half ebb.
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be carried along with the tidal current in intermittent

suspension.

On the other hand, when the waves are working against the

tide, the effects should be less, the one factor to some extent

neutralizing the other. But, so far as the writer’s observations

go at present, it seems that the waves have the greater power.

In order, if possible, to prove this point, Mr. C. Chestney

is making long-period observations on Scolt Head Island. A
sample form is given (Table II, p. 253). Broad generalisations

should not be made from such a short period as one week,

but even here the effect of north-west waves is clear. Further,

it illustrates the independence of wave and wind approaches.

It is hoped that, when such observations have been made for a

year or so, an analysis of the results will bring out the inter-

action of the several factors involved.

One further point calls for notice. A strong on-shore wind,

with waves acting with it, alters the profile of the existing

beach in such a way that much shingle is carried seaward with

the strong undertow which naturally takes place. At

the same time the higher parts of the beach may be steepened

or a new ridge may be added. If the wind and waves are

from east or north much of this material which is combed down
in this way is also carried westwards. This is later built up into

new ridges in calmer weather. These new ridges gradually

merge into the main beach in course of time.

Table III (p. 254) shows that winds from the quarter between

south and west are, in number, considerably greater than winds

from any other quarter. It is just possible these may have an

indirect effect on beach drifting. Suppose such winds

to blow for several consecutive days. The surface water

should, then, be carried north-eastwards. To counter-

balance this there may be a south-westerly motion of

the deeper water. Whether this is so it is impossible to

say, but if such a motion does exist it should help in transporting

material westwards along the beach.

There is also another factor to be considered. An off-

shore wind may set up waves coming in from the opposite

direction to that in which the wind is blowing. South-west

winds may, then, generate small waves coming in from the

north east. These must naturally help in transporting the
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shingle westwards. It must be remembered, however, that

such waves are by no means always set up by off-shore winds.

(See Table II.)

Finally, it should be remembered that the general shallowness

of the off-shore zone has the effect of reducing wave
action very rapidly. Big storm waves will reach the beach
during a storm, but, soon after the motive force of the storm
ceases, the waves begin to decrease in size on account of

friction in passing over the shallow sea-bed. A similar effect

is noticeable at high and low water
;

at high water quite big

waves easily reach the shore, but at low water these soon

shew a tendency to decrease in size.

Part II

The Mapping of Scolt Head Island

By O. D. Kendall

The accompanying map is based on the six-inch map of the

Ordnance Survey, revised up to 1904, and is reproduced by per-

mission of the Director-General of the Ordnance Survey. It

has been compiled from a plane-table sketch carried out

during July of this year (1926). An open sight alidade was

used with the plane table which was of the ordinary R.E.

pattern. Sometimes, as in the case of some of the shingle

ridges at the western end of the island, traverse methods

were used, distances being measured with a one-hundred foot

steel tape.

The names used on the map have been obtained, and

verified, from local sources.

The two sections (figs. 4 and 5) shewn were taken

—

1. Through the main dune line near the Hut, shewn on the

map by the chain-dotted line A B.

2. Through Smugglers’ Gap, shewn on the map by the chain-

dotted line C D.

These sections should not be taken as representative of the

dunes as a whole. The main dune ridge naturally varies both

in width and height.

On the six-inch Ordnance Survey Map of 1904, the island is

shewn as having a length of 3 miles 660 yards, measured in a
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straight line from S, the eastern end of the Main Dune line,

to the tip of the then Outer Point. The length is now (July,

1926) 3 miles 1,120 yards, and thus there has been a gain of 460

yards in twenty-two years. This measurement was taken in a

straight line from S to the end of the Outer Point. If,

however, measurements are taken

—

1. Between the extreme ends of the Outer Point on the

Ordnance Map, and the present Outer Point, the gain

is 600 yards (measured in a straight line).

2. Round the spit from U to the end of the present Outer

Point, the gain is 1110 yards. [U represents the position

of the high water mark on the Ordnance Map (of 1904)

at the junction of the Outer Point shingle ridge with the

main ridge.]

It is proposed in this account to indicate briefly the various

changes that have taken place since the revision by the Ord-

nance Survey in 1904. The following features will be treated

in some detail :

—

1. Shingle Ridges.

2. Dunes
:
gaps and wind-blown hollows.

3. Brancaster Harbour Channel.

4. Miscellaneous.

As far as possible, the Burnham or eastern end of the island

will be taken as a starting point in the descriptions.

1. Shingle Ridges

Between the eastern end of the island and House Hill six

ridges in succession run landwards from the main dune line.

No. 1 ridge, nearest to the east end of the island, is com-

paratively short. It has a definite bend to the south-east and

is dune-covered for the greater part of its length. Further to

the west, ridges Nos. 2 and 3 run back in the same approxi-

mate direction. They have the characteristic bend to the

south-east and join together at their distal extremities.

Ridges Nos. 4, 5, and 6 follow the same general direction.

These are all of considerable length, the longest exceeding

eight hundred yards. They are, for the most part, covered with

dense vegetation. Each ridge has a very definite curved end ;

the approximate parallelism of their directions may be noted

in passing. No. 6 ridge shews a secondary near the point of
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inflexion to the south-east. No. 5 ridge could not be definitely

traced to the main dune ridge owing to the very thick growth of

vegetation. These ridges, with the exception of a short

portion of No. C, are not shewn on the Ordnance Survey Map.

From the inland end of House Hill two shingle ridges, Nos. 7

and 8 on map, run back in a south-easterly direction for over

three hundred yards. Both ridges are now largely overgrown

by vegetation. At the extremity of ridge No. 8 there are older

masses of shingle (as shewn on map) on either side of it.

At the Smugglers’ Gap, between House Hill and Privet Hill,

the spread of shingle is much more extensive than that shewn

on the Ordnance Survey Map of 1904
;
shingle is in fact almost

continuous between the two hills and runs back for some 350

yards from the main beach. In most places, away from the

sea, it is overgrown by vegetation. Four shingle ridges,

marked 9, 10, 11, and 12 on the map, which run inland from

Smugglers’ Gap, may, however, be picked out, the most

westerly ridge being continuous with Privet Hill. These

ridges are all comparatively low and flat, though occasionally,

as in the case of No. 11, they are rather better defined at their

extremities. The ridge at the inland end of Privet Hill

actually runs much farther back than is shewn on the Ordnance

Survey Map, and it abuts on the creek (see map).

Between the Long Hill and the Butcher’s Beach ridge, there

are several smaller shingle ridges. These, with the exception

of ridge No. 15, are not shewn on the Ordnance Map. Between

these ridges there are several spaces, which were shewn on that

map as shingle patches
;

the shingle is now covered with mud
and sand. Probably in such areas the shingle is from time

to time mud-covered, and such changes seem to be com-

paratively frequent, e.g., at an interval of one month such an

alteration has been noted on a small scale near Felter’s Hill.

Ridge No. 17 is noteworthy, both on account of its recent growth

and very definite looped end. The parts of the ridge

marked No. 16 are practically continuous, and vegetation is

growing on them in places.

Between Long Hill and the Outer Point there are now
eleven shingle ridges, numbered 20 to 30 on the map. This

part of the island has changed considerably, and much has

been added to it since the Ordnance Map was published. All
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the ridges, with the exception of the Outer Point, No. 30, are

within the area covered by dunes. These ridges tend to occur

in pairs, the pairs in turn tending to coalesce. In practically

all cases they shew a pronounced bend, in sympathy with that

of the Outer Point ridge, i.e., they bend back on their original

courses. The name Outer Point should apply to the end

of the outermost ridge at any date, and will thus change its

position from time to time. Ridge No. 25 shews a termination

at X and is there joined by the looped ridge No. 26.

At the Brancaster end of the Long Hill the Ordnance Map
shews a stretch of shingle, but no true ridges. Now there

are two very definite ridges, each shewing a marked bend in

approximately the same direction as in the case of those of the

Outer Point area. These are numbered 18 and 19 on the map.

It will be realised that the widths of the shingle ridges may
shew considerable variations, since the effects of even one storm

are often very marked. The widths shewn on the map,

therefore, should be considered as those which apparently

best represent ordinary conditions.

2a. The Dunes.

At the Burnham end of the island (i.e., the east end) the

breadth of the main dune ridge has increased, especially at the

point marked Y, where the gain is about sixty yards. In

this area a new dune ridge is being built on the seaward side

of the older dunes (note point Z). This is a comparatively

recent addition, for, on the Ordnance Map, the dune line is

here shewn as a smooth curve on its outerside. Westward

from this area, the dune ridge, in general, shews a slight

recession. It becomes relatively complicated near Smugglers’

Gap, and in this part, especially at the eastern end of the gap,

small breaks in the dune line change their positions at fairly

frequent intervals.

On the lateral shingle ridges between the Burnham

end of the island and House Hill there are practically

no dunes shewing save on No. 1. In Smugglers’ Gap

the Ordnance Map shews a complete and long break in

the dunes. Now, however, new dunes are forming. These

are at present almost continuous, though of small extent.

They are also very low (see section C D).
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The dune lines not yet mentioned, such as Privet Hill, shew

very little change save for wind-blown hollows which are

noted later. To the south of the Long Hill up to the branching

points of the shingle ridges No. 18 and 19 there has been some

recent dune development. These new dunes are practically

continuous with the main dunes of the Long Hill, which

shew very definite traces of wind erosion at the Brancaster

end.

The dune on Felter’s Hill, though so small in extent, agrees

with the position shewn on the Ordnance Map.

The main dune belt shews a gain in length westward of 330

yards, but between the Long Hill and its western extremity,

as shewn on the Ordnance Survey Map, there has been very

little change in its breadth. There is a well-marked gap at

T, near the Bird Watcher’s hut, after which the dunes are

continuous for a further 390 yards to the west. Embryo dunes

are also appearing on some of the lateral ridges, e.g., on No. 29.

2b . Dune Gaps and Wind-Blown Hollows

In the dune ridges gaps, which are not marked on the

Ordnance Map, occur at the points N on Long Hill, and at O
and P on Privet Hill. The significance of the approximate

alignment and direction of these gaps is suggested in Part I.

of this paper.

The wind-blown hollows in the Norton Hills, House Hill,

Privet Hill, the Main Dune ridge, and Long Hill are shewn

diagrammatically. They are also described in Part I. of this

paper. An attempt has been made on the map to indicate

their approximate direction and extent. They are seen in

many stages of development, varying from a few square yards

in area to wide open gullies cutting far into the dunes.*

3. Brancaster Harbour Channel

Since 1904 the harbour channel has swung round, so that its

seaward end has now taken an approximate north-westerly

direction. This is a change from a direction only slightly north

of west and represents a turning movement of the actual mouth

of some 1030 yards. The present course of the eastern side

of the channel, as shewn on the accompanying map,

* See footnote, Page 237.
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is an approximation based on readings taken with a

prismatic compass and measurements with a steel tape. It

will be seen that the extreme end of the Outer Point is now on

the margin of the channel.*

4. Creek Through the Long Hill

The Ordnance Map of 1904 shews the main dunes of the Long

Hill as firmly established and continuous with the main dune

belt along the seaward side of the island. They are now
severed, however, and a winding creek (marked R on map)

runs through the ridge, terminating in the area between Wire

Hill and the main line of dunes. At this stage, it is difficult to

account for tnis break-through, or to say whether it occurred

on the east or the west.

The ridge No. 31, near the western end of the island, is

comparatively small and indefinite, and gradually merges

into the shingle of the main beach. It is, however, for some

distance separated from the main beach by a well marked gully.

The continuation of this gully, shewn on the map by a dotted

fine, is at present traceable for a considerable distance, f This

is probably only a temporary ridge, and was formed very

recently during a period of high tides.

The two accompanying sections (figs. 4 and 5) were levelled

in the summer of 1925.

* Alterations have also taken place in Burnham Harbour, which now
runs almost due north. These changes have not been indicated, as they

are outside the scope of the present paper.

t Observations by Mr. Chestney.
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Centenary of the Norwich Museum, Oct. 25th, 1925
The Ceremony in the Keep

The Director of the Victoria and Albert Museum
Mr. Eric Maclagan, speaking
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X
CENTENARY OF NORWICH MUSEUM

By F. Leney, Curator

The celebration of the Centenary of the Norwich Museum took

place on October 25th, 1925, and was honoured by the presence

of H.R.H. the Duke of York, and the Directors of many
British, French, and Belgian Museums and Art Galleries.

The British Museum of Natural History was represented by

Dr. W. T. Caiman, F.R.S., the Cambridge University Museum
by the Director, Mr. C. Forster-Cooper, M.A., the Rothamsted

Experimental Station by the Director, Sir John Russell, F.R.S.,

and this Society by the President, Dr. E. H. Hankin, M.A.,

the Secretary, Dr. S. H. Long, and the Treasurer, Mr. Robert

Gurney, M.A. In making a tour of the Museum, the Duke
was particularly interested in the fine examples of African

Big-game, and in his official speech asked to be allowed to re-

echo the wish expressed by H.M. the King, thirty years ago.

“ that the prosperity of this ancient and loyal City of Norwich

may long continue, and that the Norwich Castle Museum
may have a long career of increasing usefulness.”

The formation of a Museum in Norwich must have been the

outcome of a general quickening of interest in scientific matters

in the first quarter of last century, but the idea was definitely

mooted at the Annual Meeting of the local Literary Institution

on October 22nd, 1824, when the Committee was authorised

“ to adopt such measures as may best promote the establish-

ment of a Museum and may render it of the greatest avail and

most general utility and yet of the least possible expense

to the funds of the Institution.” The Museum was estab-

lished in 1825 in a room at the Literary Institution, a buildmg

on the site of the present Haymarket Picture House, and most

of the early gifts were mammals, birds or other Natural

History specimens. These accessions were all recorded in the

registers of the time, which have fortunately been preserved

and serve as most useful records
;
many of the specimens are

still in the Museum. For instance, the register for 1825 has

items :

—

Richard Taylor, Esq.,—Arranged series of fossil shells from

the chalk, craig, and alluvial strata.
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Thos. Brightman, Esq.,—188 shells, comprising most of the

general and some rare species.

Colonel Harvey,—An Armadillo, a bow and arrows.

Captain Manby,—Skin of a Polar bear, skull of a Polar bear,

skuU of a grampus, skull of a sea unicorn, horn of a unicorn.

Rev. J. Burrell,—Various insects, an armadillo, specimens of

shells.

Mrs. R. Taylor,—18 specimens of minerals, 74 shells.

Mr. Lilly Wigg,—The eggs of the starling, water hen, quail,

kestrel, coot, jackdaw, tern and plover.

Even in the beginning the so-called “ modern ” idea of

making separate and more detailed collections for the use of

students seems to have been evolved, as witness the following

recommendation in an early Museum report :

—
“ It appears to

the committee that the best means of attaining the object in

view is by directing the principal attention at present to

collecting the types of the modern genera, in the various classes

of natural history. Though some sacrifice may be made by this

plan of the more showy and popular methods of forming a

Museum, your committee feel convinced it is the only system

by which a scientific acquaintance with the objects collected

can be promoted, and the utile et dulce of such an institution

enjoyed.”

The first President of the Museum was Sir James Edward

Smith, F.R.S., and the list of subsequent presidents contains

names equally distinguished in the world of science and

literature, viz. : the Rev. Professor A. Sedgwick, F.R.S., Rev.

Wm. Kirby, F.R.S., Mr. Dawson Turner, F.R.S., Sir John

Boileau, F.R.S., Mr. Thomas Brightwell, F.L.S., and Mr. J. H.

Gurney, F.Z.S. The office of Curator was held from 1851 to

1910 by Mr. James Reeve, F.G.S. He was one of the original

members of our Society and in the early years of his

life worked enthusiastically in the crag pit at Bramerton,

many of the shells found by him being of great service to

Searles V. Wood and F. W. Harmer in preparing their

monographs on the Crag Mollusca.

From small beginnings and with the impetus of much keen

interest the Museum has developed through the munificence of

many local families such as the Gurneys, the Buxtons and

the Colmans, until to-day it is one of the most important
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Museums in the provinces. Our Proceedings for the years

1887 to 1901 contain Notes contributed annually by the

late Mr. Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., on the additions to the

Natural History Collections in the Museum. The Notes were

discontinued in 1913 owing to the need for economy in the

expenditure on printing. These annual reports doubtless had

the effect of bringing before the notice of our members the

desirability of augmenting the collections by specimens in their

possession. To take one noticeable and popular example,

i.e., “ Big Game Trophies ”
;
about 1902 the Museum possessed

some dozen skulls and horns of Cape Buffalo and African

Antelopes, whereas at the present time the collection consists

of many hundreds of animals and heads, mounted in a most

realistic manner. The Geological Collection was always

of interest to the members of the old Museum Society and

although it suffered in the course of many re-arrangements, the

well lighted and spacious gallery devoted to Geology is a special

feature of the Castle Museum. The collection comprises those

formed by the Rev. John Gunn, Miss Anna Gurney, Caleb B.

Rose, Robert F'itch, J. J. Colman, the Rev. F. A. Buxton and

others.

The collection of birds arrest the attention of most visitors,

and, although other collections are good and comprehensive,

the Norwich Museum is generally known for its birds. Mr. J. H.

Gurney, in 1855, gave a lecture in St. Andrew’s Hall,

Norwich, “ in illustration of the Raptorial specimens in the

Museum,” a group which was already ahead of any family of

birds there represented. After this date, Mr. Gurney’s interest

was solely with the Raptores and every year the Museum
Reports record a large number of rare and important additions

to the collection. After his death in 1890 his son, Mr. John
Henry Gurney, enriched the collection with man}'- valuable

additions, which he was able to obtain by means of a list of

desiderata sent out to collectors and sportsmen in all parts of

the world. The collection taken as a whole is a memorial

of the life-work of an ornithologist of world-wide repute and the

birds in hundreds of instances are the types on which Mr.

Gurney based his studies and conclusions as recorded year by

year in “ The Ibis.” One special feature of the Gurney Collec-

tion is the illustration of the geographical range of a bird, as
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for instance the Peregrine Falcon from thirty-six widely

separated localities, such as Norfolk, Egypt, Siberia, India,

Japan, North America, Greenland and South America.

The study of mankind is illustrated by large and varied

collections exhibited in the Keep. A few years ago a desire to

effect an innovation in the arrangement of the antiquities

resulted in a scheme for the visualisation and history of
'' Norwich through the Centuries,” beginning with Prehistoric

Man. With the help of the late Mr. W. G. Clarke, F.G.S., a

case was arranged showing the skill attained in the fashioning

of arrow heads, axes and tools, and also the life history, as

far as it is known, of man in each successive stage of his

development.

The dominant feature of museum work at the present

time is the provision of Introductory Cases to the study of

Birds, Mollusca, Echinodermata, Dentition, etc. These cases

arouse attention and, in addition to being of service to

students, are of value to visitors who wish to understand the

economic and other features of the collections.

The interest of the citizens of Norwich has been maintained

in the collections largely through the publicity given in the

newspapers to Museum lectures organised by the Norwich

Museum Association. This Association was founded in 1907

for the study and further utilisation of the Museum collections

and for the dissemination, by means of Lectures and

Discussions, of information on subjects connected with

Natural Science which may be of benefit to Agriculturists,

Horticulturists, Teachers, Students and others.

Probably the most successful venture ever undertaken in the

history of the Museum is the scheme for demonstrations to

school children, with a view to encouraging a love of Natural

History. The Education Authority appointed a qualified

teacher having special knowledge of Natural Science, and every

child in the senior classes of the Council Schools attends

at the Museum once a week for twelve weeks for the purpose

of receiving elementary instruction in subjects illustrated in

the Museum collections. During the year 1925, there were

18,596 attendances at these demonstrations, in addition to

1,160 scholars who visited the Museum in organised classes

for the purpose of general instruction.
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This brief notice of the foundation and growth of the Norwich

Museum during the past century would be incomplete without

mentioning that, since the foundation of our Society in 1869,

the monthly meetings have been held in the Museum, and it is

beyond question that the success of the Norwich Castle Museum
is due to the generosity and interest evinced by members of our

Society.

XI

NORFOLK AND NORWICH NATURALISTS’ SOCIETY

Report of the Junior Branch for 1925-26

In bis Presidential Address in 1919 Mr. E. Bidwell made
the suggestion that a Junior Branch of the Society should

be founded, but the suggestion was not acted upon until

1925. At a general meeting of the Society on January 27th,

1925, a resolution was passed that such a branch be formed,

with Miss Barbara Waterfield as Hon. Secretary and the

following members as a Committee :—The President, Capt.

Lloyd, H. J. Howard, R. Gurney, I). Payler, W. C. Easter,

and Dr. S. H. Long.

The Junior Branch now consists of 31 members, and has

held meetings during each of the school holidays. The first

of these meetings was in the summer holidays of 1925, when
the members met at Attlebridge and went for a walk through

the woods and water-meadows. Though nothing of great

botanical interest was seen, some members found caterpillars

of the Eyed Hawk moth, feeding on willow.

In the Christmas holidays the Branch met at Norwich

Museum, when Dr. A. H. Evans, of Cambridge, gave a talk on

the birds seen on an imaginary walk through part of

Northumberland.

In the Easter Holidays, 1926, an expedition was made to

Sutton Broad. Mr. Robert Gurney provided boats and

took us down the broad. The most interesting part to most

of the members was hearing the Bittern booming, which

most of them had never heard before. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
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Gurney kindly asked the whole party back to tea at Ingham,

and afterwards our host took us round his museum and showed

us his bird skins, pointing out the quickest way of distinguishing

birds by their plumage.

On Sept. 7th the members made an expedition to Hickling

Broad. Miss Turner conducted the party round “ Swim
Coots,” where a number of interesting birds were seen including

a Greenshank and a Smew. Afterwards she was kind enough

to give the party tea upon her island.

B. Waterfield,

Hon. Sec.

XII

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS

The Oleander Hawk Moth, Daphnis
(
Chaerocampa

)
Nerii, in

East Norfolk.

—

A female specimen of this exceedingly rare

moth was caught at Hemsby (near Gt. Yarmouth), on

September 8th, 1926. It was resting on some palings by the

roadside and had laid two eggs, which were however unfertile.

This moth is an inhabitant of Africa and ranges eastward

through Asia Minor to India. In Europe it is only found at

all commonly on the Mediterranean coast.

The larva feeds on Nerium oleander, preferring the flowers

to the leaves
;

in confinement it will thrive on Vinca minor.

It has been found in England on only one or two occasions

but has not been reared.

D. nerii was first recorded as English in 1835 by Stephens

who described a specimen taken in .September, 1833, at Dover.

Up to 1907 only 25 occurrences are mentioned by South, but

since then records have been more frequent. (There have been

two others this year, one from Niton I.O.W. on September

7th, and a doubtful one from Holbeach.) The Hemsby
specimen is believed to be the first ever recorded in Norfolk.

There is considerable doubt as to how this moth reaches

our shores. An analysis of the records of its capture shows

that it has occurred most frequently in the south-east of

England, especially on the coasts of Kent and Sussex. This
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might be taken to indicate that it has flown over from the

Continent. As the nearest breeding place, however, is over

500 miles away, the almost perfect condition of most of these

specimens weakens the hypothesis.

It has been suggested that the pupa is imported amongst

foreign fruits
;

but it seems more likely that the pupa is

introduced amongst the roots of exotic plants, especially of

Nerium oleander, which has a place in many English

conservatories.

Although no definite conclusion can be drawn, it is fairly safe

to assume that the majority of specimens of Daphnis nerii

caught in England have been brought at least part of the way
by external means.—K. Bagnall-Oakeley.

The Distribution of the Crayfish, Potamobius Pallipes,

in Norfolk.

—

The distribution of the Crayfish in Norfolk is

a matter on which further information is required, and the

following notes embody all that I have been able to ascertain

regarding it.

River Bure.

—

Mr. W. L. Buxton informs me that his father

introduced four hundred French Crayfish in 1881 into the

tributary at Bolwick (the Mermaid), but that they seemed to

disappear in a year or two. It is not known to what species

they belonged. The late Mr. R. W. Purdy of Aylsham,

writing to me in 1907, said that he was aware of this introduc-

tion by Mr. Buxton, but believed that the animals did not

establish themselves nor travel up the stream to Mr. Buxton’s

property half a mile above.

Mr. Purdy sent me Crayfish in 1908 taken from the Bure

at Aylsham and also shells, picked up on the bank at Ingworth,

of individuals which had apparently been eaten by rats.

This summer Mr. W. L. Buxton found a recently killed and

partly eaten specimen on the river bank at Itteringham.

According to Mr. Purdy, Crayfish abound in the stream

which flows through the lake at Thurning.

In 1904, Mr. F. Balfour Browne took specimens from a

small stream entering the Bure just below the bridge at Ing-

worth, and also in Scarrow Beck which flows into the Bure

at Blickling.
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River Yare.—Crayfish have been taken from the Yare at

Keswick by Mr. G. H. Gurney, and a specimen from Cringleford

is preserved in the Norwich Museum.

At Taverham Mill (R. Wensum) Crayfish are abundant,

and I have caught numbers of them there myself. It is said

to occur also at Attlebridge. Probably it inhabits all the

upper waters of the Wensum since one was taken at Ryburgh
Mill recently by Mr. E. L. Smith of Wells.

River Glaven. Mr. Balfour Browne found Crayfish in the

Glaven at Thornage in 1904, and Mr. N. R. Rippingall tells

me that he used to get a lot of them at Glandford Mill about

thirty years ago.

With regard to the rivers draining towards the west the

only information received at present is that Crayfish do not

occur in the R. Nar (Mr. Philip Gurney).

The Crayfish should be looked for in holes in banks, and

under stones in running streams, and it is not normally an

inhabitant of still waters. It is, however, found in the “ lodes
”

of Wicken Fen, and I have kept specimens taken at Taverham

in a tank for over two years. One female was found to be

bearing eggs in April this year, but I do not know if they

hatched out.—Robert Gurney.

Introduction of the Large CopperButterfly, Chrysophanus

rutilus, in Norfolk.-—An attempt has been made during

the past summer to introduce the Large Copper Butterfly

(Chrysophanus rutilus
)

on one or two of the Norfolk

marshlands, on ground where it is justifiable to suppose

that its extinct British form, C. dispar, may once

have flown. The scheme was planned by the Nature Protec-

tion Committee, in collaboration with a few Entomologists,

and Mr. John Cator, who has taken a keen personal interest

himself in the scheme, very kindly allowed his marshes at

Woodbastwick to be utilised for the experiment. Mr. E. B.

Purefoy, who had successfully planted a colony of C. rutilus

in Tipperary, Ireland, in 1914, undertook to carry the plan

through, and, with Mr. Edelston of the Protection Committee,

visited the Woodbastwick marshes last May, when he was

shewn all the likely ground by Mr. Cator. A considerable
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number of pupae, in various consignments, were posted to

Mr. Hunt, the headkeeper at Woodbastwick, and these were

placed by him under specially arranged nets, stretched over

wire frames, which had been prepared for the purpose, in

certain spots on the marsh, the idea being to liberate the

imagines in the centre of the most suitable ground. The first

imago hatched on July 1st. During the whole month of

July about 550 butterflies were liberated.

The marshes were visited on July 27th and 28th in bad

weather, and only one male was noticed. A fair number of

ova were found on Water-docks. It is probable that the bad

weather had given the butterflies only a very poor chance, and

that they had suffered from a lack of flowers earlier in the

month. The marsh flowers were exceptionally late this year.

The ground was visited again a month later, and about 150

larvae were counted, just about ready to retire into hybernation

for the winter
;
they seemed healthy and promising, but there

should have been far more. It is hoped that a further con-

signment of pupie will be put down next year.

The original larvae were collected in the marshes north of

Berlin. The Nature Protection Committee intend to plant

Wood Walton Fen in Huntingdonshire with Dutch C. dispar

(rulilus). Holme Fen is immediately North of Wood Walton,

and it was in this Fen that the last 5 British C. dispar were

captured in 1847.—Gerard H. Gurney.
• i {

A New Norfolk Bird.

—

Coue’s Redpoll (.4 canthis^horne-

manni exilipes
)

has, so far as I can make out, never been

recorded from Norfolk, though it must occur in every large

visitation of Meaty Redpolls. I obtained one (a female) in the

big Redpoll year of 1910 which was taken among many Meaty

Redpolls on the North Denes at Yarmouth on October 26th,

just about the same date that Dr. W. Eagle Clarke obtained

three in Fair Isle.

Last winter again there were a number of Meaty Redpolls in

Norfolk and I received from Master R. L. Wathen another

example of Coue's Redpoll (a male) obtained at Marsham on

January 4th, 1926. It may be noted that one was recorded

from Scarborough in December, 1925. This bird may be distin-

guished by the fine bill, paler upper parts and pure white rump

from the ordinary Meaty Redpoll).—C. B. Ticehurst.
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A New Bat for Suffolk.

—

About 6 years ago I saw at

Lowestoft some bats which I did not know and which I

provisionally named as the Serotine. I was attracted to them

by their peculiar flight, rather low and flapping, and quite

unlike that of the Noctule, which species however they resembled

in size. They appeared about the same time every evening

—so far as I remember about half an hour after sunset—and

always took the same course to their hunting grounds— some
high trees lining the Oulton road, and a haunt much frequented

by Pipistrelles and Noctules. So far as I could ascertain, the

home of these bats was some outhouses of a nearby house.

After studying them on many evenings I managed to secure a

bat which however turned out to be a Noctule, and when I

shot at it I was not at all sure that it was the unknown one

which I was searching for. Further attempts to obtain my
unknown species failed and I wondered if after all I had been

mistaken and had all the time been looking at Noctules, whose

flight for some reason or another was not typical. It was

therefore with very great interest that I received from Mr. F.

Cook on October 3rd, 1926, a bat which had that morning

been picked up in the Oulton road with a broken wing, and

which I at once recognized as a veritable Serotine (Vespertilio

serotinus Schreber). The distinguishing characters of this

bat as opposed to the Noctule are the comparatively greater

breadth of the wings, the elongate tapering tragus and the tail

reaching beyond the inter-femoral membrane.

Though of very wide distribution on the continent—middle

and South Europe across Asia to China, south to Persia and

Kashmir—no British bat has, so far as is known, so limited a

distribution in Great Britain. It occurs, and is abundant in

some localities, between the Thames and the Channel, but west

of Hampshire it is almost unknown and there are only three

records of it north of the Thames—all in Essex (Coggeshall prior

to 1863, Broomfield 1894, Pitsea 1906). This Lowestoft colony

is then a very considerable extension of range of this species

to the north and one can hardly suppose that it is unique,

but that here and there there must occur other colonies and

perhaps in Norfolk too. But Bats are hardly studied by

anyone and this and other species are possibly commoner than

is known.—C. B. Tjcehurst.
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